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SEA DUCKS 
Tribe Mergini 
The sea ducks are a group of mostly arctic-adapted diving ducks that usu-
ally winter in coastal waters and typically breed in tundra situations or in 
northern forests. All twenty speCies (two of which are now extinct) depend 
predominantly on animal sources of food, and some feed exclusively on such 
materials. These foods include shellfish, mollusks, other invertebrates, and 
aquatic vertebrates such as fish. In general the sea ducks are thus not regarded 
as highly as table birds as are the surface-feeding ducks and some of the more 
vegetarian pochard species. Like the pochards, their legs are placed well to the 
rear and their feet are unusually large; thus the birds have sacrificed the ability 
to walk easily for their diving adaptations. Also in common with pochards, 
their generally heavier bodies relative to wing surface area prevent them from 
taking flight without running some distance over the water prior to reaching 
minimum flight speed. In the air they often make up in speed for their limited 
maneuverability, although some of the largest sea ducks are rather ponderous 
in flight. Some species exhibit a good deal of white on the wings while in flight, 
and, unlike the pochards, two species have iridescent speculum patterns. The 
arctic-breeding and tundra-nesting forms typically build open-cup nests in low 
vegetation, while the forest-nesting species often use hollow trees or other natu-
ral cavities for their nest sites. Some of these tree-nesting species have moder-
ately long tails and can perch fairly well, but the larger eiders and scoters 
rarely stray far from the water's edge and are rather helpless on land. 
Of the total of twenty species of sea ducks, North America is well en-
dowed with fifteen extant breeding species, as well as the extinct Labrador 
duck. Further, the Old World smew has been reported several times in recent 
years, so that the only species not reported from North America are two 
Southern Hemisphere mergansers and an Asian species of merganser. Most of 
the North American species also occur extensively in the Old World, with the 
bufflehead, surf scoter, Barrow goldeneye, and hooded merganser being the 
exceptions. 
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COMMON EIDER 
Somateria mollissima (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: American Eider, Northern Eider, Pacific Eider. 
Range: Breeds in a circumpolar distribution on Greenland, Iceland, the Brit-
ish Isles, Scandinavia, Novaya Zemlya, northeastern Siberia, and Kam-
chatka; and in North America from the Aleutian Islands and the Alaska 
Peninsula to western and northern coastal Alaska, the arctic coast of the 
Yukon and the Northwest Territories and offshore islands; Hudson Bay, 
Labrador, Newfoundland, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, New Brunswick, Nova 
Scotia, and coastal Maine. In North America, winters in coastal areas of the 
Pacific south to Washington and along the Atlantic coast south to the middle 
Atlantic states, with casual occurrences inland. 
Subspecies (based on Delacour, 1959): 
s. m. borealis (Brehm): Northern Common Eider. In North America 
breeds from Greenland and northeastern Canada to northern Hudson 
Bay, where it intergrades with dresseri. 
s. m. dresseri Sharpe: American Common Eider. Breeds in southern Labra-
dor, Newfoundland, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Nova Scotia, and Maine. 
Also breeds in southern Hudson Bay and James Bay, a population recog-
nized by the A.O.V. as S. m. sedentaria Snyder and probably a valid race, 
but not recognized by Delacour. 
S. m. v-nigra Bonaparte: Pacific Common Eider. In North America, breeds 
from northern Alaska east to Coronation Gulf and the Northwest Terri-
tories, and south to the Aleutian Islands, Kodiak Island, and the south 
side of the Alaska Peninsula to Cook Inlet and Glacier Bay. 
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Measurements (after Phillips, 1926) : 
Folded wing: Males 269-328, females 266-295 mm. 
Culmen: Males 49-61, females 44-57 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that eight American eider males 
averaged 4.4 pounds (1,995 grams), and eight females averaged 3.4 pounds 
(1,542 grams), with maximums of 4.6 pounds and 3.8 pounds, respec-
tively. One male northern eider weighed 3.4 pounds (1,542 grams), while 
nine females also averaged 3.4 pounds, with a maximum of 4.3 pounds. 
Eight male Pacific eiders averaged 5.7 pounds (2,585 grams), and four fe-
males averaged 5.4 pounds (2,449 grams), with respective maximums of 
6.2 and 6.4 pounds. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: In the hand, specimens may be immediately recognized as 
eiders by the somewhat sickle-shaped tertials and the irregular basal feathering 
of the bill, plus the rather large body that usually weighs in excess of three 
pounds. The common eider differs from all other eiders in having a lateral ex-
tension of feathering on the side of the bill that tapers to a point below the rear 
tip of the nostrils and an unfeathered extension of the bill that extends nearly 
to the eyes; these are present in both sexes and all ages. The bill color and the 
width of this unfeathered extension toward the eyes varies with different sub-
species. Should the bill and head characteristics not be available for observa-
tion, the combination of brown barring on the sides or mantle and a folded 
wing length greater than 250 mm. will separate female common eiders from 
spectacled eiders. For adult males, the presence of white or mostly white ter-
tials and a folded wing length in excess of 270 mm. will separate common 
eiders from spectacled eiders and king eiders. 
In the Field: On the water, common eiders may be recognized at great 
distances by the male's white mantle color, which extends downward on the 
breast to the anterior base of the wings. King eiders have a black mantle, and 
spectacled eiders have blackish color extending partway up the breast toward 
the front of the neck. Female common eiders are less rusty-toned and paler 
than female king eiders and are vertically barred with dark brown rather than 
having crescentic brown markings. In flight, common eiders fly in a straight 
course with strong wing strokes; the males exhibit a continuous white mantle 
between their white upper wing coverts and have a black crown-stripe that is 
lacking in the other eiders. Male common eiders utter rather loud cooing sounds 
during courtship similar to those of mourning doves, but lack the tremulous 
quality of king eider calls. Female calls are loud and hoarse, often sounding like 
gog-gag-gog, and lack the wooden tone of king eider calls. 
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AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: By the first spring of life, male eiders will have 
acquired at least some white feathers on their breasts, which together with the 
white upper wing coverts should be evident in any plumage. Even in the 
juvenal plumage the male has a lighter chest than the female. 
Age Determination: Age criteria for females have not been worked out, 
but juveniles of either sex should be recognizable by the notched tail feather 
criterion. Older females should be examined internally as to the state of their 
reproductive organs, while males can probably be aged according to the 
distinctions mentioned for first-year and second-year king eider males. Repro-
ductive maturity probably occurs in the second spring of life, although such 
males still retain gray coloration on their upper wing coverts. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: In North America the common eider 
has the most extensive breeding range of any of the four eider species, from 
the Aleutian Islands on the west to Newfoundland on the east, and from about 
43 0 to 80 0 N. latitude (Maine to Ellesmere Island). 
In Alaska, Pacific common eiders nest on the Aleutian Islands, Kodiak 
Islands, the adjacent Alaska Peninsula eastward to Cook Inlet, northward in 
coastal tundra along the Bering coast, and on Nunivak and St. Lawrence 
islands. They also breed from Tigara and Wainwright along the arctic coast 
westward to Demarcation Point (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada the species breeds along the Yukon and Mackenzie coastline 
eastward to at least Bathurst Inlet, from the Melville Peninsula southward 
along the coastline of Hudson Bay to James Bay, along the eastern shores of 
Hudson Bay, and on the Atlantic coastline of eastern Canada to the mouth of 
the St. Lawrence River. It also breeds in Newfoundland and the Maritime 
Provinces with the possible exception of Prince Edward Island. In the Franklin 
District its breeding range includes the coastlines of Baffin and Southampton 
islands, the smaller Hudson Bay islands, and at least parts of Banks, Victoria, 
Somerset, Cornwallis, pevon, and Ellesmere islands (Godfrey, 1966). Vic-
toria Island and Bathurst Inlet evidently represent the eastern limits of the 
Pacific race, and there is seemingly a hiatus between the breeding range of this 
form and the more easterly races. 
South of Canada, the only state having any breeding eiders is Maine, 
which has long had nesting eiders (Gross, 1944), but which has also had 
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remarkable population increases in recent years. Thus, the Muscongus Bay 
population rose from an estimated 800 birds in 1949 to over 6,000 in 1959, 
and by 1965 had probably reached 7,000 (Audubon Field Notes, 19:523). 
The southwestern breeding limits in Maine are at Mark Island, Casco Bay 
(A.O.V., 1957). 
The preferred breeding habitat of common eiders consists of low-lying 
rocky marine shores having numerous islands; there is also rare utilization of 
sandy islands and coastal freshwater lakes or rivers (Snyder, 1957). Hilden 
( 1964) found the highest nesting abundance on boulder-covered islands, with 
very little use of gravel- or rock-covered ones. He also reported that grassy 
islands have highest usage, followed by those covered with herbaceous and, 
lastly, wooded vegetation. Most eiders selected central parts of islets, rather 
than the shoreline area, for nesting, perhaps as a reflection of their adaptation 
to tidal changes and also the scarcity of fine soil between the rocks to serve as 
nest substrates. Open terrain with extensive water areas, sparsely wooded 
islands with barren shores, as well as a proximity to marine foods, are basic 
aspects of its habitat requirements. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: The Pacific common eider winters 
throughout the Aleutian Islands and in the Bering Sea, where they are some-
times abundant around the Pribilof Islands and occasionally at St. Lawrence 
Island (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). Fay (1960) stated that upwards of 
50,000 eiders (both Pacific common and king eiders) winter about St. Law-
rence Island, although the king eider is much commoner and the Pacific eider 
is most prevalent during spring and summer months. There is probably also a 
western movement of birds from northwestern Canada around northern Alaska 
to wintering areas in the Bering Sea (Godfrey, 1965). 
The remaining North American races of the common eider all winter in 
eastern Canada and along the Atlantic coast of the Vnited States. In Canada 
wintering birds occur from southern Baffin Island and the islands north of 
Hudson Bay southward into Hudson and James bays and eastward to the 
Maritime Provinces (Godfrey, 1965). Probably most Canadian eiders winter 
in the waters off southern Greenland and the Labrador coast (Snyder, 1957). 
Regular wintering south of Canada occurs only along the coast of Maine, 
although birds sometimes occur as far south as New York and New Jersey, 
with casual occurrences as far south as North Carolina (A.O.V., 1957). 
In winter common eiders are almost strictly marine birds, usually remain-
ing well off shore and generally out of sight from land. No doubt the avail-
ability of their winter foods (mollusks and some crustaceans), as determined 
by their abundance and water depth, are primary aspects of wintering habitat. 
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GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Although it has been suggested that eiders do not mature 
before their third year (Delacour, 1959: 19), Lack (1968) cited unpublished 
data by H. Milne indicating that female common eiders probably first breed 
when two years old and males possibly not until a year later. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed annually during the winter or 
spring months. Males desert their mates early in the incubation period and 
often then directly migrate out to sea (Coach, 1965). Since many, but not 
all, birds are paired on their arrival, it would seem that pair formation may 
occur during migration or on the breeding grounds, according to Coach. 
Kenyon (1961) noted that in the Pacific common eider pairing occurred in 
early or mid-May, about a month prior to the start of egg-laying. Thus, the 
pair bond of at least some eiders may last no more than a month or two. 
Nest Location: Coach (1965) reported that at Cape Dorset the northern 
common eiders favored nesting areas sheltered by rocks over fiat, open and 
grassy areas by a factor of about 9 to 1. They also often placed their nests 
under rock overhangs, and they tended to select ridges that were well drained 
and normally were snow-free early in the season. About 40 percent of the 
nests found were within 100 feet of water, but at least 10 percent were more 
than 900 feet from water, so that immediate proximity to water is not neces-
sary. Hilden (1964) similarly found that the birds were about ten times as 
abundant on boulder-covered islets than on either gravelly or rocky islets, and 
favored those dominated by grassy rather than herbaceous or wooded vegeta-
tion. In his area the eiders were not socially attracted to gulls or terns, but in 
a Spitsbergen study it was reported that nesting in association with arctic terns 
(Sterna paradisaea) increased nesting success (Ahlen and Andersson, 1970). 
Clutch Size: Although average clutch sizes between 4.5 and 5.5 eggs appear 
to be typical of common eiders in both Scotland (Marshall, 1967) and Fin-
land (Hilden, 1964), the populations of eastern North America average 
between 3.25 and 4.04 eggs (Paynter, 1951). The modal clutch size of the 
Pacific common eider also appears to be 4 eggs (Kenyon, 1961), with a 
maximum of 6. Coach (1965) similarly reported an average clutch size of 
4.06 eggs for 188 first nestings of the northern common eider, as compared 
with 2.33 eggs in 12 renesting attempts. Eggs are normally laid at the rate 
of one per day, according to Coach. Guignion (1969) reported an average of 
4.3 eggs for completed clutches of the American common eider, and Freeman 
(1970) found that in the Hudson Bay population 536 nests averaged 4.5 eggs. 
Incubation Period: Coach (1965) estimated a 28- to 30-day incubation 
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period for wild northern common eiders. Guignion (1969) established that 
the American common eider had a 25- to 26-incubation period under natural 
conditions, with nests in less disturbed areas hatching in a day less than those 
subject to some disturbance. Under artificial conditions incubation requires 
24 to 25 days (Rolnik, 1943). 
Fledging Period: Cooch (1965) estimated a 60-day fledging period for 
northern common eiders. Other estimates by workers in Europe and Asia 
have ranged from 60 to 75 days (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Nest and Egg Losses: Cooch (1965) reported that at Cape Dorset, 
predation and other losses accounted for 25 percent of all eggs laid during one 
season and 15 percent the following one. However, there was some renesting, 
which tended to offset these losses. Three avian predators, the raven, the 
herring gull, and the parasitic jaeger, were present on the area, but the losses 
caused by jaegers were believed negligible. Hilden (1964) reported a similar 
nesting success of 78 percent in Finland, which was lower than that of any 
other species in his study area. He attributed the high rate of nest failure, 
which was primarily caused by crows, ravens, and human interference, to the 
eiders' exposed nests, their failure to return rapidly after being flushed from 
the nest, their tendency to desert nests, and their early initiation of nesting. 
Choate (1967) reported that nest predation caused losses of 58 percent of 
448 nests in Maine, over half of these losses occurring on incompleted nests. 
He found that larger clutches had a greater chance than smaller ones of suc-
cess, which was considered to be possibly related to the age of the nesting 
female or her relative attachment to the clutch. Nests under cow parsnip 
(Heracleum) , which provided cover for 426 of 963 nests, or under shrubs 
had higher hatching success than those placed in grasses or nightshade 
(Solanum). Gulls, including great black-backed and herring, that had caused 
partial predation on a clutch were often found to return and complete its 
destruction. An overall hatching success of 39 percent was found during each 
of two years of study. On Spitsbergen, arctic foxes and glaucous gulls were 
responsible for very high rates of nest and egg destruction (Ahlen and 
Andersson, 1970). 
Juvenile Mortality: Little information is available on prefledging mor-
tality of young, largely because of brood merger, which is so prevalent in this 
species. Cooch (1965) believed that adverse weather, disease, and predation 
by various avian and mammalian predators might all play roles in determining 
juvenile mortality rates. Gulls (herring and glaucous) and ravens were ob-
served chasing or attacking ducklings, especially during the first week after 
hatching. Hilden (1964) estimated that over a three-year period and from a 
total of 1026 eggs, 773 ducklings hatched and only 208 young survived to 
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the end of the brood season. Single broods seemingly suffered fewer losses 
than did combined broods, although such brood merger has generally been 
considered an adaptation against gull predation. The great black-backed gull 
is evidently the worst duckling predator in Finland, but other causes of duck-
ling mortality appeared to be disease, parasites, and, to a limited extent, 
weather. Hilden found that the number of young surviving until late in the 
brood season ranged in different years from 0.1 to 2.5 young per pair, or from 
1.3 to 3.0 per female he observed escorting ducklings. 
Estimates of postfledging mortality of juveniles are still unavailable. 
Adult Mortality: Boyd (1962) estimated the annual adult mortality rate 
of the European common eider as 39 percent. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: The importance of bivalve mollusks, especially the 
common blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) , has long been recognized as a funda-
mental feature of the diet of common eiders. Dementiev and Gladkov (1967) 
reported that this species of Mytilus occurred in a sample of stomachs from 
Russian (eastern Murman) birds at a frequency of 70.3 percent, compared 
with 40.5 percent for Balanus barnacles and 24.3 percent for Littorina 
mollusks. In these and other samples various crustaceans (amphipods) , 
echinoderms (seastars and sea urchins), and fish (sticklebacks) occurred. 
Summer samples of juveniles and females showed amphipods, univalve mol-
lusks, and ripening crowberries (Empetrum) present. Apparently periwinkles 
(Littorina) are a prime source of foods for young ducklings. 
A large sample of eiders taken between October and February in Danish 
waters supports the general view that mollusks (such as the bivalve Mytilus 
and the univalve periwinkle Littorina) , crustaceans (especially the crabs Car-
cinus and Balanus), and sea stars (Asterias) are predominant parts of the 
winter diet of common eiders (Madsen, 1954). In an Alaskan sample of 61 
Pacific common eiders, mollusks constituted 46 percent, crustaceans 30.7 
percent, and echinoderms 14.4 percent of the food volumes found. A sample 
of 96 American common eiders showed the same relative importance of these 
three food sources, but a higher total consumption (81.7 percent) of mollusks 
(Cottam, 1939). 
Cottam (1939) described the usual foraging behavior of common eiders 
as diving from a point usually just beyond the surf, detaching mussels from 
rocky bottoms, and taking relatively few species of animal foods each meal. 
The birds dive to moderate depths, forage particularly at low tide, and at least 
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during fall and winter apparently feed only during daylight. At night they 
move to the open ocean, sometimes many miles from their foraging areas. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: The high degree of sociality exhibited 
by nesting eiders is well established and perhaps reflects their island-nesting 
tendencies and the gradual buildup of nesting groups in local areas protected 
from avian and mammalian predators. Thus Choate (1967) reported overall 
nesting densities of 3.8 to 8.9 nests per 1,000 square feet on various islands in 
Penobscot Bay. On smaller study areas within these islands higher densities 
(4.3 to 136.4 nests per 1,000 square feet) were found. However, he found no 
relationship between nesting densities and nesting success. Guignion (1969) 
reported an even higher average nesting density (16 nests per 1,000 square 
feet) on one islet that he studied. These densities are apparently well above 
those found by Cooch (1965), who noted that one ridge 8 acres in size sup-
ported over 100 nests (or about 0.3 per 1,000 square feet), or Marshall 
(1967), who reported up to 100 breeding birds per acre (or about 2 per 1,000 
square feet). Manning et al. (1956) noted that there were an estimated 250 
Pacific common eider nests on a sandy, sparsely vegetated island measuring 
150 by 70 yards, or a maximum of about 2 acres. 
Thus it would appear that nesting "territories" of 100 to 300 square feet 
are not uncommon in dense eider colonies. Prior to the start of incubation the 
pair may spend a good deal of time resting on communal loafing areas, but 
Cooch (1965) did not observe the male actively defending his mate on such 
areas. Since males also only visit the nest site when the female is in the process 
of egg-laying, it is apparent that there can be no effective male defense of the 
nest site either. 
Interspecific Relationships: The obviously close relationship of the com-
mon and king eiders would suggest possible competition for food, nests, or 
other aspects of their biology. Pettingill (1959, 1962) observed mixed pairing 
and reported a presumed hybrid that apparently resulted from male king eiders 
mating with female common eiders nesting in Iceland, which is outside the 
king eider's breeding range. In areas where both species nest, their differences 
in preferred nesting habitats and substrates would probably tend to reduce 
such contacts. 
The preferred foods of common eiders, such as Mytilus mussels and 
crabs, are virtually identical to those of king eiders, scoters, and, to lesser 
extent, some of the other sea ducks (Cottam, 1939). However, the usual 
abundance of such foods makes it unlikely that significant competition nor-
mallyoccurs. 
Perhaps the most important relationships with other birds are those with 
ravens and large gulls, such as the great black-backed and glaucous. Nearly all 
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nesting studies have indicated considerable losses to such egg and young 
duckling predators, as noted earlier. Diseases and parasitic infections have 
also been reported as possible causes of juvenile mortality by some 
investigators. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: That eiders exhibit marked 
daily periodicities in their behavior was established by Gorman (1970), who 
determined the frequencies of male displays throughout the daylight hours. 
He determined a dawn and dusk peak of display, with the one associated with 
sunrise higher than the one at sunset, and several bursts of activity throughout 
the day, interspersed with resting periods. There was also a tidal periodicity, 
with display being higher during periods of floods and ebb tides and lower 
during times of high and low tides, when eiders are roosting and foraging, 
respectively. 
Virtually no information is available on the local or migratory move-
ments of eiders. Atkinson-Willes (1963) considered the eider population in 
Great Britain to be as sedentary as any species of duck can be, and perhaps 
the same applies to the birds breeding in New England. The Hudson Bay 
population may also be fairly sedentary, but this cannot be true of the northern 
common eider or the Pacific common eider populations. Cooch noted that 
the order of fall migration of the northern common eider from Cape Dorset 
was the reverse of that seen in spring, with the males and sub adults of both 
sexes apparently leaving first, followed by adult females and their offspring. 
In spring the males are first to arrive. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: The flock sizes of migrant birds arriving at Cape 
Dorset in spring was studied by Cooch (1965), who noted that the earliest 
flocks consisted of about 10 to 17 birds, but flock sizes progressively diminished 
as the sex ratio equalized, so that the latest arrivals were in groups of about 2 
to 4 birds, with the sexes equally represented. 
During the fall migration flock sizes are considerably larger. The data of 
Thompson and Person (1963) for Point Barrow illustrate this nicely. Between 
mid-July and early September they estimated that a million eiders (king and 
Pacific common) fly over this point on the way to molting and/or wintering 
areas. The usual sequence for both species is for adult males to arrive first, 
followed by flocks of mixed sexes, and lastly juveniles. The mean flock size 
for both species was 105 birds, and the modal flock size was 26 to 50 birds. 
The largest flock seen was estimated at 1,100 birds. 
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Pair-forming Behavior: In captive birds pair-forming behavior in com-
mon eiders begins in winter shortly after the birds have attained their nuptial 
plumage, and it is probable that some winter courting activities also occur in 
wild birds (Hoogerheide, 1950). McKinney (1961) thought that pair forma-
tion in European common eiders might occur at any time from March to May. 
Kenyon (1961) reported May pairing in the Pacific common eider, and Cooch 
(1965) reported a high incidence of courtship behavior in late May. 
The pair-forming patterns of the European and Pacific races of the com-
mon eider were described and compared by McKinney (1961) and limited 
observations on the northern and American races indicate that these forms 
have male display patterns nearly identical to those of the European race 
(Johnsgard, 1965; Cooch, 1965). Male pair-forming displays consist of a 
variety of relatively ritualized comfort movements such as preening, bathing, 
wing-flapping and wing-shaking, and several differing "cooing movements" 
associated with dovelike calls. McKinney recognized three individual types of 
cooing movements, as well as two compound combinations of these movements 
that occurred in the European but not in the Pacific race. Although a turning-
of-the-back-of-the-head toward the female does not occur, a conspicuous 
lateral swinging movement of the head is present ("head-turning") and often 
precedes or follows other displays. McKinney regarded preening and neck-
stretching as predominantly sexually motivated, while the cooing movement 
displays appeared to be largely associated with attack or escape tendencies. 
McKinney believed that the overall function of social courtship in eiders is to 
allow individual pair formation to occur, but did not observe specific instances 
of mate selection by females. He suggested that the more aggressive male 
which swims closer to the female, might tend to intimidate other males, and, 
if he is accepted by the female, would be effective in keeping other males away 
from her. 
Copulatory Behavior: McKinney (1961) observed copulations in the 
European common eider from late February until early May, or more than 
two months before the first eggs were laid. The female assumes a prone posture 
early in the precopulatory situation, although it is at least often true that the 
male initiates the copulatory sequence. His displays include virtually all of 
those that may be seen in social courtship situations, but include relatively few 
cooing movements. Instead there is a high incidence (in the European race) 
of preening, bathing, neck-stretching, and shaking. The order of these displays 
is not rigid, but mounting is usually immediately preceded by head-turning or 
a cooing movement. In the Pacific race, bill-dipping, bathing, preening, and 
shaking are the most common precopulatory displays, and the last display 
prior to mounting is usually shaking or head-turning. During treading the 
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male holds the female's nape, and in both races the male typically performs a 
single cooing movement display and swims away from the female while head-
turning. The female's postcopulatory behavior is variable, but usually includes 
bathing (McKinney, 1961). 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Coach's (1965) study of the northern 
common eider at Cape Dorset provides a useful summary of nesting behavior. 
Female eiders evidently often return to nest sites used in prior years and pre-
pare them for reuse by churning up the old detritus with the bill, to permit air 
to circulate and dry out the site. New sites are usually prepared on the same 
day that the first egg is laid. Most females visit their nests only at high tide 
during the egg-laying period and may begin to deposit down with the first egg 
or later. Most females begin incubation after laying their third egg, according 
to Coach, even though a fourth may be laid. They may drink and bathe during 
the early part of incubation, but evidently little or no food is consumed during 
the entire period prior to hatching. 
The first egg laid is the first to hatch, and up to an additional 24 hours 
may be required before all of the eggs have hatched. One or two additional 
days may be needed to dry the young thoroughly and prepare them to leave 
the nest. The brood is then led to tidal pools, sometimes as far as 1,000 feet 
from the nest. At first the ducklings feed almost entirely on the surface, but 
gradually gain in diving efficiency. They begin to feed on mosquito larvae a 
few days after hatching and later shift to other invertebrate food. As they 
develop, a tendency for brood merger becomes increasingly evident, and large 
creches of eider ducklings typically form. 
Studies by Gorman and Milne (1972) on creche behavior of common 
eiders in Scotland indicate that the adult females guarding creches were mainly 
birds that had recently hatched young and that they remained with the creche 
only a few days before leaving it, presumably to forage and recover the body 
weight lost during incubation. Creche behavior is thus not typical of eider 
populations in areas where food sources suitable for both adults and ducklings 
are present in the same habitats. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Males typically desert their mates when incuba-
tion starts or very early in the incubation period. The males then move back 
out to sea and probably begin the postbreeding migration to molting areas. 
Little is known of the distance of these migrations or the locations of molting 
areas, which are presumably well out from shore. Cooch believed that females 
molt while their broods are still flightless and that both the young and the 
females attain flight at about the same time. However, he noted only a few 
flightless adults in his study area, and it is probable that at least some of the 
females also undertake a molt migration to other areas. 
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KING EIDER 
Somateria spectabilis (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: None in general use. 
Range: Breeds in a circumpolar distribution on Greenland, northern Russia, 
Siberia, northern Alaska, and the arctic coasts of Canada including most 
of the arctic islands, and perhaps the northern coast of Labrador. Winters 
on the north Pacific, especially along the Aleutian Islands, sometimes south 
as far as California; on the Atlantic coast from southern Greenland to New-
foundland, with occasional records to Georgia; and sometimes strays inland, 
especially on the Great Lakes. 
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Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 275-290, females 260-282 mm. 
Culmen: Males 28-34, females 35-35 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that 14 males averaged 4.0 
pounds (1,814 grams), while 9 females averaged 3.6 pounds (1,633 
grams), with maximum weights of 4.4 pounds (1,995 grams) and 4.1 pounds 
(1,859 grams), respectively. Thompson and Person (1963) reported that 
41 adult males averaged 3.68 pounds (1,668 grams) in August, while 140 
adult females from the same period averaged 3.46 pounds (1,567 grams), 
or considerably less than the averages of Nelson and Martin. Most of these 
birds are apparently spring specimens, taken during the Brandt expedition 
to Hooper Bay, and reported on by both Conover (1926) and Brandt 
(1943) . 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Easily recognized as an eider on the basis of its sickle-shaped 
tertials and the extension of feathering along the sides and top of the bill, the 
king eider is the only eider (see also surf scoter) in which the feathering on 
the culmen extends farther forward than the lateral extension near the base of 
the bill. The unfeathered area between these two extensions is generally wider 
than in common eiders, particularly in males, where it is greatly enlarged. 
Females are the only large eiders (folded wing 260-282 mm.) that exhibit 
crescent-shaped dark markings on the mantle and sides of the body. 
In the Field: On the water, male king eiders show more black color than 
any of the other eiders, with the rear half of the body appearing black except 
for a narrow white line where the wings insert in the flanks and a white patch 
on the sides of th~ rump. The black "thorn feathers" among the rear scapulars 
protrude above the back conspicuously; in the common eider these either are 
not evident or are white (Pacific race). The enlarged reddish base of the bill 
is evident at great distances, even when the birds are in flight. Females are 
distinctly more reddish than female common eiders; they have crescentic body 
markings and a definite decumbent crest, which corresponds to the unique 
bluish feather area on the male. In flight, king eiders are slightly less bulky 
and ponderous than common eiders, and in a flock containing males the dis-
continuity of the white on their breasts and upp.er wing coverts caused by the 
black back color is plainly evident. Calls of the female king eider include loud 
gog-gag-gog notes, like the noise produced by a hammer hitting a hollow 
wooden wall, while males utter tremulous cooing sounds during their aquatic 
courtship. 
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AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: After the loss of the juvenal plumage, males exhibit 
some white on the breast or back, and even while in eclipse they retain some 
grayish or white feathers among the upper wing coverts. 
Age Determination: Young females are probably not readily separable 
from adults after losing their juvenal notched tail feathers. First-year males 
have a generally limited amount of white in the breast and rump, in second-
year males the median wing coverts are margined or shaded with dusky, and 
in older males these feathers are entirely white. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding dis-
tribution of the king eider is not quite as extensive as that of the common eider, 
and in general it is more typically arctic, with the southernmost breeding 
occurring at about 55° N. latitude. 
In Alaska the king eider apparently breeds at only a few locations, with 
most of the records from near Barrow. To the west it breeds regularly but 
sparingly to Point Hope, Tigara, and Cape Thompson, and to the east it 
evidently breeds at Cambden Bay, Barter Island, and Humphrey Point 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
The Canadian breeding range is extensive but seemingly disruptive, 
occurring along the arctic coastlines of the Yukon and the Mackenzie and 
Keewatin districts, and locally on the west coast of Hudson Bay southward as 
far as Cape Henrietta Maria and South Twin Island. There are a few known 
areas of breeding records from the arctic coast of Quebec, but Labrador 
breeding is uncertain. Breeding apparently also occurs on most of the islands 
in the Franklin District, northward to northern Ellesmere Island and adjacent 
Greenland (Godfrey, 1965). The breeding population of Victoria Island may 
be as high as 800,000 birds (Parmelee et at., 1967). 
The preferred breeding habitat consists of freshwater ponds on arctic 
tundra or amid lakes and streams not far from the coast. In a few instances 
they have been found nesting just above the high tide lines of seacoasts, but 
more commonly they may be found in the vicinity of fresh water (Godfrey, 
1965; Snyder, 1957). 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: Wintering in Alaska occurs on at 
least the eastern Aleutian Islands east to Kodiak Island and the adjacent coast 
of the Alaska Peninsula (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). The birds also 
winter in large numbers around St. Lawrence Island, making up the majority 
of the 50,000 or so eiders that occur there (Fay, 1961). ' 
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king eider in North America. 
The population of eastern North America mainly winters from southern 
Greenland to Newfoundland, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and along the 
Maritime Provinces, with smaller numbers reaching the New England states. 
According to the records of king eiders seen in the New England states during 
the winter of 1970-71, most of the flocks occurring that far south contain 10 
to 20 birds and consist of females and immature males (American Birds, 
25: 549). The dividing line between those king eiders wintering in the Bering 
Sea and those that move eastward toward Greenland and the North Atlantic 
is not known, but some individuals from as far west as King William and 
Southampton islands have been found in later summer off west Greenland 
(Godfrey, 1965). Parmelee et al. (1967) judged that part of the population 
breeding on Victoria Island probably migrated west and part to the east. 
Wintering habitats consist of the open sea or coastlines that have sources 
of food (mussels, etc.) at depths sufficiently shallow to permit easy diving. 
The birds tend to forage farther from shore than do oldsquaws and scoters, 
although they are seemingly less-efficient divers than the oldsquaws. Cottam 
(1939) summarized evidence favoring the view that king eiders forage in 
deeper waters than do common eiders, and indeed deeper than any other duck 
with the possible exception of the oldsquaw. There is in fact one record of a 
bird apparently diving to a depth of 180 feet and returning with mollusks 
in its gullet. 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: There is no good evidence on this point. The eiders 
that bred at the Wildfowl Trust were several years old when they initially 
nested (Johnstone, 1961). On the basis of plumage succession, Bent (1925) 
and Dementiev and Gladkov (1967) judged that maturity is probably reached 
during the third year of life. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed yearly during social courtship. 
This process has not been studied in wild birds, but at least in captivity the 
period of courtship display occurs over several winter and spring months. 
Nest Location: Manning et al. (1956) noted that on Banks Island the 
king eiders usually nested beside lakes, on small islands in lakes, or in low 
marshy country, but sometimes utilized almost bare hillsides. Siberian ob-
servers report nesting on low mossy tundra near small lakes or rivers at varying 
distances from the sea, on dry grassy tundra, and occasionally also on high-
growing tundra with knotweed (Polygonum) present. Nests are usually well 
scattered, but where predation by foxes is prevalent dense nesting groups 
sometimes occur on river islands (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
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Parmelee et al. (1967) found about twenty-five nests on dry, often 
rocky, slopes in Victoria Island, none of which were near water and one of 
which was about a quarter mile from water. The closest nests they noted were 
200 yards apart. 
Clutch Size: Parmelee et al. (1967) reported clutch sizes for twenty-
seven nests, which averaged 5.04 eggs. The normal clutch range appears to be 
3 to 6 eggs, although larger and apparently multiple clutches of up to 16 eggs 
have been reported (Bailey, 1948). 
Incubation Period: Parmelee et al. (1967) found that the incubation pe-
riod of naturally incubated eggs was between 22 and 24 days. This is close to 
the 22- to 23-day period reported for artificially incubated eggs (Johnstone, 
1961,1970). 
Fledging Period: Not yet reported. 
Nest and Egg Losses: No specific studies on nesting losses have been 
done, but earlier writers have reported egg losses to both foxes and gulls (Phil-
lips, 1926). 
Juvenile Mortality: No doubt gulls and jaegers consume some newly 
hatched king eider ducklings; the 'large "nurseries" of ducklings of both this 
species and the common eider have usually been regarded as a means of reduc-
ing the magnitude of such losses. However, estimates of mortality for both 
unfledged and fledged juveniles do not appear to be available. 
Adult Mortality: No estimates of adult mortality rates are available. The 
oldest known ages attained by wild birds are in excess of ten and fifteen years 
(Salomonsen, 1965). 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Foods much like those taken by the common eider 
appear to make up the diet of adult king eiders, with an emphasis on bivalve 
mollusks (especially Mytilis mussels), crabs (especially Cancer and Derma-
turus), and echinoderms (especially sand dollars and sea urchins). Probably 
no other duck consumes such a high incidence of echinoderms as the king 
eider, nor are such a wide variety of echinoderm types usually consumed. Sand 
dollars and sea urchins are favored foods, but sea stars, brittle stars, and sea 
cucumbers have also been found in king eider digestive tracts (Cottam, 1939). 
Evidently eelgrass (Zostera) is one of the few plant foods of notable impor-
tance to king eiders, although relatively few specimens collected on the sum-
mer nesting grounds have yet been analyzed. 
Because the king eider forages so far from shore, in even deeper water 
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than related species, virtually nothing can be said of its foraging periodicities or 
behavior. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Apparently king eiders normally are 
not social nesters, and only in areas where small river islands provide protec-
tion from arctic foxes do dense nesting colonies develop (Dementiev and Glad-
kov, 1967). More typically the nests are well scattered and several hundred 
yards from others of the species (Parmelee et al. 1967). Breeding densities are 
thus probably rather low in most areas, but no detailed estimates are available. 
~f the estimate of 800,000 king eiders mentioned earlier for Victoria Island is 
at all close to correct, the density would be at least 10 birds per square mile for 
the island as a whole, and much of its interior is obviously unsuited for e.iders. 
Banks Island, with a total land area of about 25,000 square miles, has an esti-
mated king eider population of some 150,000 birds, or about 6 per square mile 
for the island as a whole (Manning et al., 1956). 
Interspecific Relationships: King eiders do not normally nest among com-
mon eiders, but in a few instances male king eiders have been seen intruding in 
common eider colonies. This has led to some instances of mixed pairing and 
possible hybridization (Pettingill, 1959, 1962). 
The relationship of king eiders to gulls, ravens, foxes, and other possible 
predators of eggs and young is not yet established but is probably comparable 
to that indicated for the common eider. Parmelee et al. (1967) noted probable 
egg losses to jaegers and losses of both ducklings and adults caused by Eskimos. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: At least during the summer 
months, this high-arctic species is probably active at all hours. At Point Bar-
row spring migration predominantly occurs during day, with a midday pause 
and with midmorning and midafternoon peaks. In late summer the return mi-
gration is more continuous, starting about daybreak (or between 3 and 4 a.m.) 
and continuing virtually without interruption until sunset, or about 9 p.m. 
(Bent, 1925). 
The late summer migration of king eiders past Barrow is justifiably fa-
mous, and has been mentioned by several writers. Thompson and Person 
(1963) have provided the most recent account of this migration. They re-
ported that migrating eiders may be seen at almost any time during a twenty-
four-hour period, but counts made during morning and evening averaged about 
twice as high as those made during midday. They estimated that at least a mil-
lion eiders went over Barrow between mid-July and early September, including 
both common and king eiders. Reports of up to 75,000 king eiders per day 
crossing the Bering Strait in early to mid-May have also been made (Demen-
tie v and Gladkov, 1967). 
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SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Mass assemblages of immature and molting birds are 
known to occur around Kolguev Island, and to a lesser extent at Vaigach 
Island and the west coast of Novaya Zemlya. The vicinity of Kolguev Island is 
a major molting area for adults, and immatures remain there throughout the 
year in the tens of thousands. Another area of congregation of immatures is 
along the coasts of the Chukot Peninsula and coastal Alaska from Point Bar-
row to the vicinity of N uni vak Island (De men tiev and G ladkov, 1967). In 
eastern North America the waters off the coast of west-central Greenland like-
wise attract vast numbers of molting birds (Salomonsen, 1968). 
Pair-forming Behavior: The distinctive pair-forming displays of this spe-
cies have been described by Johnsgard (1964a, 1965) and Sherman (1965). 
The male displays include several ritualized comfort movements (bathing, 
wing-flapping, head-rolling, and general body-shaking, or upwards-stretch) as 
well as two displays that are obvious homologues of the common eider's "coo-
ing movements" and head-turning. Some of these displays have a remarkable 
uniformity in time-duration characteristics of the displays themselves as well 
as the intervals between displays occurring in sequence. Sherman (1965) re-
ported a strong tendency for successional "linkage" between certain displays, 
such as an association between wing-flapping and the upwards-stretch, the 
upwards-stretch and pushing, and bathing and wing-flapping. Wing-flapping is 
more highly stereotyped in the king eider than in any of the other eider species 
and conspicuously exhibits the male's underparts and throat markings during 
its performance (Johnsgard, 1964a, 1965). 
Female pair-forming activities are virtually identical to those of common 
eiders, although the vocalizations produced are slightly different in the two 
species. Inciting appears to form a fundamental feature of social display and 
seems to be a primary means by which associations between individual males 
and females is achieved (Johnsgard, 1965). 
Copulatory Behavior: Like the situation in the common eider, female 
king eiders indicate a readiness for copulation by gradually assuming a prone 
posture as the male performs a nearly continuous series of displays, including 
the two major courtship postures (pushing and reaching) and, more typically, 
the four ritualized comfort movements. Of these, bathing occurs most fre-
quently, followed in sequence by the upwards-stretch, head-rolling, and wing-
flapping. Bill-dipping and preening dorsally have also been seen. In at least 
two of four cases the display performed just prior to mounting was wing-
flapping, and in a third it was the upwards-stretch. After each completed copu-
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lation the male released the female, performed a single reaching display, and 
then swam rapidly away from her while performing lateral head-turning move-
ments (Johnsgard, 1964a). 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Parmelee et al. (1967) have provided 
the most recent and most complete observations of nesting behavior by wild 
king eiders. During the egg-laying period the male closely attends his mate and 
follows her to the nest site for her egg-laying visits. Eggs are apparently laid at 
the rate of one per day. However, shortly after incubation begins the males 
desert thei~ mates and rapidly move toward the coast to begin their molt migra-
tion. As in the common eider, it is likely that the female spends very little time 
off the nest during the 22- to 24-day incubation period. In at least one case, all of 
six eggs in one nest hatched within a 24-hour period. Brood merging is ex-
tremely common in this species and begins shortly after hatching. The num-
bers of females attending such "nurseries" varies, but up to a hundred or more 
young have been seen together, with up to nine females in attendance. Appar-
ently many of the females which are displaced from their broods flock together 
and migrate out of the region before molting. The remaining females continue 
to attend the growing ducklings and may remain in the breeding areas until as 
late as September. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Salomonsen (1968) reported that at the peak of 
the late-summer molt migration to western Greenland, some hundred thousand 
king eiders congregate in the waters off western Greenland. This total includes 
immature birds, some of which move directly into the area from their winter-
ing quarters. Other immatures may approach the breeding range, but fail to 
complete their migration and return to the molting area in June. Few adult fe-
males move to Greenland to molt, but instead perform a later, shorter migra-
tion, probably to the vicinity of Clyde Inlet, Baffin Island. In September and 
October this population moves southward toward the ice-free areas of south-
western Greenland and to Labrador and Newfoundland. 
According to Phillips (1926), the king eider is less predictable than the 
common eider in its migratory behavior, with individuals more frequently ap-
pearing in large lakes in the interior parts of the continent than is the case with 
common eiders. However, most of the stragglers that appear during fall and 
winter on inland waters are immature birds (Bent, 1925). 
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SPECTACLED EIDER 
Somateria fischeri (B randt) 1847 
(Until 1973, regarded by the A.O.U. as Lampronetta fischeri) 
Other Vernacular Names: None in general use. 
Range: Breeds in eastern Siberia, and in North America along the west coast 
of Alaska, from Point Barrow or beyond south to St. Lawrence Island and 
the lower Kuskokwim River. Wintering area unknown, presumably in the 
north Pacific, but never observed in large numbers on the Aleutian Islands, 
where often presumed to winter. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 255-267, females 240-250 mm. 
Culmen: Males 21-26, females 20-25 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that eight males averaged 3.6 
pounds (1,633 grams) and four females averaged the same, with maximum 
weights of 3.8 pounds (1,723 grams) and 3.9 pounds (1,769 grams), re-
spectively. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Once determined to be an eider on the basis of its sickle-
shaped tertials and partially feathered bill, spectacled eiders are easily recog-
nized by the distinctive "spectacles" around the eyes or by the fact that the 
lateral surface of the bill from its base to a point above the nostrils is wholly 
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feathered with short, velvety feathers. Females have brownish bodies with 
darker bars on the mantle and sides as in common eiders, but their smaller 
body size (maximum folded wing length 250 mm.) readily distinguishes them 
from that species if the head and bill characters cannot be examined. 
In the Field: Male spectacled eiders are unmistakable in the field; the 
white eye-ring surrounded by green is visible for several hundred yards. Other-
wise the top half of the bird appears white, while the bottom half is a dark 
silvery gray, including the lower breast. Females are generally tawny brown, 
with pale "spectacles" and a dark brown triangular area between the eye and 
the bill. Indeed, when females are crouching on nests these dark brown cheek 
markings are highly conspicuous and often reveal the female's presence. In 
flight, spectacled eiders fly with considerable agility, and the extension of the 
blackish underparts to a point well in front of the leading edge of the wings 
will serve to separate males from common eiders, while their white backs dis-
tinguish them from king eiders. Male spectacled eiders are unusually quiet, and 
their courtship calls are inaudible beyond about 20 yards. Female calls are 
very similar to those of the larger eiders. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: During the first fall and winter, the upperparts of 
young males are darker than those of females, and the underparts are only 
faintly barred with dusky. In second-year and older males the upper wing 
coverts and tertials are grayish or white. 
Age Determination: First-year males have buffy-edged upper wing cov-
erts. The scapulars and probably also the upper coverts of second-year males 
are light gray, and those of older males are white. Juvenile females have 
spotted rather than barred underparts, and may still carry some notched tail 
feathers during the first fall, but somewhat older females are probably not dis-
tinguishable from adults on the basis of external features. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding distri-
bution of the spectacled eider is limited to a few areas along coastal Alaska. 
There it apparently breeds locally from Baird Inlet north and east to Demarca-
tion Point, and is probably most common in the vicinity of Igiak Bay and the 
adjacent coastal lowland tundra. Farther north, it evidently also nests near 
Point Hope, in the vicinity of Point Barrow, and eastward in the general region 
of capes Halkett and Simpson (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). There is occa-
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sional nesting on St. Lawrence Island (Fay, 1961). It is uncommon but a prob-
able breeder in the Cape Thompson area (Williamson et al., 1966). 
There are no indications of nesting in Canada, and indeed the only report 
of spectacled eiders there are visual records of males on Banks and Vancouver 
islands (Godfrey, 1966). 
The preferred breeding habitat, judging from my observations at Igiak 
Bay, would seem to be rather luxuriant lowland tundra with small ponds and 
reasonable proximity to salt water. Fairly high grass of the past season's growth 
seemed to provide the basic nesting cover, and nearly all nests were placed 
fairly close to tundra ponds (J ohnsgard, 1964b). Small lakelets in coastal 
tundra are also used for nesting in Siberia (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
How far inland the birds ever move for nesting is still uncertain, but they evi-
dently extend up the Kashunuk River some 25 miles to the vicinity of Chevak 
(Harris, 1966). Calvin Lensink (pers. comm.) has observed that, whereas Pa-
cific and Steller eiders are mostly limited to the coastal fringe, spectacled eiders 
often nest 5 to 10 miles up estuaries. He estimated the Yukon-Kuskokwim' 
Delta population at nearly 100,000. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: Almost entirely unknown, but pre-
sumably in the Bering Sea. Dementiev and Gladkov (1967) believe that most 
wintering occurs at the southern edge of the ice of the Bering Sea. Although a 
few records do exist for the Aleutian Islands (Murie, 1959), there is no strong 
indication that these islands are within the primary wintering area. Fay (1961) 
reported that a few spectacled eiders may be seen moving north past St. Law-
rence Island during spring migration, but they are evidently not present in the 
numbers that might be expected if the Bering Sea were the wintering ground 
for the species' entire population. 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Not certain, but generally thought to require two or 
three years (Bent, 1925; Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). Males nearly two 
years old still retain light grayish scapulars and inner flight feathers (Johns-
gard, 1964) but do exhibit male courtship behavior, suggesting that at least 
this sex is capable of breeding at the end of the second year of life. 
Pair Bond Pattern: I have observed pair-forming behavior among wild 
birds during early June and among captive birds during April (Pennsylvania) 
and May (England). It would thus seem that pairs are formed each spring and 
broken after the female begins incubation. 
Nest Location: According to observations at Igiak Bay, nearly all nests 
are placed within 3 or 4 feet of water, usually in dead marsh grasses surround-
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Breeding (hatched) and presumptive wintering (shaded) 
distributions of the spectacled eider in North America. 
ing small tundra ponds (Johnsgard, 1964b; Kessel et al., 1964). Of the thir-
teen nests I have seen, the farthest from water were some 60 feet away, and 
the average of the remaining ones was 3.3 feet. There appears to be a slight 
tendency toward colonialism, with nests being found as close as 12 feet apart 
but generally averaging within 50 feet of one another (Johnsgard, 1964b). 
Dau (1972) reported that nests are usually placed on sedge-dominated low-
land areas, often on a shoreline (20 of 35 nests), a peninsula (8 of 35 nests), 
or on islands (7 of 35 nests). The greatest distance a nest was found from 
water was 240 feet, and the mean distance between nests was 389 feet. 
Clutch Size: Our observations (Johnsgard, 1964b, Kessel et al., 1964) in 
the Igiak Bay area indicated average clutch size of somewhat over 4 eggs. 
Among 232 active nests observed in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, the collec-
tive average clutch size was 4.57 eggs, with annual averages ranging from 4.0 
to 5.2 (Calvin Lensink, pers. comm.). The eggs are probably deposited every 
other day (Brandt, 1943). Dau (1972), found no definite cases of rene sting , 
but Michael Lubbock (pers. comm.) observed several apparent renests. 
Incubation Period: Dau (1972) stated that, for three nests observed un-
der natural conditions, the incubation period lasted 24 days from the laying of 
the last egg. Johnstone (1970) also reported a 24-day incubation period, but 
did not indicate the source of his information. 
Fledging Period: Dau (1972) estimated that fledging by birds reared in 
the wild requires about 50 days, with one marked individual attaining flight 
in no more than 53 days following hatching. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Dau (1972) reported a nesting success of 90.9 
percent for thirty-three nests in his study area, and a hatching success of 83 
percent for 147 eggs in twenty-nine nests. The most important egg predators 
are probably the three species of jaegers that occur in western Alaska. Brandt 
(1943), who worked at Hooper Bay, believed that glaucous and glaucous-
winged gulls were the primary predators of young ducklings and observed a 
pomarine jaeger attempting to rob a nest. We found the parasitic and long-
tailed jaegers more common than the pomarine, and on several occasions we 
observed them swooping down on eider nests shortly after the female had been 
flushed from it. 
Juvenile Mortality: Brandt (1943) believed that fairly high losses of 
ducklings occurred shortly after hatching, judging from brood sizes (2 to 5) 
he observed in the Hooper Bay-Igiak Bay area. Counts made in that region in 
1950 (United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Special Scientific Report: Wild-
life, No.8) between July 1 and August 6 included a total of thirty-three spec-
tacled eider broods, which averaged 5.2 young per brood. Between 1964 and 
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1971, seventy-two recently hatched (Class I) broods averaged 3.9 young per 
brood, according to Calvin Lensink (pers. comm.). 
Adult Mortality: No information on this point is available. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam (1939) has summarized the little that is 
known of the foods of the spectacled eider, based on a sample of sixteen adults 
collected between May and July. Animal foods, particularly mollusks, made 
up over three-fourths of the food volume, while terrestrial and freshwater plant 
materials made up the remainder of the identified materials. Razor clams 
(Siliqua) constituted the majority of foods of eight birds collected in May, and 
it seems probable that these and other bivalves are even more important on mi-
gration and wintering areas. Seemingly, the spectacled eider consumes a lower 
proportion of crustaceans than does the Steller eider, and there were virtually 
no echinoderm remains among the samples analyzed by Cottam. 
An analysis of the stomachs of five juvenile spectacled eiders by Cottam 
indicated that insects made up the majority of food intake for such birds, with 
caddis fly larvae and their cases alone constituting more than a third of the 
total. A variety of other insects made up most of the remaining animal ma-
terials, while the seeds and plant fiber of mare's tail (Hippurus) were the larg-
est single component of the plant materials found. Pondweeds (Potamogeton) 
and crowberries (Empetrum) are also apparently important plant foods for 
immature birds. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Since no large concentration of molt-
ing or wintering birds has ever been located, the degree of sociality during the 
nonbreeding season is unknown. In the nesting grounds, however, a surprising 
degree of sociality does seem to be present. A slight clustering tendency for 
nests was indicated by my observations (Johnsgard, 1964b), although this 
could not be related to island-nesting or concentrations of nests in other un-
usually secure locations. Brandt (1943) mentioned finding seven nests in a 
very restricted area, also suggestive of a colonial tendency. 
Calvin Lensink (pers. comm.) found that in 1971 there were 23 nests 
per square mile in the Magak flats behind Hooper Bay, which he considered to 
represent about half the normal density for the area. In a 231-acre study area 
of the lower Kashunuk River, from 8 to 34 spectacled eider nests were found 
per year in a three-year period, and the three-year average was 23, or 64 nests 
per square mile (United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Special Scientific 
Report: Wildlife, No. 68). 
I could find no evidence of a defended area, or territory, in my observa-
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tions of nesting eiders at Igiak Bay, and I frequently saw a breeding pair swim 
within a few feet of another such pair (J ohnsgard, 1964b). 
Interspecific Relationships: Although Pacific common eiders have been 
seen in the company of spectacled eiders and have even been seen displaying 
among them (J ohnsgard, 1964b), there is still no good evidence of marked 
interactions between the spectacled eider and any other species. Pacific com-
mon eiders and Steller eiders do nest in the same general habitats as spectacled 
eiders. 
Probably the large gulls and the jaegers, and perhaps such other preda-
tors as gyrfalcons, faxes, and the like are the most important vertebrates in the 
breeding ecology of spectacled eiders. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: During the long summer days 
of June while we were at Igiak Bay, the spectacled eiders seemed to be active 
at all hours. Most display activities seemed to occur in early morning and late 
afternoon, while several copulations were seen near midday. Males and fe-
males that had completed their clutches or had lost their clutches early in 
incubat~on seemingly spent the entire day on one of the rivers, resting along the 
shore or diving for food in the middle. Immature birds evidently largely re-
mained at sea, since we saw only one obviously immature male, and Conover 
( 1926) reported that, except for a single immature female, only fully adult 
birds were seen by their party. We collected two nonbreeding females that may 
have been immature birds. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Brandt (1943) noted that spring migrant arrivals in 
the Hooper Bay region in May were generally seen in groups of 10 to 30 birds 
with a maximum of 40. By the time I arrived in the area in early June most 
of the spectacled eiders were already in pairs and had initiated nests. Surplus 
adult males were still to be found on the rivers in groups of up to 14 birds, 
which seemed to be constantly on the watch for lone females (J ohnsgard, 
1964b) . 
Pair-forming Behavior: Since most pairs had already been formed when 
I arrived at Igiak Bay in early June, it seems likely that the majority of the 
pair-forming behavior occurs while the birds are still in migration or just after 
arrival at the breeding grounds. The pair-forming behavior I observed was 
primarily confined to unmated males whenever they encountered a lone 
female. 
Pair-forming displays of this species were first described on the basis of 
my observations of these wild birds (J ohnsgard, 1964a) and were later sub-
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stantiated by observations of display in captive individuals. Like the other 
eiders, females perform inciting movements and calls, which provide the basis 
for social courtship. The males respond with displays that include the usual 
ritualized comfort movements of eiders (wing-flapping, preening, bathing, 
shaking, and head-rolling), and two more specialized displays. One of these is 
a rapid backward rearing movement that exposes the blackish chest, or the 
same movement preceded by a preliminary movement of the head forward and 
slightly downward. This latter form approaches the reaching display of the 
king eider, while the former is clearly closer to the rearing display of the Steller 
eider. The male spectacled eider also performs a pushing display very much 
like that of the king eider, and a backward bill-toss followed (and sometimes 
also preceded) by a forward neck-jerk that is equivalent to the combination of 
two cooing movements of the common eider. In general, the spectacled eider 
has a display repertoire that merges elements of the genera Polysticta and 
Somateria and seems to provide a behavioral "link" between these types. 
Copulatory Behavior: Only four copulation sequences have been observed 
(J ohnsgard, 1964a), but the general pattern seems to be much like that of 
other eiders. After the female assumes a prone posture, the male performs a 
nearly continuous sequence of movements; in order of observed decreasing 
frequency they are preening behind the wing, preening dorsally, pushing, bath-
ing, head-rolling, bill-dipping, and wing-flapping. In at least three cases the 
male performed only a single shaking (upward-stretch) display, and always 
immediately prior to mounting. After treading, the male released the female, 
performed a single head-forward-rearing. display, and then produced a few 
lateral head-turning movements while the female began to bathe. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: The female spectacled eider constructs 
her nest in grassy flats on the islands or along the periphery of tundra ponds, 
making a slight depression that is scantily lined with grass stems. Invariably a 
substantial amount of down is present (Brandt, 1943). Once incubation be-
gins the female is extremely reluctant to leave her clutch and can often be 
approached to within a few feet, if not actually touched. Males evidently re-
main in attendance until incubation is well under way; Brandt believed that 
they remained until the eggs are about to hatch. However, there is typically a 
mass exodus of males from the breeding areas late in June, when they fly back 
out to sea and presumably undertake a molt migration (J ohnsgard, 1964b). 
Relatively little is known of the brooding behavior, but individual families 
seemingly remain relatively intact and there is no early movement of young to 
open water. Dau (1972) stated that mixed broods are not common and that 
the young are reared to fledging on fresh to slightly brackish water areas that 
are probably within a mile or two of the nest. Crowberries (Empetrum 
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nigrum) are preferred foods for both the female and the young, and some 
salmonberries (Rubus arcticus) are also eaten. Grasses and sedges, as well as 
some insects, are apparently consumed in quantities. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Regrettably, the movement of adults and young 
are largely unknown once they leave their breeding grounds. Movements away 
from mainland Alaska may occur in late July, in August, or in early Septem-
ber (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). Williamson et al. (1966) reported see-
ing birds in the Cape Thompson area until as late as September 26. The only 
molting area thus far reported in Alaska is near Stuart Island, Norton Sound 
(Dau, 1972). 
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STELLER EIDER 
Polysticta stelleri (Pal/as) 1769 
Other Vernacular Names: None in general use. 
Range: Breeds in arctic Siberia and in North America from at least St. Law-
rence Island and the Kuskokwim Delta northward and eastward probably 
to Barter Island and Humphrey Point, with no definite nesting records for 
Canada. In North America, winters along the Aleutian Islands, Kodiak 
Island, and the Alaska Peninsula, rarely as far south as the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 209-217, females 208-215 mm. 
Culmen: Males 36-40, females 35-40 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that six males averaged 1.9 
pounds (861 grams), with a maximum of 2.1 pounds (951 grams), and six 
females also averaged 1.9 pounds, but with a maximum of 2.0 pounds (907 
grams). Bauer and Glutz (1969) summarized weight data, including Rus-
sian literature, indicating that during the breeding season males average 
about 794 grams and females about 853 grams, with maximums of 900 and 
853 grams, respectively. The maximum reported male weight, 1,000 grams, 
was for November. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Quite different from the larger eiders, the Steller lacks feath-
ering along the side and top of the bill, but does possess sickle-shaped tertials. 
Unlike those of any other species of diving duck, these tertials are iridescent 
blue on their outer webs, as are the secondaries. Other distinctive features are 
the narrow blackish bill, with soft marginal flaps near the tip, and a relatively 
long (up to 90 mm.), pointed tail. 
In the Field: Because of their small size and agility, Steller eiders are 
more likely to be confused with dabbling ducks than with other eiders. The 
male's cinnamon-colored sides and breast are visible for long distances, as are 
the mostly white head and scapulars. The black markings around the eye and 
the rounded black spot between the breast and the sides are also unique. Fe-
males are best identified by their association with males. Their size and uni-
formly dark brown color is somewhat reminiscent of abnormally dark female 
mallards, and in flight they also exhibit a contrasting white underwing surface 
and two white wing bars. However, in taking off they run along the water like 
other diving ducks. The most conspicuous female call is a loud qua-haaa', 
while males apparently produce only soft growling notes that are not audible 
over long distances. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Following the juvenal plumage, male Steller eiders 
can probably be distinguished from females on the basis of their tawny chest 
color and the presence of white feathers on the head, mantle, or upper wing 
coverts. 
Age Determination: After the juvenal tail feathers have been lost, females 
are probably difficult to age, but first-year males are presumably recognizable 
by the absence of white on the middle or lesser wing coverts. The age of repro-
ductive maturity in this species is unknown. Immature males also exhibit a dull 
blue rather than a bright blue speculum, and their secondaries are tipped with 
dusky rather than white, while immature females have a dusky rather than dull 
blue speculum (Taber, in Mosby, 1963). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding range 
of this species is perhaps even more restricted than that of the spectacled eider. 
Conover (1926) and Brandt (1943) found the Steller eider nesting commonly 
in the vicinity of Igiak and Hooper bays, although in recent years it has seem-
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
Steller eider in North America. ~an • .J 
ingly declined there and no nests were found in 1964 (J ohnsgard, 1964b, 
Kessel et al., 1964). However, it still breeds uncommonly on the salt tundra 
fiats near the mouth of the Kashunuk River not far to the south of Hooper Bay 
(Harris, 1966). It evidently does not breed in the Norton Sound area, and 
Williamson et al. (1966) found no evidence of breeding near Cape Thomp-
son. Some nonbreeders evidently are found near Wales through the summer, 
and eggs have been collected at Wainwright and Barrow. From Barrow east-
ward it is evidently a rather common nester in suitable habitats, with egg rec-
ords from Admiralty Bay and Pitt Point (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
Reportedly there is occasional nesting of this species on St. Lawrence Island 
(Fay, 1961), but most of the summering birds are immatures. Although the 
Steller eider is a common winter visitor on the Aleutian Islands, there are no 
recent nesting records (M urie, 1959). 
The breeding habitat of the Steller eider is lowland tundra closely adja-
cent to the coast. Brandt (1943) noted that this species nested closer to Hooper 
Bay than did either the Pacific common or the spectacled eider, using the tide-
water fiats having small eminences near a body of water for nesting sites. In 
Siberia it typically nests in lacustrine basins on mossy tundra (Dementiev and 
Gladkov, 1967). 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: The wintering distribution of the 
Steller eider includes the vicinity of Kodiak Island, the south side of the Alaska 
Peninsula, and the eastern Aleutian Islands (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
Jones (1965) reported that much of this wintering population, which totals 
about 200,000 birds at its peak, concentrates on Nelson Lagoon, Izembek 
Bay, and Becheven Bay. In some years these birds arrive prior to their post-
nuptial molt, while in others they may arrive as late as November. At Nelson 
Lagoon, which supports the largest populations, the birds feed in fairly shal-
low waters, apparently on crustaceans (McKinney, 1965). In Izembek Bay, 
another shallow bay, they forage around the extensive beds of eelgrass which 
almost choke the bay. Although Izembek Bay is but a short distance overland 
from Cold Bay, this deeper, more rocky bay is used little if at all by Steller 
eiders, but is commonly utilized by king eiders (McKinney, 1959). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Not yet established. The adult male plumage is prob-
ably attained during the second fall of life (Bent, 1925), and sexual maturity 
probably occurs during the second or third year (Dementiev and Gladkov, 
1967). 
Pair Bond Pattern: McKinney (1965) observed a high incidence of pair-
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forming behavior among wild Steller eiders between March 31 and April 28, 
although many birds had already become paired by that time. Brandt (1943) 
believed that the male remains near his incubating mate until the clutch is 
about ready to hatch and then leaves the area. 
Nest Location: Brandt (1943) reported that small elevations near water 
on tidewater fiats are the preferred nesting sites of the Steller eider. Other nests 
have been reportedly built in fiat, mossy tundra, with a single instance of a nest 
having been found among rocks (Bent, 1925). According to Blair (in Banner-
man, 1958), this species has nested a few times in Norway among dwarf birch 
and scrub willow. 
Clutch Size: Bent (1925) mentioned five clutches that ranged from 6 to 
10 eggs and averaged 7.2 eggs. A. M. Bailey (pers. comm.) reported seven 
clutches from Barrow, Wainwright, and Cape Simpson that ranged from 3 
(probably incomplete) to 7 eggs and averaged 6.1. Brandt (1943) noted one 
clutch of 7, three of 8, and one of 9 eggs. If all seventeen of these clutches are 
considered, the modal clutch size would be 7 eggs and the average would be 
7.2 eggs. 
Incubation and Fledging Periods: Still unreported. 
Nest and Egg Losses: No specific information available. Phillips (1926) 
judged that glaucous, glaucous-winged, and perhaps mew gulls were probably 
serious egg predators, as well as jaegers and possibly snowy owls. Percy (in 
Bannerman, 1968) mentioned that dogs sometimes caused high losses to nest-
ing waterfowl, including eiders, in Siberia. 
Juvenile Mortality: No specific information available. Brandt (1943) 
noted that the sizes of half-grown broods usually numbered about 3 or 4 young, 
and he thus believed that the mortality rate for the ducklings must be fairly 
high. 
Adult Mortality: No specific information available. Jones (1965) re-
ported that 17 band returns had resulted from banding 833 adult eiders in 
1961 and 1962. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam's (1939) summary of Steller eider foods is 
still almost the only source of information on this topic. Among 66 eiders 
taken between May and July, crustaceans (primarily amphipods) and mol-
lusks (primarily pelecypods) constituted over 60 percent of the identified 
foods. Soft-bodied crustaceans such as amphipods, isopods, and barnacles 
appear to be a favorite food of the Steller eider. Among the bivalve mollusks, 
a number of species of clams and mussels were found. Insects of quiet tundra 
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pools were also found in quantity, such as the larvae of midges, caddis flies, 
and other insect foods. Sand dollars and polychaete worms were also found in 
some stomachs and perhaps represent important foods for the birds while on 
salt water. Plant foods made up only about 13 percent of the stomach contents 
by volume. (McKinney, 1965) observed wild Steller eiders feeding on an 
accumulation of deal shrimps in Nelson Lagoon during early spring. Two 
winter samples mentioned by Cottam had eaten little other than amphipods 
and univalve mollusks. Other samples from birds obtained during winter and 
summarized by Bauer and Glutz (1969) also suggest the importance of small 
univalve mollusks, amphipod crustaceans, and, to a lesser extent, bivalve mol-
lusks and isopod crustaceans. The soft-edged bill of this species also supports 
the idea that soft-bodied animals probably make up the primary food supply. 
Although Phillips (1926) reported that while at sea the birds tend to 
frequent the roughest, deepest, and rockiest coastlines, there is little current 
evidence to support this view. Rather, they seem to prefer shallow bays with 
muddy or sandy bottoms, such as Izembek Bay and Nelson Lagoon (McKin-
ney, 1965). In this respect they differ from the harlequin duck, which forages 
to a greater extent on hard-shelled crustaceans, such as crabs, and among the 
mollusks specializes in chitons, which are typical of rocky shores. When 
foraging, all the birds in a flock commonly dive simultaneously, sometimes in 
flocks of a thousand or so (McKinney, 1965). 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Although highly social on wintering 
areas, with flocks often numbering in the thousands of birds, the Steller eider 
seemingly shows little or no tendencies for social nesting. Nests are evidently 
not clustered, and overall nesting densities seem to be low, on the basis of 
available information. On a 231-acre study area of the lower Kashunuk River 
in Alaska, there were three Steller eider nests in 1951, one in 1961, and five 
in 1962 (United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Special Scientific Report: 
Wildlife, No. 68). In 1963 only one nest was found on this area (Harris, 
1966). Thus, an average yearly density of 2.5 nests was typical, or about 1 
nest per 100 acres. 
Interspecific Relationships: Phillips (1926) noted that the most common 
reported association of Steller eiders has been with king eiders, but they have 
also been observed with Pacific common eiders and harlequin ducks. He be-
lieved their major enemies to include glaucous and glaucous-winged gulls, 
jaegers, snowy owls, and perhaps also mew gulls. McKinney (1965) noted 
that both bald eagles and gyrfalcons are obviously feared by wild Steller eiders, 
and he thought that these eiders might be more vulnerable than the larger 
species to such aerial predators, since the larger birds feed in deeper waters 
and farther from shore. 
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General Activity Patterns and Movements: Percy (in Bannerman, 1958) 
reported that during June and July in Siberia, the daily movements of the 
Steller eider seemed primarily influenced by wind and ice conditions rather 
than time of day. McKinney (1965) observed birds feeding in areas exposed 
by the receding tide at Nelson Lagoon. A similar situation obtains at Izembek 
Bay in my own experience ~ the birds follow the rising tide as it encroaches on 
the shallow bay, and as the tide retreats they gradually move back out to 
deeper waters, where they rest. 
Jones (1965) reported on some migratory movements of Steller eiders 
banded as flightless adults at Izembek Bay during the early 1960s. All but 
one of the seventeen nonlocal recoveries he had obtained at that time were 
from Siberia, from points as distant as the Lena River, some 3,200 kilometers 
away. The remaining recovery came from Point Barrow, suggesting that birds 
from both sides of the Bering Strait move to this region to undergo their molt 
at least in some years. Far more birds appear at Izembek Bay for molting in 
some years than in others, suggesting that the distance the birds travel prior 
to undergoing their molt must vary from year to year. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: The strong gregarious nature of this species during 
winter and on migration has been mentioned by a number of observers. Mc-
Kinney (1965) noted fifteen flocks in early April that ranged in size from 
about a thousand to several thousand birds. He reported on the unusual degree 
of behavioral synchrony of these tightly packed rafts, particularly in their 
foraging behavior. Evidently the vernacular name "soldier duck" refers to 
their notable trait of synchronized behavior. McKinney believed that many of 
the differences in the social behavior and displays of the Steller eider as com-
pared with the common eider could be attributed to its stronger social ten-
dencies and greater readiness to fly. 
Pair-forming Behavior: The social behavior and pair-forming displays of 
this species have been described by Johnsgard (1964a) and McKinney 
(1965). Like the larger eiders, several comfort movements have been ritual-
ized and incorporated into the display repertoire, including shaking (upward-
stretch), preening the dorsal region, bathing, and head-rolling. Additionally, 
a lateral head-turning and two types of vertical head movements are present. 
One is a rapid and rather limited upward chin-lifting (head-tossing) move-
ment, while the other is a much more extreme backward movement of the 
head and neck in a rapid "rearing" motion. A very frequent sequence of 
behavior is for the male to perform a single shake, swim toward a female while 
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performing lateral head-turning, perform a single rearing display when close 
to the female, and then swim rapidly away again while performing head-
turning. 
Females enter into social display by their performance of strong inciting 
gestures and calls, which seem to be equivale!1t in function to inciting in the 
larger eider species. McKinney noted that aerial display is often interspersed 
with flights of various lengths, with a maximum observed duration of about 
three minutes. Males also perform short display flights of a few feet, in which 
they alight near the female with a conspicuous splash. 
Copulatory Behavior: I have observed two completed copulations (Johns-
gard, 1964a), and McKinney (1965) reported on a much larger number of 
completed copulation sequences. We both noted that bill-dipping, dorsal-
preening, and bathing movements were the three most typical male precopula-
tory displays and were performed in a relatively constant sequence. Thus, a 
preening display would usually alternate with either bill-dipping or bathing. 
McKinney also observed a few instances of head-shaking, head-rolling, and 
head-turning in precopulatory situations. In all observed cases, the male per-
formed a single shaking movement immediately before he rushed toward the 
female and mounted her. Following treading the male performs a single rear-
ing display, then (in my observations) swims rapidly away while performing 
lateral head-turning movements. McKinney apparently observed some varia-
tions in postcopulatory behavior. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Judging from Brandt's comments 
(1943), male Steller eiders normally remain in the vicinity of the nesting 
female for some time after incubation is under way and perhaps until the time 
of hatching. However, they apparently do not immediately begin their migra-
tion from the area; Percy (in Bannerman, 1958) observed coastal rafts of 
400 to 1,000 birds, mostly male eiders, adjacent to the nesting grounds in late 
June. Since fewer than 5 percent of these were females, he believed that nesting 
success was apparently high in spite of the dogs and other nest predators in the 
area. Like the other eiders, females are very strong brooders and are extremely 
reluctant to leave their nests once incubation is under way. They tend to nest 
somewhat later than the other eiders and have a larger average clutch size, so 
that the period of hatching is likewise later than that of the other eiders. 
According to Blair (in Bannerman, 1958), when the ducklings are still quite 
young, the females move their broods to the sea, where they often form 
"herds" and forage in the litter of tidal areas. 
Postbreeding Behavior: As Percy (in Bannerman, 1958) has pointed 
out, the unusually late molt ~f the flight feathers of this species allows it to 
undertake a fairly long migration to wintering areas prior to undergoing its 
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wing molt and becoming flightless. Both sexes are represented among the 
flightless birds, although the sexes tend to segregate and occupy different parts 
of the bay. Evidently in some instances this molt migration is in excess of 3,000 
kilometers ( Jones, 1965), but there seem to be yearly differences in the dis-
tances flown before molting. Thus, in some years the Steller eiders arrive at 
Izembek Bay as early as August, while in others they have arrived as much 
as three months later, in early November. Peak numbers, however, usually 
do not occur until the eve of the spring migration. 
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LABRADOR DUCK 
Camptorhynchus labradorius (Gmelin) 1789 
Other Vernacular Names: Pied Duck. 
Range: Originally occurred along the Atlantic coast of North America, prob-
ably mainly wintering along Long Island, but recorded from Labrador to 
Chesapeake Bay. Possibly bred in Labrador or farther north, but no definite 
breeding records were ever obtained. Todd (1963) reviewed the Labrador 
records and questioned the authenticity of some possible Labrador duck 
eggs, one of which is labeled "Labrador" (Glegg, 1951). Last recorded in 
the fall of 1875. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 210-220, females 206-209 mm. 
Culmen: Males 43-45, females 40-42 mm. 
Weights: Audubon (1840-1844) reported the weight of a male as 1 pound 
14.5 ounces and of a female as 1 pound 1 ounce. 
EPILOGUE 
The Labrador duck is now extinct, vanished forever along with the 
heath hen, Carolina parakeet, passenger pigeon, and an earlier America. It 
disappeared so swiftly and so quietly that it is not only difficult to compose 
a suitable epitaph, but also impossible to write a complete obituary. We do 
not know for certain where it nested or exactly what it consumed, nor do we 
even have a record of the appearance of its downy young. Interred within the 
few skins, mounts, and bones that are scattered throughout the world's 
museums like the deteriorating leaves of a now-dead oak are the genes and 
chromosomes that represented the species' strategy for survival in a hostile 
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world. That strategy failed, and in its failure the Labrador duck became the 
first of four waterfowl species doomed to extinction in historical times. 
It may be fruitless to mourn for a bird that has been gone longer than 
the memory of any living man, but it would be folly to ignore this lesson of 
history. Uncounted millions of years of evolution failed to prepare the Labra-
dor duck for survival in a world dominated by men with the ability to kill from 
great distances, to pollute the seas, and to ravage the wilderness. It is approxi-
mately a century since the Labrador ducks made their last ill-fated flights from 
their breeding grounds along the North Atlantic coast to the vicinity of Long 
Island; in that period our concern has gradually changed from the problems of 
how birds can survive modern men to the question of whether mankind can 
survive modern men. The next century will no doubt provide that answer. 
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HARLEQUIN DUCK 
Histrionicus histrionicus (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: None in general use. 
Range: Breeds in northern and eastern Asia, the islands of the Bering Sea, 
and in continental North America from Alaska and the Yukon south 
through the western mountains to central California and Colorado, and in 
northeastern North America from Baffin Island and Labrador to the Gaspe 
Peninsula and perhaps Newfoundland. Also breeds on Greenland and Ice-
land. Winters in North America from the Aleutian Islands south along the 
Pacific coast to California, and on the Atlantic coast from southern Canada 
to the New England states. 
Subspecies: None recognized here. The supposed Pacific race pacific us is not 
acceptable (Dickinson, 1953; Todd, 1963). 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 200-210, females 190-197 mm. 
Culmen: Males 25-28, females 24-26 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that five males averaged 1.5 
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pounds (679 grams), while four females averaged 1.2 pounds (543 grams), 
with maximum weights of 1.6 pounds (725 grams) and 1.3 pounds (589 
grams), respectively. Bauer and Glutz (1969) have summarized additional 
weight data from North America, Iceland, and Asia, with the heaviest male 
reported as 750 grams and the heaviest female as 562 grams. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Recognizable as a diving duck on the basis of its large feet 
with lobed hind toes and lengthened outer toes. The combination of an ex-
tremely short, narrow bill (culmen length 24-28 mm.) and moderately long 
wings (folded wing 190-210 mm.) that are at least slightly glossed with 
purplish on the secondaries will eliminate all other species. Males in nuptial 
plumage are unmistakable; no other duck is predominantly slate blue with 
white spots and stripes. Females and dull-colored males, however, are not so 
easily recognized, having facial markings similar to those of female surf and 
white-winged scoters, both of which are larger and have much heavier bills. 
In the Field: Normally found only along rocky coastal shorelines or on 
timbered and rapid mountain streams, harlequins are small diving ducks that 
appear quite dark on the water. Both males and females have white to grayish 
white areas on the cheeks, white between the eye and the forehead (continuous 
with the white cheeks in males, usually separate in females), and a rounded 
white spot halfway behind the eyes and the back of the head. Males may have 
additional white spotting, especially as they acquire their nuptial plumage, but 
these facial areas remain white to grayish white in all plumages. In flight, both 
sexes appear relatively dark, both above and below, exhibiting dusky brown 
under wing coverts. When flying along mountain streams they remain quite 
low, following the course of the stream. When in coastal waters they forage in 
small flocks, often moving their heads in an elliptical fashion as they swim. 
Relatively silent birds, the male has a high-pitched, mouselike squeal, and 
females have a harsh croaking call. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Sexing criteria based on feather characteristics have 
not been worked out, and apparently some first-year males are scarcely if at all 
separable externally from females. Older males have a more iridescent spec-
ulum, and the white feathers present on the head are bordered with black. 
When in full eclipse, males have considerably darker underparts than do 
females. 
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Age Determination: Juveniles can be recognized for a time by their 
notched tail feathers, as well as by their more spotted underparts and paler 
upperparts. After that, females cannot be obviously aged, but first-year males 
may be femalelike, while second-year or older males apparently have the adult 
pattern. Examination of the oviduct or penis structure should serve to dis-
tinguish birds in their second fall of life from older, breeding birds. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding dis-
tribution of the harlequin duck is a curiously disruptive one, with the primary 
center in the forested mountains of western North America and a much smaller, 
more poorly defined secondary center in northeastern North America. 
In Alaska, harlequins probably nest throughout the Aleutian Islands 
(Murie, 1959). They are also common and are known to breed along the 
Alaska Peninsula, on Kodiak Island, on Kenai Peninsula, in the Copper River 
valley, and along the coast of southeastern Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 
1959). Although this essentially coastal section is no doubt their primary 
range, they do extend into the interior of Alaska and along the Bering Sea 
coast. There are relatively few interior or northern records of breeding, how-
ever, with one record for the lower Yukon River valley, about fifty miles below 
Kaltag (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959), and another for the Pitmegea River, 
near Cape Sabine (Childs, 1969). Harlequin broods have been seen regularly 
at Mount McKinley National Park, and eggs have been found at Loon Lake 
in the Brooks Range (Dennis Crouch, pers. comm.). It is common during 
summer, and possibly breeds on St. Lawrence Island (Fay, 1961). 
In western Canada, harlequins reportedly nest in the Yukon, over much 
of British Columbia, and along the western edge of Alberta. They also occur 
in summer in the Mackenzie River valley eastward to Great Slave Lake, 
although breeding there is apparently unsubstantiated. In eastern Canada there 
are sparse breeding populations on southeastern Baffin Island (Snyder, 1957), 
probably around the Ungava Bay coastline of Quebec, on Labrador, perhaps 
on the outer north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and on the Gaspe Pe-
ninsula (Godfrey, 1965). Todd (1963) pointed out that although harlequins 
are fairly common during summer on the coast of northern Labrador, no 
definite breeding records exist. He did, however, provide a recent breeding 
record for the False River area of Ungava Bay. There is no definite indication 
that harlequins breed on Newfoundland. 
South of Canada, harlequins are confined as breeding birds to the western 
mountains. They are probably commonest in Washington, breeding in the 
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Olympic Mountains, on both sides of the Cascades, and in the Blue and 
the Selkirk mountains as well (Dennis Crouch, pers. comm). In Oregon the 
harlequin has been found breeding in both the Wallowa and the Cascade 
mountains (Gabrielson and Jewett, 1940). In California there are old records 
of breeding on a number of mountain streams, including the Merced, Cherry, 
Stanislaus, and Tuolumne rivers, as well as at the headwaters of the San 
JoaquIn River (Grinnell and Miller, 1944). A breeding population also ex-
tends into the interior along the northern Rocky Mountains, along the Idaho-
Montana border as far as Yellowstone Park, where it is locally common below 
Fishing Bridge on the Yellowstone River. However, the harlequin's range 
evidently does not extend to Colorado, where it is presently considered a rare 
straggler (Bailey and Neidrach, 1967). 
The preferred breeding habitat appears to be cold, rapidly flowing 
streams, often but not always surrounded by forests. There is apparently a 
limited attraction to tundralike habitats, as indicated by the presence of breed-
ing birds on Greenland and Baffin Islan~. Bengtson (1966) stated that no 
other European or North American duck is so closely bound to fast-running 
streams during the breeding season as the harlequin. He considered that the 
availability of suitable food, especially simuliid flies, largely regulates the 
density and distribution of harlequins in Iceland, with nest site availability of 
secondary importance. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: Large numbers of harlequins winter 
in the Aleutian Islands (Murie, 1959), and the birds are also common to 
abundant during winter along the bays of the Alaska Peninsula, the coastal 
waters of southeastern Alaska, Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, and the 
Pribilof Islands (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada the harlequin winters along the coast of British Columbia, and 
also along the Atlantic coast in southern Labrador, Newfoundland, and the 
Maritime Provinces (Godfrey, 1966). 
In Washington, northern Puget Sound and the San Juan Islands probably 
harbor the largest number of wintering harlequins. In past years wintering 
flocks of 200 or even 500 birds were reported (Jewett et ai., 1953). Along the 
open coastlines of Washington, Oregon, and northern California, harlequins 
may also be found during winter, particularly near rocky promontories and 
around low-lying reefs and outer islets (Hoffmann, 1927). 
Along the Atlantic coastline, harlequins winter from the Canadian border 
southward along the rocky coastlines of Maine and beyond in diminishing 
numbers as these deep, rock-bound coasts give way to shallower, sandy or 
mud-bottomed shores. 
The favorite wintering habitat of harlequins in Iceland has been de-
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scribed by Bengtson (1966) as those places where the surf breaks directly 
against the rocks, such as around the outermost peninsulas. They are usually 
found in waters 3 to 4 meters deep, 100 to 300 meters from shore. They 
evidently prefer island points or other areas providing seclusion and protection 
from bad weather and the roughest water (Dennis Crouch, pers. comm.). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Not definitely established, but plumage sequences indi-
cate that the birds are mature in their second year of life (Bent, 1925). Hand-
reared birds attained full plumage and began sexual display in their second 
winter (Charles Pilling, pers. comm.). 
Pair Bond Pattern: Bengtson (1966) reported that only about twelve 
pairs were noted in a flock of two hundred birds in late December, and that 
males desert their mates very shortly after incubation begins, indicating a 
yearly renewal of pair bonds. 
Nest Location: Bengtson (1966) reported that in Iceland harlequins 
prefer to nest on inaccessible islands, depositing their eggs in caves or holes in 
the lava, under dense bushes, or sometimes in rather open situations. No large 
trees presently occur in Iceland, and Bengtson partly attributed the species' 
use of other holes or crevices to the lack of hollow trees. According to Dennis 
Crouch (pers. comm.), hole-nesting is not typical of North American harle-
quins; of the twenty to twenty-five nest records he has obtained, all have been 
ground sites except for one involving an overturned stump in the middle of a 
stream. Bengtson (1966) noted that the nests are always located very close 
to water, and the most prominent feature of the nest is that it is mostly pro-
tected from above by dense vegetation. 
Clutch Size: Bengtson (1966) reported that eleven nests he had examined 
ranged from 3 to 7 eggs, averaging 5.5, but that some of these clutches might 
have been depleted by egg collectors. Records of nineteen nests from North 
America indicate a mean clutch of 6.2 eggs, a mode of 6, and a range of 4 to 8 
(Dennis Crouch, per. comm.). According to Bengtson, the egg-laying interval 
is from 2 to 4 days, with 3 probably normal. 
Incubation Period: Not definite, with some literature estimates of 31 to 
34 days, but recent field observations indicate only 28 to 29 days (Bengtson, 
1966) . 
Fledging Period: Not yet definitely established, but there is one early 
estimate of 40 days (Bengtson, 1966). 
Nest and Egg Losses: Bengtson (1966) reported that in his study area 
the arctic fox was absent and the mink was the only major mammalian preda-
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tor. Egg-collecting activities by humans were then also a serious menace to 
harlequins, but have since been prohibited. Avian predators of possible im-
portance were parasitic jaegers, great black-backed gulls, and ravens, but 
Bengtson did not estimate their relative importance as predators. The nests 
of this species are usually so well hidden that predators hunting visually would 
have difficulty locating nests, and mammals unable to reach nesting islands 
would also have limited effectiveness. Bengtson (1972) estimated a high 
hatching success (87 percent) in Iceland. 
Juvenile Mortality: Brood counts by Bengtson on early-age broods indi-
cated an average brood size of 5.7 young, with an observed range of 4 to 10 
ducklings. Duckling survival varied from 40 to 76 percent in different years 
(averaging 55 percent), and in four different study areas the mean number 
of young reared per female varied from 1.5 to 2.2, with food availability an 
important factor affecting reproductive success (Bengtson, 1972). Evidently 
minks and bad weather are the primary mortality factors for young ducklings. 
Adult Mortality: There are no estimates of annual mortality rates. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam's (1939) summary of the foods found in 
sixty-three adults collected between January and September is the most com-
plete analysis available. Virtually all of this food was of animal origin, with 
most of the volume consisting of crustaceans (57 percent), mollusks (25 
percent), and insects (10 percent). Decapods, such as smaller crabs, and soft-
bodied crustaceans, such as amphipods and isopods, appeared to be the fav-
ored types of foods and together made up about half the total volume. The 
mollusks included a surprising number of chitons, which are no doubt ob-
tained from rocky shorelines in wintering areas, and a variety of gastropods 
probably found in similar habitats. Insect foods were more prevalent in sum-
mer samples and included species typical of rapidly flowing streams (stone 
flies, water boatmen, midge larvae). Apparently the only echinoderm of 
possible importance as a harlequin food is the spiny sea urchin (Strongy-
locentrotus) , remnants of which occurred in nearly half the stomachs, but in 
only very small quantities. 
As mentioned earlier, Bengtson (1966) considered the availability of 
midges (Chironomida), blackflies (Simulium), and caddis flies (Trichoptera) 
a determining factor in the abundance of harlequins on Icelandic streams, and 
noted that the simuliids constituted the bulk of their nutrition on the breeding 
grounds. Siberian birds collected in June contained large numbers of caddis 
fly larvae, as well as stone fly larvae and other insects plus small fish remains 
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(Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). In analyses of nine birds collected on 
coastal Maine in December, the amphipod Gammerellus, the gastropod 
Nucella, and the pelecypod Lucinia occurred in the largest numbers (Palmer, 
1949) . 
On their wintering grounds in coastal waters, harlequins often forage in 
heavy surf over shallow waters (Bengtson, 1966). Their dives there are thus 
usually of short duration and probably rarely exceed 20 or 30 seconds. On 
rivers they forage by skimming materials from the surface, by diving, and by 
up-ending, the last-named method apparently less often (Bengtson, 1966). 
Bengtson reported that dives timed on the River Laxa usually lasted 15 to 18 
seconds, while Pool (1962) noted a range of 5 to 25 seconds for the same 
river. Bengtson calculated a dive: pause time ratio of 4: 1 for the harlequin, as 
opposed to 2.2: 1 for the oldsquaw and 1.9: 1 for the red-breasted merganser 
and the Barrow goldeneye on the same stream. Thus he concluded that the 
harlequin duck is the most efficient diving species using rushing streams in 
Iceland. Pool also noted that harlequins dove with greater vigor and per-
sistence than did other species seen and foraged in much stronger currents 
than did the others. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Bengtson noted that even on their 
breeding grounds the birds are relatively sociable, and territorial boundaries 
on the Laxa River in Iceland were very indistinct or sometimes seemingly 
lacking. He noted that possessive behavior of the male seemed to be related 
to his mate, rather than to a specific area. He also estimated (1972) that 
breeding densities averaged 1.3 pairs per kilometer of river (or 2.1 pairs per 
mile), being highest near lake outlets. This is a considerably higher breeding 
density than seems to be typical of the South American torrent duck (Mer-
ganetta) , which occupies a similar ecological niche in torrential Andean 
streams. Dennis Crouch (pers. comm.) observed harlequin densities in Wash-
ington state of 1 pair per two to four river miles, a figure much closer to the 
situation typical of torrent ducks. 
Interspecific Relationships: As Bengtson (1966) has pointed out, no 
other North American species of duck can effectively compete for food with 
the harlequin in its preferred habitats, fast-flowing streams. On wintering areas 
it consumes a variety of foods somewhat similar to those of the oldsquaw, but 
the harlequin typically forages in areas with heavier surf and shallower waters 
than does the oldsquaw. Apparently there is little if any competition with 
other species of waterfowl for nest sites; Bengtson reported only that eggs of 
common mergansers have sometimes been found in the nests of harlequins. 
To what extent predators and parasites may play a role in the ecology 
of harlequin ducks is still rather uncertain. The harlequin's breeding popula-
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tions are never so high nor are their nest sites so closely spaced or conspicuous 
as to attract predators in any numbers. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: For the most part, harlequins 
appear to be daylight foragers, coming in each morning to favored ledges and 
rocky coves for foraging, and sometimes roosting on rocks in the evening 
(Cottam, 1939). Bengtson (1966), in summer counts on the River Laxa, 
found the highest incidence of foraging between 5 :00 and 6:00 p.m., with a 
secondary peak in early morning. Based on July observations in Iceland, Pool 
(1962) reported harlequins to forage most heavily just prior to sunset. He 
also noted them to fly most actively at this time, as the birds flew up and down 
the river in small groups. Dennis Crouch (pers. comm.) observed foraging 
periods lasting from 6:00 to about 10:30 a.m., and from about 4:00 p.m. 
until dark. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Harlequins tend to fly in dense flocks, and they are 
highly sociable outside the breeding season (Bengtson, 1966). During winter 
they typically forage in groups of 5 to 25 birds, according to Bengtson. Other 
observers have estimated flock sizes of as high as 500 individuals, but Dennis 
Crouch (pers. comm.) reported that groups of 5 to 6 are now typical of west-
ern Washington. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Relatively few observations of pair-forming be-
havior in harlequin ducks have been made, and the descriptions have often 
not been in close agreement. Myres (1959a) observed only head-nodding as 
a social display, and was not certain whether it was agonistic or sexual in-
function. He observed this movement in both sexes and sometimes heard a 
high-pitched note accompanying the movement. Bengtson (1966) considered 
head-nodding to be the fundamental display movement and considered it 
basically an aggressive display, which is often followed by a threat posture. 
He also observed a bill-dipping and associated lateral bill-shaking in males, 
a wing-flapping that might represent a display, and both dorsal-preening and 
wing-preening movements that likewise were of uncertain display function. 
The only female display that he recognized in situations other than copulation 
was inciting. In this posture the female lowers her head and performs alternate 
head-turning movements, sometimes uttering a harsh call. Inciting has been 
seen much more rarely than one would predict if it plays an important role in 
pair formation. Bengtson further noted that no "flight-display" evidently is 
present in this species, unless it occurs during winter and early spring when 
the birds are still at sea. 
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Copulatory Behavior: Bengtson's (1966) observations on five completed 
copulation sequences and seventeen interrupted sequences provide the best 
description of this behavior. He stated that the precopulatory behavior may 
be initiated by either sex, but usually the male, by commencing mutual head-
nodding. In most of the sequences that Bengtson observed, mutual bill-dipping 
was also noted, and it seems probable that this element separates precopulatory 
head-nodding behavior from that seen in other situations. Finally, there is a 
precopulatory "rush" of the male toward the female, which may be repeated 
several times before mounting is achieved. Evidently the female usually does 
not become prone until shortly before treading occurs. The postcopulatory 
behavior of both sexes is relatively simple and lacks specific posturing. Pearse 
( 1945) provided an account of a single copulation sequence that likewise 
involved jerking movements of the head on the part of the male, but no other 
definite displays before or after copulation. Neil Smith (in J ohnsgard, 1965) 
has also observed attempted copulatory behavior in this species, which in-
cluded rapid rushes toward the female. 
Unpublished notes of Jay S. Gashwiler of the United States Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife describe several observations of copulation or 
attempted copulation during April and May in Oregon. One copulation 
sequence was preceded by a number of rushes toward the male by the female 
and energetic "head-throwing" movements of the head back toward the 
shoulders. In a second instance, both sexes performed "head-throwing" and 
simulated pecking of the other's head or neck prior to copulation, and follow-
ing treading the male chased the female over the water for a short distance a 
couple of times. Presumably these "head-throwing" movements are the same 
as the nodding movements seen by others. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Bengtson's (1966) account of nesting 
behavior in this species is the most complete one available. He stated that 
females choose the nest site alone, although males closely follow them and 
stand "guard." The nest is simple, consisting of a thin layer of grass, with 
occasional twigs and leaves, and lined with white down having reddish tips. 
Such white, rather than dark-colored, down would favor the view that harle-
quins are basicaJly hole- or crevice-nesters rather than surface-nesters. The 
female begins to incubate before the set is completed, and at that time begins 
to line the nest. She sits very tightly during incubation and probably leaves the 
nest for only very short periods at intervals of about 48 hours. Males leave 
their mates when incubation gets under way and begin to congregate in fav-
ored foraging areas. Following hatching, the female takes her brood to a 
secluded part of the river, moving about very little. The young of different 
broods sometimes merge, and in such cases are guarded by both females. Un-
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successful female breeders sometimes partIcIpate in brood care also. Ap-
parently the young are not taken to the sea until they are fledged. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Bengtson (1966) stated that males remain at 
their areas of congregation for only a few days after deserting their mates, and 
then depart for the sea. He mentioned, however, that observations of eclipse-
plumage males on the River Laxa have been made. Thus, the degree of molt 
migration in this Icelandic population is uncertain. In the Alaska population 
there are also apparently certain areas favored by molting birds. Summer 
flocks, either of males or mixed sexes, have been reported around St. Matthew 
and St. Lawrence islands and at Captains Bay, Unalaska Island (Gabrielson 
and Lincoln, 1959). Assemblages of drakes and immatures have also been 
reported at the Commander Islands, along the Siberian coast, and at various 
other points (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
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OLDSQUAW 
Clangula hyemalis (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: Long-tailed Duck. 
Range: Breeds in a circumpolar belt including arctic North America, Green-
land, Iceland, northern Europe and Asia, and the islands of the Bering Sea. 
Winters in saltwater and deep freshwater habitats; in North America, from 
Alaska south to Washington and infrequently beyond on the Pacific coast, 
on the Great Lakes, and on the Atlantic coast south to South Carolina and 
rarely to Florida. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 219-236, females 202-210 mm. 
Culmen: Males 26-29, females 23-28 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that thirty-one males averaged 
1.8 pounds (815 grams) and fourteen females averaged 1.4 pounds (634 
grams), with maximum weights of 2.3 (1,042 grams) and 1.8 pounds (8.5 
grams), respectively. Schi¢ler (1926) reported that among wintering birds, 
nine adult males averaged 750.5 grams and ten juvenile males averaged 
741 grams; eleven adult females averaged 686 grams, nine year-old females 
averaged 728.1 grams, and fifteen juveniles averaged 627.2 grams. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Probably the most seasonally variable in appearance of all 
North American waterfowl, oldsquaws may be recognized as diving ducks by 
their lobed hind toe and long outer toe, and separated from other diving ducks 
by their short (culmen length 23-29 mm.) flattened bill with a raised nail, 
rather uniformly brownish upper wing coloration, and white or grayish sides 
and underparts. White is always present around the eye and may vary from a 
very narrow eyering to an extreme where almost the entire head is white. 
In the Field: Found only on deep lakes, large rivers, or along the coast, 
oldsquaws are fairly small diving ducks at home in the heaviest surf or the 
most bitterly cold weather conditions. On the water the birds appear to be an 
almost random mixing of white, brown, and blackish markings, but invariably 
the flanks and sides are white, or no darker than light gray, and some white 
is present on the head, either around the eye or on the sides of the neck in both 
areas. Except during the summer molt, the elongated tail of males is also a 
good field mark, as are their black breasts. Lone females might be confused 
with female harlequin ducks, but they always have whitish rather than dark 
brown sides, and they may thus also be distinguished from immature or female 
scoters. In flight, oldsquaws exhibit white underparts that contrast with their 
dark upper and lower wing surfaces. The courtship calls of male oldsquaws are 
famous for their carrying power and rhythmic quality, the commonest two 
sounding like ugh, ugh, ah-oo-gah' and a-oo, a-oo, a-oo'-g~h. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Sex and age criteria are still not clear, although adult 
males can be separated from adult females by their shiny black upper wing 
coverts (vs. blackish brown in females and immatures) and their rufous 
tertials and secondaries (vs. gray to rufous in females and immatures). Adult 
males also always have black breasts and (except during summer molt) 
greatly elongated tail feathers, plus pinkish color near the tip of the bill. 
Criteria for separating first-winter males from females include the presence 
of pink color on the bill, some blackish feathers on the breast, and some 
grayish white scapular feathers. 
Age Determination: Juvenile females are probably best recognized by 
the presence of notched tail feathers, while first-year males lack elongated tail 
feathers, have a mottled and imperfectly black breast, and have white scapulars 
that are not as long as in adults. Separation of second-year birds from adults 
may require examination of the reproductive tracts. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The oldsquaw is probably the most 
arctic-adapted of all ducks and has an associated breeding range in North 
America that extends from the northernmost parts of Ellesmere Island to the 
southern coastline of Hudson Bay. 
In Alaska the oldsquaw breeds from the base of the Alaska Peninsula in 
the vicinity of Ugashik, northward along the coastal tundra of the Bering Sea 
and Arctic Ocean, and into the interior along the valleys of the Nushagak, 
Kuskokwim, Yukon, and Kobuk rivers, as well as at McKinley National Park. 
It is probably the commonest breeding duck in such northern areas as Anak-
tuvuk Pass and the Colville Delta. It is questionable whether oldsguaws breed 
on the Aleutian Islands, but there are breeding records for st. Paul and St. 
Matthew islands (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). Breeding also commonly 
occurs on St. Lawrence Island (Fay, 1961). 
In Canada the oldsquaw is the most widely distributed duck throughout 
the arctic regions (Snyder, 1957), occurring along the coastlines of the Yukon, 
the Northwest Territories, Manitoba, Quebec, and Labrador. It also breeds 
on most if not all of the islands in the Franklin District, as well as adjacent 
parts of Greenland. There is also apparently an isolated breeding locality in 
northwestern British Columbia about fifty miles west of Atlin (Godfrey, 
1966) . 
The breeding habitat throughout this entire range is arctic tundra in the 
vicinity of lakes or ponds, coastlines, or islands. Where shrubs are available 
for nesting cover, they are preferentially utilized, but grasses and sedges like-
wise may be used. Wooded country, however, is apparently avoided. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: As might be expected, the winter 
distribution of this species is about as widespread as its breeding distribution. 
It is common in the Aleutian Islands during winter (Murie, 1959), and it has 
been estimated that about 500,000 oldsquaws may annually winter around 
St. Lawrence Island (Fay, 1961). Along the southern coastline of mainland 
Alaska they are locally abundant, with great numbers occurring along the 
island channels of southeastern Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, oldsquaws winter along the coastline of British Columbia, 
on the open waters of the Great Lakes, and along the Atlantic coast from 
southern Labrador and northern Newfoundland southward through the Mari-
time Provinces (Godfrey, 1966). They extend southward on the Pacific 
coast through Puget Sound and along the open coastline of Washington, be-
coming uncommon in Oregon and relatively rare in California. Along the 
Atlantic coast they occur throughout New England and southward through 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
oldsquaw in North America. 
the Chesapeake Bay region, where they are common residents, to about as 
far as the Carolinas, where they are uncommon (Pearson, 1919; Sprunt 
and Chamberlain, 1949). 
In the Chesapeake Bay region they are fairly evenly distributed along the 
open ocean and coastal bays, the salt estuarine bays, and some of the brackish 
estuarine bays. A few are also seen on some of the fresh and slightly brackish 
estuarine bays (Stewart, 1962). The rather great abundance of this species 
on Lake Michigan and some of the other Great Lakes indicates a stronger 
propensity for wintering on fresh water than is true of most eiders and scoters. 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Oldsquaws probably mature at two years of age, ac-
cording to Ellarson (1956). Alison (1972) confirmed this with captive birds. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Not yet well studied, but the frequency of social dis-
play throughout the winter and spring suggests an annual renewal of pair 
bonds. Alison (1972) reported that in a population of 95 pairs at least 4 
re-formed their pair bonds in successive years. 
Nest Location: Bengtson (1970) reported on the locations of 348 old-
squaw nests found in Iceland. He noted that this species tends to nest in pot-
hole areas and also exhibits a distinct tendency to nest on islands when these 
are available. Of the total nests found, 202 were under low shrubs, 44 under 
high shrubs, 49 under sedge cover, 35 under angelica (Angelica and Arch-
angelica) herbs, and 18 in herb and grass meadows. Nests were usually quite 
close to water; the modal distance from water was 3 to 10 meters. Evans 
( 1970) reported that oldsquaw nests around Churchill, Manitoba, varied in 
their average distance from water according to areas utilized for nesting. Those 
on islands in fresh water averaged about 2 meters, those placed on mainland 
beaches averaged 9 meters, and those on mainland tundra averaged nearly 
30 meters. Alison (1972), working in the same area, did not find any sig-
nificant island-nesting tendencies but did confirm Evans' observations that 
oldsquaws often nest in association with Arctic tern colonies. 
Clutch Size: Probably 6 or 7 eggs normally constitute the clutch. Jehl 
and Smith (1970) found an average clutch size of 6.3 for 17 completed first 
clutches at Churchill, Manitoba, while Alison (1972) reported an average of 
6.8 eggs for 95 clutches. Bengtson (1971) reported that the average of 212 
clutches from Iceland was 7.9 eggs, with significant yearly differences in mean 
clutch sizes that ranged from 7.0 to 8.4 eggs. Twenty renest clutches averaged 
6.0 eggs (Bengtson, 1972). The average egg-laying interval is 26 hours 
(Alison, 1972). 
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Incubation Period: Reportedly 24 days, or 24 to 25 days under bantam 
hens (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). Alison (1972) reported a 26-day incubation 
period under incubator conditions. 
Fledging Period: About 5 weeks (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). Alison 
(1972) noted that nineteen captive-reared young fledged in 35 days. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Among a sample of 148 nests observed during the 
egg-laying period, 48 percent of the nests were lost, with predation the most 
frequent cause. Among 55 normal-sized clutches that failed, desertion and 
predation by ravens and minks were the most frequent causes (Bengtson, 
1972). Alison (1972) reported a 41 percent nest loss among 95 nests, with 
foxes and parasitic jaegers the primary nest predators. 
Juvenile and Adult Mortality: Brood mergers prevent the use of brood 
size counts as a measure of pre fledging losses. Postfledging losses are also still 
unknown. Boyd (1962) estimated an annual adult mortality rate of 38 per-
cent for Icelandic oldsquaws. The hunting mortality is probably quite low for 
this species. Alison (1972) reported that the brooding period mortality of 
adults at Churchill was nil for marked females and only 1.5 percent for males 
during the period 1968-1971. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam's (1939) study on oldsquaw foods and for-
aging behavior is the only complete one available for North America. He re-
ported on the foods of 190 adults taken throughout most of the year and of 36 
juvenile birds collected during July. Both adult and juvenile birds had a pre-
dominance of crustaceans in the digestive tracts, with mollusks, insects, and 
fish in decreasing order of identified foods of adults. Amphipod crustaceans 
(Gammarus, Caprella, etc.) alone constituted over 15 percent of the adult 
foods, while phyllopod crustaceans (especially Branchinecta) totalled over 30 
percent of the food volume of the juvenile birds examined. Adults also had 
consumed a substantial number of various crabs, shrimps, and other crusta-
ceans, which group totalled nearly half of the food volume. Among the mol-
lusks, bivalves, univalves, and chi tons were all consumed, but generally in 
rather small quantities. Insects were a fairly important source of food among 
birds collected during summer months, and most of the fish eaten were of little 
or no commercial value. Ellarson (1956) reported that on Lake Michigan the 
oldsquaw and whitefish populations are both closely dependent on amphipods 
(Pontoporeia), thus accounting for the high gill net mortality found there. 
Lagler and Wienert (1948) had earlier reported on the predominance of these 
amphipods and a small bivalve (Pisidium) in a sample of 36 birds from Lake 
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Michigan. Apparently the oldsquaws wintering in Danish waters have a higher 
dependency on mollusks; Madsen (1954) reported that the volumetric analy-
sis of 110 birds revealed 65 percent bivalve mollusks, 8 percent univalve mol-
lusks, 27 percent crustaceans, and a small amount of other animal foods. 
The oldsquaw is famous for the depths it sometimes reaches during for-
aging, with many reports of birds foraging between 50 and 100 feet and a few 
records of individuals apparently exceeding 150 feet in their dives (Cottam, 
1939). Probably the normal foraging depth is no more than 25 feet, at least 
in coastal areas where the birds are foraging on mollusks and other inverte-
brates of the subtidal zones. Lagler and Weinert noted that most of the birds 
caught in gill nets on Lake Michigan are taken at depths of 8 to 16 fathoms 
and that the greatest abundance of their two primary food species (Pisidium 
and Ponto poreia) occurs at depths of less than 60 meters (33 fathoms). 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Oldsquaws are not considered social 
nesters, and Bengtson (1970) reported that this species, like most other water-
fowl he studied, showed an essentially random distribution of its nest sites. He 
observed a tendency to select islands for nest sites, but the overall average 
density of oldsquaw nests per square kilometer on thirteen study areas was 44 
nests (6.9 acres per nest) . In contrast, Alison (1972) found a breeding density 
of 4.5 pairs per square mile during four different years; he also noted positive 
male territoriality. Yet, although the males held territories of varying sizes and 
sometimes the same territory in different years, the females were nonterritorial 
and rarely nested in their mate's territory. Instead, they nested in a colonial 
manner, with nearly two-thirds of the nests within 100 feet of at least one other 
active nest. 
Interspecific Relationships: In their seeming concentration on soft-bodied 
crustaceans, such as amphipods, and their secondary utilization of mollusks, 
oldsquaws probably only actively compete for food with harlequin ducks and, 
perhaps locally, Steller eiders. Considering the differences in the geographic 
distributions and preferred habitats of these species, it seems likely that there is 
little actual competition among them. Phillips (1925) noted that oldsquaws 
rarely associate with other ducks, and Mackay (1892) mentions seeing them 
a few times in the company of eiders. Hull (1914) mentioned that in Jackson 
Park, Chicago, oldsquaws avoided and were avoided by the other common 
wintering ducks, scaup and goldeneyes. 
Oldsquaws build well-concealed nests that are notoriously difficult to lo-
cate. Even so, mammalian predators such as foxes are responsible for some 
nest losses, as are jaegers, and larger arctic gulls no doubt account for the loss 
of some young as well. Evans (1970) studied the nesting association of old-
squaws and arctic terns at Churchill, Manitoba, and summarized evidence 
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that ravens and parasitic jaegers sometimes are important egg predators, and 
the latter may also consume ducklings. Evans reported that the oldsquaws he 
studied apparently gained protection from nesting near arctic terns, and he 
suggested means by which positive nesting associations between the two spe-
cies might gradually develop. However, Alison (1972) questioned whether 
this relationship is actually beneficial to the oldsquaws, since he did not find 
any lowered nest predation rates in tern colonies. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: As with the other marine 
ducks, the general pattern of activity is one of foraging during the daylight 
hours in fairly shallow waters and moving to deeper bays or the open ocean 
for nocturnal resting. Mackay (1892) described this pattern in New England. 
He noted that in the Nantucket area the birds forage during the day in waters 
some 3 or 4 fathoms deep and start to leave about 3: 00 p.m. for deeper waters. 
The flight continues until after dark. Apparently they sometimes remain on 
their feeding grounds after dark on clear, calm nights, but most birds shot dur-
ing early morning hours have empty stomachs. In the rare cases where they 
have been seen foraging on freshwater ponds near the coast, they fly in to these 
ponds early in the morning and return to the coast about sunset. Alison (1970) 
observed a similar nighttime movement to deep water on Lake Ontario. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Although oldsguaws rarely associate with other spe-
cies, they do form large single-species flocks, especially during fall. Mackay 
(1892) mentioned that flocks arriving in New England during fall usually 
were in groups of 75 to 100 birds, but sometimes flocks of more than 1,000 
could be seen on these wintering areas. This would seem to represent an un-
usually large flock, however. Dementiev and Gladkov (1952) reported that 
fall flocks of up to 1,500 birds have been reported, that most wintering birds 
are found in small bands of up to 15 birds, and that spring migrant groups may 
number 300 to 400 individuals. The fact that these birds often feed in unusu-
ally deep waters, well out from the shore, makes it relatively difficult to obtain 
counts of flocks. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Pair-forming behavior begins on the wintering 
areas, sometimes as early as December (Alison, 1970). By early May, about 
70 percent of the adult males Alison observed near Toronto were already 
paired. The loud calls of the males, associated with social display, make court-
ship activity highly conspicuous. Myres (1959a) was the first to provide a 
partial description of oldsquaw sexual behavior patterns, and my observations 
(1965) and those of Alison (1970) have supplemented his observations. 
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Myres recognized two displays associated with these calls, the "bill-toss" and 
the "rear-end" displays. During the former call, which sounds like ugh, ugh, 
ah-oo-gah', the head may be quickly tossed backward beyond the vertical while 
the hindquarters are maintained in a normal position. In the rear-end display, 
the neck and head are extended downward and forward toward the water, 
while the tail is raised to a nearly vertical position. Although not noted by 
Myres, Alison (1970) and I have observed neck-stretching and a turning-of-
the-back-of-the-head by males as apparent displays, and a wing-flapping that 
possibly also represents a form of display behavior. Alison has observed a 
number of additional male displays, including lateral head-shaking, "porpois-
ing," "steaming," "breast display," a short flight or "parachute display," and 
others. The most common female display is a chin-lifting that is prob~bly a 
type of inciting, but Alison has observed some additional postures as well. 
Copulatory Behavior: Myres (1959a) observed three instances of copu-
latory behavior but saw no specific associated displays. Alison (1970) has 
since reported that in six precopulatory situations the males invariably per-
formed bill-tossing and lateral head-shaking, while bill-dipping, neck-stretch-
ing, and porpoising were also observed in some cases. In all cases the females 
performed lateral head-shaking and neck-stretching; a prone or soliciting pos-
ture was also sometimes observed. A variety of male postcopulatory displays 
were observed, including bill-tossing, neck-stretching, head-shaking, turning-
the-back-of-the-head, and a sequence of porpoising, head-shaking, and wing-
flapping. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: According to the observations of Alison, 
the female hollows out her nest site immediately prior to the laying of the first 
egg. She normally sits very tightly, but typically feeds twice a day and on 
warm days may leave the nest for several hours. The males abandon their 
mates when the hens begin incubation, and either remain in the general area 
to undergo their molt or completely leave the area. After hatching, the duck-
lings are often reared on freshwater ponds or lakes, but at least at times they 
are taken to salt water when they are only a few days old (Phillips, 1925). 
The female typically leads the brood to open water rather than to shore when 
the young are threatened, and as they grow older they gradually move from 
smaller sedge-lined lakelets to larger reservoirs and marine waters (Dementiev 
and Gladkov, 1967). 
Postbreeding Behavior: Throughout most of its breeding range, the breed-
ing oldsquaws undergo their postnuptial molt in the breeding area, either as 
solitary birds or in small flocks. However, in eastern Siberia the breeding males 
and immatures evidently undertake an extensive molt migration to Wrangell 
Island prior to molting (Salomonsen, 1968). Fay (1961) mentions seeing 
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considerable numbers of flightless oldsquaws on the lagoons and lakes of St. 
Lawrence Island, in flocks of fewer than 10 to more than 100. Whether these 
are immature nonbreeders that never left their wintering grounds or are birds 
that have moved in from other areas is apparently unknown. Probably the 
latter is the case, since Alison (1970) observed that the migration of the siz-
able wintering population in the Toronto areas is always total. 
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BLACK SCDTER 
Me/anitta nigra (Linnaeus) 1758 
(Until 1973, regarded by the A.O.U. as Oidemia nigra) 
Other Vernacular Names: American Scoter, Common Scoter, Coot. 
Range: Breeds in Iceland, the British Isles, northern Europe, northern Asia, 
and islands of the Bering Sea; and in North America from northern Alaska 
probably across northern Canada, although specific breeding records are 
few and scattered. In North America, winters on the Pacific coast from the 
Pribilof and the Aleutian islands to southern California, on the Atlantic 
coast from Newfoundland south to about South Carolina, and to some ex-
tent in the interior, especially on the Great Lakes. 
North American Subspecies: 
M. m. nigra (L.): European Black Scoter. Breeds from Iceland eastward 
through Europe and Asia. Accidental in Greenland during winter. 
M. m. americana (Swainson): American Black Scoter. Breeds and winters 
in North America as indicated above. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959; for M. m. nigra): 
Folded wing: Males 228-242, females 220-229 mm. 
Culmen: Males 45-49, females 42-46 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that eight males averaged 2.4 
pounds (1,087 grams), while four females averaged 1.8 pounds (815 
grams), with maximum weights being 2.8 pounds (1,268 grams) and 2.4 
po:unds (1,087 grams), respectively. Schi¢ler (1926) reported on winter 
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weights of Danish birds representing the European race. Five adult males 
averaged 1,164 grams, seven second-year males averaged 1,101 grams, and 
eleven juveniles averaged 1,084 grams. Six adult females averaged 1,055 
grams, seven second-year females averaged 1,070 grams, and four juveniles 
averaged 876 grams. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Recognizable in the hand as a diving duck by its enlarged 
hind toe and lengthened outer toe. The unusually narrow outermost primary 
(less evident in juveniles) and the relatively long (80-100 mm.), pointed tail 
will identify both sexes as black seaters. The bill is not feathered on the lateral 
surface or culmen, and no white feathers appear anywhere on the body except 
in juveniles, which have whitish underparts. The black is the smallest of the 
seaters, with a maximum folded wing length of 242 mm. in males and 230 mm. 
in females. 
In the Field: Black seater males are the blackest of all North American 
ducks, and females are the most uniformly dark brown of all these species. The 
best field mark for mature males, other than their black color, is a yellowish 
enlargement at the base of the bill, while females may be identified by the two-
toned head and neck, which is dark brown above and grayish white on the 
cheeks, throat, and foreneck. Juveniles are similar, with an even sharper con-
trast to their head pattern. The birds take flight by running over the water, and 
they fly rather low but swiftly over the water. They appear dark brown or 
blackish on both upper and lower surfaces and have no white on the head or 
wings. The call of the courting n1ale is a mellow whistle, while that of the fe-
male is grating and reminiscent of a door swinging on rusty hinges. The wings 
also produce a strong whistling noise in flight. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Adult males may be readily separated from females 
and immatures by their entirely black plumage. The tenth primary (outer-
most, excluding the vestigial eleventh primary) has its inner vane strongly 
narrowed for about six centimeters, or nearly the entire exposed length, while 
the corresponding feather of females is less strongly narrowed for only about 
the distal four centimeters. In first-year males this feather gradually tapers in 
width toward the tip or is slightly narrowed toward the tip. 
Age Determination: Probably first-year females can be distinguished from 
older ones by the gradually tapered inner vane on their tenth primary and by 
their more whitish cheeks; in older females the distal half of the inner vane is 
only about half as wide as the proximal half and the cheeks and throat are a 
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darker shade. First-year males are quite femalelike, and their tenth primary 
gradually tapers toward the tip. Some black feathers are acquired on the upper-
parts, but the abdomen and wings remain brownish (Dwight, 1914). By the 
second year, males are apparently indistinguishable from older birds. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding dis-
tribution of the black scoter is still rather obscure. Without doubt it is centered 
in Alaska, apparently on the Bering coast. It is doubtful whether it breeds on 
the Aleutian Islands (Murie, 1959), but there is an observation of a brood on 
Kodiak Island. It has been reported breeding in the Bristol Bay region along 
the Kvichak River, on Nelson Island, around Hooper and Igiak bays, and along 
the mouth of the Yukon, where it sometimes has constituted up to 25 percent 
of the observed waterfowl. Farther north, it nests at Cape Prince of Wales and 
the Shishmaref region of the Seward Peninsula, and probably also in the vicin-
ity of Kotzebue Sound (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). This area is perhaps 
the northern breeding limit for the species; at Cape Thompson the species is 
only a rare summer visitant (Williamson et al., 1968). In the interior of Alaska 
the black scoter has been reported nesting in McKinley National Park and in 
the vicinity of Lake Louise, which is located on a tributary of the Susitna River 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). It is questionable whether the arctic coast of 
Alaska is even occasionally used for breeding; although scoters have been seen 
on the lower Colville River, there is no indication of their breeding there (Kes-
sel and Cade, 1958). 
In Canada the records of definite breeding are even more limited. They 
include the Windy River area of southern Keewatin District, Leaf Bay in 
northern Quebec, and various localities in Newfoundland (Godfrey, 1966). 
There are other areas where summering populations can regularly be found, 
but these are not definitely established as representing breeding birds. 
The breeding habitat consists of freshwater ponds, lakes, or rivers in 
tundra or wooded country. In Iceland, the species prefers to nest in pothole 
areas where shrubs are present (Bengtson, 1970). Since shrubs are a favored 
type of scoter nest cover, it would seem that true lowland tundra probably does 
not represent ideal habitat. Further, the extremely late nesting of scoters would 
tend to prevent them from extending far into arctic tundra habitats. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: Black scoters winter commonly along 
the Aleutian Islands and the Alaska Peninsula from Kodiak Island to Atka 
Island (Murie, 1959). They have been reported as abundant at Attu Island, 
but Kenyon (1961) did not list them for Amchitka. They also winter among 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
black scoter in North America. 
the islands and channels of southeastern Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 
1959) and along coastal British Columbia southward to Puget Sound, where 
they are the least common of the scoters (Yocom, 1951). Additionally, they 
extend in winter along the open coast southward into Oregon and occasionally 
to California. 
On the Atlantic coast black scoters winter from Newfoundland south-
ward, with a few occurring irregularly on the Great Lakes (Godfrey, 1966). 
They are frequently quite common as far south as Chesapeake Bay, where they 
are generally found in the littoral zone of the ocean, with a few occurring on 
coastal bays and occasionally on salt and brackish estuaries of the Bay itself 
(Stewart, 1962). Farther south they are generally the least common of the 
three scoter species, and perhaps normally range as far south in winter as Beau-
fort County, South Carolina (Sprunt and Chamberlain, 1949). 
As Stewart has mentioned, optimum winter habitat for this and the other 
scoters is the littoral zone of the ocean, usually within a mile of shore and in 
the area just beyond the breakers. There they both forage and rest, relatively 
independent of tidal action and human disturbance. Generally the black scoter 
seems to prefer areas where the water depth does not exceed 25 feet and where 
mussels can be found in large quantities (Cottam, 1939). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: No definite information, except that the fully adult 
plumage of the male is not attained until its second fall of life, and perhaps the 
bill coloration and enlargement may not be fully developed until even later 
(Dwight, 1914). Thus, pending evidence to the contrary, breeding at the end 
of the second year of life would seem most probable. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are evidently renewed yearly. Bengtson 
( 1966) noted that many females are already apparently paired on their arrival 
at Icelandic breeding grounds, but courtship activities are frequent during May 
and June, and some active, unpaired females may be seen as late as mid-June. 
Evidently the males desert their mates and quickly leave the area as soon as 
the females begin to incubate. 
Nest Location: In Iceland, nests are usually placed under a dense cover of 
birch and willow-scrub (Bengtson, 1966). Of 308 nests found by Bengtson 
(1970), 199 were under low shrubs, 78 under high shrubs, 12 were in holes, 
11 under angelica (Angelica and Archangelica), 5 were in meadows, and 3 
among sedges. Nests more frequently were situated in locations between 10 
and 30 meters from the nearest water. There was no tendency toward nesting 
on islands, and indeed the relative nest density was somewhat lower on islands 
than on the mainland. 
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Clutch Size: So few clutches of North American black scoters have been 
found that it is difficult to know what is a typical clutch size for this population. 
However, the European population tends to have clutch sizes of 6 to 9 eggs, 
with occasional records of 5 and 10, and one (probably multiple) clutch of 13 
eggs reported (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). A sample of 187 first clutches aver-
aged 8.74 eggs, with significant yearly differences in mean clutch sizes that 
ranged from 7.56 to 9.04 (Bengtson, 1971). Thirty renests averaged 6.1 eggs 
(Bengtson, 1972). 
Incubation Period: Reported by Delacour (1959) as 27 to 28 days. Also 
estimated as 31 days (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
Fledging Period: Estimated by Lack (1968) as six and one-half weeks. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Seventeen percent of 109 nests were lost during the 
egg-laying period, primarily through predation. Of 23 normal-sized clutches 
that failed to hatch, desertion and raven predation were major factors (Bengt-
son, 1972). 
Juvenile and Adult Mortality: Both prefiedging and postfiedging mortal-
ity losses of juveniles are little studied. Boyd (1962) estimated the annual 
adult mortality of the Iceland population of black scoters as 33 percent. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam's (1939) study of the foods taken by 124 
adult scoters collected during ten months of the year is the most comprehensive 
available for North America, while Madsen's (1954) study of 219 samples 
from Danish coastal waters provides comparable information for the European 
population. Cottam reported that nearly 90 percent of the volume of food 
present was of animal origin, with mollusks constituting most of the animal 
foods. The most important of these were blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) and 
related forms, with short razor clams (Siliqua) of secondary importance. A 
larger consumption of barnacles was indicated than appears typical of other 
scoter species, which seem to consume a greater quantity of crabs. Madsen 
similarly found that mollusks constituted 77 percent of the food by volume, of 
which bivalves (especially Mytilus edulis) account for the majority, while 
polychaete worms, crustaceans, and echinoderms made up the remainder. The 
four most important foods were apparently blue mussels, cockles (Cardium), 
univalve mollusks (Nassa), and tubeworms (Pectinaria). Thus, although birds 
in both populations primarily consumed mussels and other mollusks, the con-
sumption of crustaceans, annelids, and other invertebrates seemingly varied 
with availability or other factors. Plant materials playa small role in the diet 
of scoters, and even among summer samples Cottam reported that only about 
13 percent of the identified food materials were of this source. 
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Cottam reported that black scoters usually forage in water less than 25 
feet deep, but they have been known to reach 40 feet. He also noted that the 
European race has been reported to forage primarily in waters between 6 and 
12 feet deep. Salomonsen (1968) mentioned that molting birds in the North 
Sea mostly occur in waters less than 5 meters deep. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: According to the data of Bengtson 
(1970), the nests of this species are essentially distributed at random, with no 
tendencies toward aggregation in nesting colonies. The average nesting density 
that he reported on thirteen different study areas in Iceland was 53 nests per 
square kilometer (5 acres per nest). There seems to be no evidence relating to 
the possible existence of territoriality in this species. 
Interspecific Relationships: To what extent competition for food may 
exist between the black scoter and the other two species of this genus is un-
known. All three forage predominantly on mollusks, but the size differences of 
adults (surf scoter smallest, white-winged largest) may bring about differences 
in effective foraging depths. The black and surf scoter seemingly both rely 
heavily on blue mussels and related species, but the surf scoter generally for-
ages closer to the coastline than does the black scoter (Cottam, 1939). Phil-
lips (1926) noted that, although the black scoter is most often seen in 
single-species flocks, it more commonly associates with surf scoters than with 
white-winged scoters. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Phillips reported that this spe-
cies is relatively active throughout the day and that migratory or local move-
ments can occur at almost any time of day. According to him, the birds nor-
mally move into shallower waters for foraging early in the morning, often 
coming from some distance. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Apart from the obvious fact that migrant and winter-
ing flocks of black scoters are often extremely large, there seems to be little 
specific information on flock sizes of this species. Atkinson-Willes (1963) 
mentioned that, although this species is gregarious, it is difficult to count, since 
the birds are often in rough water far from shore. In Great Britain, fairly large 
flocks of molting males may be seen in late summer, while the largest flocks of 
wintering birds include females and young birds as well. 
Pair-forming Behavior: McKinney (1959) observed pair-forming behav-
ior of black scoters in Alaska during April and May, and Bengtson (1966) 
described comparable display patterns that he observed in Iceland during May 
and June. It is possible that racial variation in these behavior patterns exist, 
but McKinney's and Myres's (1959a) observations on the American race 
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closely agree with those of Bengtson and myself (1965) on European black 
scoters. Social courtship usually occurs in small flocks that typically contain 
a single female and 5 to 8 males, in McKinney's observation. Bengtson noted 
that as the spring progressed, the number of males in courting groups with sin-
gle females increased from an average of about 4 in late May to more than 10 
in late June, no doubt reflecting the gradual reduction of available females. 
He found that paired males performed many of the same postures as those seen 
in courting groups, but in markedly different relative frequencies. Paired males 
exhibited the highest incidence of lateral head-shaking, general shaking 
(upward-stretch), and wing-flapping, while the incidences of the body-up 
(neck-stretching of Myres), tail-snap, low-rush, short flight, and steaming 
were all slightly or distinctly more frequent among males in courting parties. 
Preening movements appeared to be most frequent in nonaggressive unpaired 
and paired males and least frequent in aggressive unpaired males. Definite 
inciting behavior by females has not been described, although threatlike bill-
pointing movements have been seen (McKinney), as well as slight chin-lifting 
movements (Myres). 
Copulatory Behavior: To judge from available observations, the pre-
copulatory behavior of black scoters is simple and usually very short. The 
female seemingly adopts a prone position after both sexes have performed 
preening movements in various places. The male then typically performs a 
shake (upward-stretch) and mounts immediately. After treading, he usually 
swims away from the hen in a neck-stretching posture, while uttering his typi-
cal whistled notes. Some variations in postcopulatory behavior have also been 
reported (Johnsgard, 1965). 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Bengtson (1970) reported that the fe-
male scoter "sits very tight" during incubation and is normally abandoned by 
the drake shortly after incubation begins, with some males remaining in the 
vicinity of the nest for as long as a week. Males typically then move out of the 
nesting areas and migrate to traditional molting areas. The limited brood 
counts that are available do not suggest that brood mergers, as in white-winged 
scoters and eiders, are characteristic of this species. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Postbreeding movements of the North American 
population of black scoters are still little understood, but those in northern 
Europe have been well studied. Salomonsen (1968) described the molt migra-
tion of birds to the west coast of Jutland, in the North Sea. There, up to 
150,000 birds congregate in August and September, in waters less than 10 
meters deep. Birds from much of the Scandinavian and north Russian breed-
ing populations occur there and probably constitute the majority of these popu-
lations. These include immatures, which may arrive there in spring, as well as 
adult males and possibly also some females. 
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SURF SCDTER 
Melanitta perspicillata (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: Coot, Skunk-head Coot. 
Range: Breeds in North America from western Alaska eastward through the 
Yukon and the Northwest Territories to southern Hudson Bay, and in the 
interior of Quebec and Labrador. Winters on the Pacific coast from the 
Aleutian Islands south to the Gulf of California, and on the Atlantic coast 
from the Bay of Fundy south to Florida, with smaller numbers in the in-
terior, especially on the Great Lakes. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 240-256, females 223-235 mm. 
Culmen: Males 34-38, females 33-37 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that twelve males averaged 2.2 
pounds (997 grams), while ten females averaged 2.0 pounds (907 grams), 
and both sexes had a maximum weight of 2.5 pounds (1,133 grams). 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Obviously a diving duck, on the basis of its enlarged hind 
toe and the outer toe as long or longer than the middle toe. Specimens can be 
verified as surf scoters if the outermost primary is longer than the adjacent one 
and feathering extends forward on the culmen almost to the rear edge of the 
nostrils. Additionally, there is a rounded or squarish black mark on the side of 
the bill near its base. Intermediate in size between the black and the white-
winged scoters, surf scoters have a folded wing measurement of 240-256 mm. 
in males and 223-235 mm. in females. 
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In the Field: A maritime species that sometimes is found on large lakes 
or deep rivers during fall and winter, surf scoters may be distinguished on the 
water by the white markings on the male's forehead and nape, and the whitish 
cheek, ear, and nape markings of females. The white eye of adult males is often 
visible, but both sexes lack white on the wings. When landing, males frequently 
hold their wings upward and skid to a stop in the water, and when swimming, 
they usually hold the level of the bill slightly below horizontal. The male re-
portedly has a liquid, gurgling call uttered during courtship, and the female 
has a more crowlike note. In flight, the wings produce a humming sound, and 
the birds usually fly in irregular lines fairly low over the water. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: The presence of black feathers anywhere on the body 
is indicative of a male, but may not serve to separate all first-year males from 
females, at least prior to October, when the first blackish feathers begin to ap-
pear on the head, scapulars, and flanks of first-year birds (Bent, 1925). The 
male's eyes change from brown to yellow during the winter, and then to white 
by the end of the first year (Dwight, 1914). 
Age Determination: First-year females can apparently be distinguished 
from older birds by their conspicuous white patches on the lares and ear re-
gion. Males less than one year old lack the white forehead patch and have a 
less-colorful bill than full adults. Their iris color is probably also still brownish 
at this age. However, adult plumage changes are not well known in scoters, and 
there may be some reduction of the white forehead markings among adult 
males during late summer ar fall (Bent, 1925). Some adult females develop a 
malelike whitish nape patch, but there is much individual variation in this 
(Dwight, 1914). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: In contrast to the other two scoter 
species, the surf scoter is entirely limited to North America as a breeding bird. 
This is rather surprising, in view of its widespread occurrence on this continent, 
and its marine wintering tendencies. Its failure to colonize eastern Asia is thus 
difficult to understand. 
In Alaska, the surf scoter is widespread in summer, but many appear to 
be nonbreeding birds. Positive breeding records are mostly from the Bering 
Sea and Arctic Ocean coasts and from the upper Yukon Valley. Clutches have 
been found or ducklings seen at Lynx Lake (north of Bristol Bay), Kotzebue 
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Sound, Mount McKinley National Park, Fort Yukon, and on the Porcupine 
River (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, the species likewise is of widespread occurrence, although few 
actual breeding records exist. Godfrey (1966) includes within the breeding 
range the Yukon (probably), western McKenzie, Alberta (Elk Island Park), 
northern Saskatchewan (Lake Athabasca), James Bay (Charlton and Shep-
pard islands), northern Ontario, Quebec (Wakuach Lake and near Otelnuk 
Lake), and Labrador (Grand Falls and Petitsikapau Lake). 
The breeding habitat requirements are little known, but probably are like 
those of the other scoters. Thus, freshwater ponds, lakes, or rivers, with 
shrubby cover or woodland in the vicinity, are probably required. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: The wintering distribution of this 
species is much better known than its breeding distribution. Although strag-
glers do occur along the coastlines of Asia and Scandinavia, the overwhelming 
majority of birds evidently winter along North American coastlines. They win-
ter abundantly in the waters of southeastern Alaska, especially along the Alex-
ander Archipelago, with lesser numbers extending along the south coast of the 
Alaska Peninsula and to some extent into the Aleutian Islands (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln, 1959). 
In western Canada, surf scoters winter in large numbers along the coast 
of British Columbia, and they, together with white-winged seoters, are perhaps 
the most numerous of the wintering ducks of the Puget Sound region of Wash-
ington (Jewett et al., 1953). Phillips (1926) suggested that from Puget Sound 
northward, surf scoters tend to be outnumbered by white-winged scoters, while 
farther south the reverse presumably applies. Aerial counts in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s indicated that scoters constituted nearly half of the wintering 
diving ducks of this area (Wick and Jeffrey, 1966). Surf scoters also winter 
commonly along the Pacific coastlines of Oregon and California and are the 
commonest scoter species of northwestern Mexico. Leopold (1959) noted 
over 24,000 of these birds during winter inventory counts, with the largest 
population in San Ignacio Bay of the Baja Peninsula. 
On the Atlantic coast, surf scoters winter from Newfoundland and the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence southward (Godfrey, 1966), with occasional birds ap-
pearing on lakes Erie and Ontario. Atlantic coast populations are seemingly 
not so large as those on the Pacific coast. In the Chesapeake Bay area the surf 
scoters are usually the commonest scoter species in the coastal sections, while 
white-wings are much more common in the Bay proper (Stewart, 1962). As 
far south as South Carolina, the surf scoter is still a fairly common winter visi-
tor (Sprunt and Chamberlain, 1949). 
Preferred wintering habitats include the littoral zone of the ocean and 
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adjoining coastal bays, with a few utilizing salt or brackish estuarine bays in 
the Chesapeake region (Stewart, 1962). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Not definitely established, but judging from their molt-
ing sequence the birds probably breed at the end of their second year, although 
the fully mature plumage and bill coloration may not be attained until the fol-
lowing fall (Bent, 1925). 
Pair Bond Pattern: Apparently reestablished each winter and spring, dur-
ing a prolonged period of social display (Myres, 1959a). 
Nest Location: Too few nests have been found to allow many conclusions 
on this point. McFarlane (quoted by Bent, 1925) reported that the nests are 
usually located at a considerable distance from water and always well con-
cealed under the low-spreading branches of a pine or spruce tree. Bent further 
said that in Labrador the ducks reportedly nest about the inland ponds and 
lakes, placing their nests in grass or under bushes close to the edge of the water. 
Clutch Size: Probably normally from 5 to 7 eggs constitute a clutch, with 
larger clutches unusual (Bent, 1925). 
Incubation and Fledging Period: Not yet established. 
Nest and Egg Losses: No specific information. 
Juvenile and Adult Mortality: No specific information. One male lived for 
nearly ten years at the San Diego Zoo (Delacour, 1959). 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam's (1939) analysis of food samples from 168 
adult scoters taken throughout the year is the only major source of information 
on this point. He reported that mollusks (especially blue mussels and related 
species) constituted 60 percent of the food volume, with crustaceans and in-
sects another 10 percent each, and plant materials totalling about 12 percent. 
As with the other two scoters, bivalve mollusks make up at least half of the 
surf scoter's food, although clams, oysters, and scallops apparently are utilized 
relatively little. Cottam also reported that 7 juvenile birds had fed largely on 
various insects and, to a lesser extent, on mollusks and freshwater or terrestrial 
plants. 
Cottam judged that most foraging was done in early morning, since many 
birds shot in midmorning hours already had empty stomachs. They often for-
age in water just beyond the breakers, usually in depths from 6 to 30 feet. 
During observations in Vancouver harbor, I noted that the surf scoters were 
foraging in shallower waters and closer to shore than were the much less 
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common white-winged scoters. However, they apparently regularly are asso-
ciated with that species in wintering areas, even though white-winged scoters 
seemingly depend to a greater extent on oysters, clams, periwinkles, and mol-
lusks other than mussels (Cottam, 1939; McGilvrey, 1967). 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: No specific information is available on 
these points. The few available observations indicate that the nests are well 
scattered over wide areas. 
Interspecific Relationships: All three species of scoters utilize much the 
same habitats where they occur together, and perhaps some foraging competi-
tion does exist among them. Surf scoters apparently are closest to the black 
scoter in the kinds of foods utilized, but surf scoters seemingly winter in more 
southerly locations and forage closer to the coasts. Cottam noted that they eat 
less of the heavier-shelled mollusks than do the larger scoter species and also 
are possibly more partial to foods of vegetable origin. 
Too little is known of the nesting biology of surf scoters to judge the pos-
sible importance of nest and duckling predators or to judge other important 
interspecific relationships occurring at this stage in the life cycle. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Jewett et al. (1953) reported 
that the surf scoter is extremely active during the morning and evening hours, 
coming inshore as far as it possibly can and diving for food in the shallows, 
where animal life is the most abundant. 
Like the other scoters, it probably retires to deeper waters to spend the 
night, although it is possible that some nocturnal foraging activity occurs un-
der favorable conditions. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: During migration and on wintering areas, flocks of 
hundreds or even thousands of scoters are not uncommon and may be of 
single-species groups or of mixed composition. In the Puget Sound area, white-
winged and surf scoters occur in flocks of 50 to 2,000 or more birds, the two 
species often about equal in .numbers. Large flocks have been recorded until 
about April, and in May groups of 40 or 50 are more usual. During the north-
ern movement in spring, migrant flocks are often of larger size and tend to be 
"rafted up" in compact groups (Jewett et al., 1953). 
Pair-forming Behavior: Most of the available information on surf scoter 
pair-formation activities derives from the work of Myres (1959a) in the Van-
couver area. There during late winter and spring social display may be readily 
seen; in late March I have observed several small groups of courting birds dis-
playing simultaneously, while the majority of the visible birds were apparently 
already paired and were engaged in foraging behavior. A good deal of overt 
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or ritualized threatening behavior is evident in these groups, with the males 
often attacking one another and with the female threatening any male that 
approaches too closely. Myres mentioned observing the females performing 
chin-lifting movements and uttering a crowlike note; on the basis of my ob-
servations, I regard this as functionally equivalent to the inciting behavior of 
eiders or goldeneyes. 
Male postures and movements are several, including aggressive crouched 
and threat postures much like those of male goldeneyes. A common male pos-
ture is the "sentinel," in which the bird vertically stretches his neck to the 
utmost, with the tail either raised vertically or in the water. From this posture 
the male may begin "breast-scooping," which appears to be a ritualized version 
of breast-preening movements. A liquid, gurgling call accompanies the move-
ments. A short flight, or "fly-away" display, is also common, and on ianding 
the male holds his wings in an upward V posture as he skids to a stop in the 
water. Probably the most elaborately ritualized display is "chest-lifting," a 
sudden and energetic vertical chest-lifting movement, usually performed close 
to the female and seemingly directed toward her. I did not hear any calls asso-
ciated with this display, but was greatly impressed by its similarity in form and 
apparent function to the "rearing" display of the male Steller eider. 
Copulatory Behavior: Myres (1959a; 1959b) has provided the only de-
tailed observations on copulation in the surf scoter. He observed four instances 
between late December and early January, and in no case did the birds appear 
to be permanently paired. The female assumed a prone posture and remained 
in it, in one case up to about two minutes. The male performed water-twitching 
(dipping and shaking the bill in the water), preening-behind-the-wing, and 
also "false" drinking. During treading the male flicked his wings, and on each 
of the occasions he performed a single chest-lifting display as he released his 
grip on the female. No other specific postcopulatory displays by either sex 
were noted. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: No studies on the nesting behavior of 
this species have been performed, but in all likelihood it is very similar to that 
of the white-winged scoter, which has been well studied. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Since well-developed molt migrations are known 
to occur in both black and white-winged scoters (Salomonsen, 1968), it seems 
probable that a comparable movement occurs in this species. Many immature 
birds spend their summers along the Pacific coastlines and especially along 
coastal Alaska. Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959) noted that summer flocks 
sometimes occur along the south shore of the Alaska Peninsula and around 
some of the Aleutians. They reportedly become plentiful at Sitka about August 
15, suggestive of an early pre molting arrival of adult birds. 
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WHITE-WINGED SCOTER 
Melanitta Fusca (Linnaeus) 1758 
(Melanitta deglandi of A.O.U., 1957) 
_~ __ -s..~-
-  
Other Vernacular Names: Velvet Scoter, White-winged Coot. 
Range: Breeds in Scandinavia, Estonia, northern Russia, and northeastern 
Siberia; and in North America from northwestern Alaska, the Yukon, the 
Northwest Territories east to Hudson Bay, and south through western Can-
ada to southern Manitoba and rarely to north-central North Dakota. Win-
ters on both coasts of North America, from Alaska to Baja California and 
from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to South Carolina. 
North American Subspecies: 
M. j. deglandi (Bonaparte): American White-winged Scoter. Breeds in 
North America as indicated above. Delacour (1959) rejects the validity 
of the Pacific coastal race dixoni. 
M. j. jusca (L.): European White-winged (Velvet) Scoter. Breeds in Eu-
rope and Asia; in North America occurs casually in Greenland. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 269-293, females 251-266 mm. 
Culmen: Males 37-50, females 38-43 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that thirteen males averaged 
3.4 pounds (1,542 grams), while nineteen females averaged 2.7 pounds 
(1,223 grams), with maximum weights of 4 pounds (1,814 grams) and 
3.4 pounds (1,542 grams), respectively. Schi¢ler (1926) reported on win-
ter weights of the European race. Six juvenile males averaged 1,670 grams, 
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while nine older males averaged 1,727 grams, with a maximum male weight 
of 2,104 grams. Four juvenile females averaged 1,214 grams, while eleven 
older females averaged 1,658 grams. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: As in other diving ducks, the enlarged hind toe and 
lengthened outer toe is present, and specimens may be recognized as a scoter 
by the heavy bill and rather uniformly dark body. Unlike the other scoters, it 
has a bill that is feathered laterally to a point near the posterior edge of the 
.nostrils, its outermost primary is shorter but not appreciably narrower than 
the adjoining one, and its speculum is white. The white-winged is the largest of 
the scoters, with folded wing measuring from 269 to 293 mm. in males and 
from 251 to 266 mm. in females. 
In the Field: White-winged scoters are usually found on the coast, but are 
more likely than the other scoters to be found on large interior lakes during 
winter. On the water the white wing markings are sometimes not visible, and 
a white eye-patch on the male may be the only apparent part of the bird that is 
not dark brown or black. Adult females very closely resemble female surf 
scoters on the water, but never exhibit whitish nape markings. The blackish 
crown of the former contrasts less sharply with the sides of the head, and the 
pale cheek and ear markings are generally less apparent than in the latter. As 
soon as the birds flap their wings or fly, the white secondary markings become 
apparent and provide the best field marks. In flight, white-winged scoters are 
the most ponderous of the scoters, usually flying low over the water in loose 
flocks or long lines. Males possess a bell-like, repeated whistled note, and fe-
males are said to also utter a very thin whistle. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: By December or a little later, first-year males will be-
gin to acquire the black feathers by which all older males can be readily sepa-
rated from females, with the first such feathers appearing on the head. For 
younger birds, internal examination will be necessary to determine sex. 
Age Determination: Males less than one year old have brownish under-
parts and a less colorful and swollen bill than do adults, and until fourteen or 
fifteen months old have a brown iris (Bent, 1925). A fully black body and 
wing plumage are attained during the second winter, but maximal bill size is 
evidently not attained until about another year has passed. First-year females 
have more conspicuous whitish markings on the lores and ear region than do 
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older females, which may exhibit almost no pale marks on the sides of the head 
(Dwight, 1914). Some young females have a very much reduced white specu-
lum, and additionally the outer side of the tarsus is blackish, while the inner 
side of the tarsus and toes are dull purplish brown (Kortright, 1943). Imma-
tures of both sexes exhibit light, frayed tips on their tertials and the tertial cov-
erts, and the greater coverts often are entirely brown or have less white on their 
tips than occurs in adults (Carney, 1964). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding distri-
bution of this most widespread species of scoter is almost entirely limited to 
Alaska and Canada. In Alaska all definite records of breeding are froin the 
interior, chiefly in the vicinity of Fort Yukon. From this area the birds also 
breed eastward along the Porcupine River drainage, northward at least as far 
as Anaktuvuk Pass, south to the Minto L~kes, and west to the Innoko water-
shed and the vicinity of Koyukuk (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, the white-winged scoter is generally the commonest breeding 
scoter species. It ranges from the mouth of the Mackenzie River southward 
through the Yukon and western Mackenzie District to central British Colum-
bia, and across the forested portions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, 
with the eastern breeding limits in the vicinity of Churchill, Manitoba, and 
Ney Lake, Ontario. Breeding also occurs in the Cypress Hills area of south-
western Saskatchewan and as far south as Shoal Lake, Manitoba (Godfrey, 
1966) . 
South of Canada, white-winged scoters often summer in coastal areas and 
sometimes occur in the interior states as nonbreeders during the summer 
months, but apparently only in North Dakota has any breeding occurred. At 
one time the birds regularly bred in the vicinity of Devils Lake, but they ap-
parently became rare in North Dakota between 1900 and 1920. Since then, 
broods have been seen in 1936 in McHenry County, and in 1952, 1953, and 
1955 at Des Lacs and Lostwood refuges, Burke County (Duebberts, 1961). 
Habitat requirements of white-winged scoters have not been well analyzed 
in North America, but studies on the European race probably are applicable to 
this region as well. There, nesting on open tundra is rare, and the coastal archi-
pelagos and lakes of the northern coniferous forest zone seem to represent the 
original breeding habitats of the species. Hilden (1964) found nesting to occur 
in open scrub heaths and birch woods of larger islands of the Valassaaret 
group, as well as on small islets. Boulder islets dominated by herbaceous vege-
tation and with shrubs and trees present seemed to represent the ideal habitat 
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type and to provide suitable shrubby nesting cover as well as associated larid 
nesting colonies, to which this species is attracted. Islets richly overgrown with 
bushes or partially wooded sometimes had scoters nesting even in the absence 
of larids, indicating that these vegetational features are an important aspect of 
breeding habitat selection. Unlike the common eiders of the same area, the 
scoters nest all the way to the central parts of the larger islands. Favored brood 
habitats are those with extensive shoals and shallow, narrow water areas shel-
tered from heavy wave action. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: In Alaska, the bays and channels of 
the Alexander Archipelago of southeastern Alaska seem to be the center of 
abundance of wintering white-winged scoters, but the species extends in smaller 
numbers westward to the eastern Aleutian Islands and is regularly seen around 
the Pribilof Islands (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In western Canada, this species winters commonly along the coastline of 
British Columbia (Godfrey, 1966) and together with the surf scoter is among 
the commonest wintering ducks of the Washington coast and Puget Sound area 
(Jewett et al., 1953). It is a common to abundant winter resident along the 
coasts of Oregon and California and is of regular occurrence as far south as 
San Quintin Bay (Leopold, 1959). 
In eastern Canada, white-winged scoters winter from Newfoundland and 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence southward to the United States border and, in limited 
numbers, also occur on the Great Lakes (Godfrey, 1966). From Maine south-
ward, they are relatively abundant along the New England coastline. In the 
Chesapeake Bay area they are the commonest of the three scoter species (Stew-
art, 1962), but in South Carolina they are the least common of the scoters 
(Sprunt and Chamberlain, 1949). White-winged scoters are rare in Florida 
and Louisiana waters. They are also rare through most of the interior of the 
United States south of Canada, although stragglers sometimes winter on reser-
voirs and rivers. 
Like the other two scoters, it prefers for its wintering habitat the littoral 
zone of the ocean, just beyond the breakers and within a mile of shore. In the 
Chesapeake Bay area this species is common in coastal bays and in salt or 
brackish estuarine bays, with some birds extending into slightly brackish estu-
arine bays (Stewart, 1962). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Sexual maturity reportedly occurs in the second year of 
life (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
Pair Bond Patterns: Pair bonds are renewed each year, with pair-forming 
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behavior beginning on wintering areas. Males desert their mates before hatch-
ing of the clutches occurs, but specific details on the timing seem to be lacking. 
Rawls (1949) noted that males began to band together at Delta, Manitoba, in 
mid-July, or about a month before the first broods were seen. This would indi-
cate a desertion of females at the time incubation begins. 
Nest Location: Hilden (1964) reported on 254 nest sites he observed on 
the Valassaaret Islands of the Gulf of Bothnia. About three-fourths of these 
were well concealed, in most instances underneath junipers (29.4 percent) or 
Hippophae bushes (24.2 percent). Cover provided by forbs accounted for 17.1 
percent, and the remainder were in mixed shrub-forb cover, in other cover 
types, under boulders, or were exposed. Exposed nests were only typical on 
islets having a moderate to high density of nesting larids. Koskimies and Rou-
tamo (1953) reported an even higher usage of juniper bushes (82 percent) 
on the relatively large and partly wooded islands of their study area. The height 
and density of the surrounding bushes are apparently not important, but the 
nests are most often placed under stones projecting from the earth, in a cavity, 
or among stones that are well covered by the stems and branches of juniper. 
The shoreline zone is generally avoided for nesting, although dense grasses 
sometimes occur there. Instead, nests are generally among woodland far from 
shore, and on small islets lacking such cover the species does not nest at all 
(Hilden, 1964). Relatively few nests from the North American population 
have been described, but roses (Rosa), willows (Salix), raspberries (Rubus), 
and gooseberries (Ribes) are apparently favored cover plants (Rawls, 1949). 
Clutch Size: Hilden (1964) reported an average clutch size of 8.43 eggs 
for 187 clutches, with a modal clutch of 9 eggs and a range from 6 to 12. 
Koskimies and Routamo (1953) also found an overall average of 8.43 for 90 
Finnish clutches, with earlier clutches averaging slightly larger than later ones. 
Comparable samples from North America are not available, but Vermeer 
(1969) found an average clutch size of 10.2 eggs in 12 clutches, and a range 
of 6 to 16 eggs per clutch. The average egg-laying interval is about 40 hours. 
Incubation Period: The average of 29 instances was 27.52 days, with an 
observed range of 26 to 29 days (Paavolainen, cited in Bauer and Glutz, 
1969) . 
Fledging Period: Not reported. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Hilden (1964) provided hatching data for 76 nests 
that were studied during two years, with an overall average nesting success of 
91 percent. Compared with eider nests on the same study area, the rate of 
nesting success was higher and seemingly attributable to the white-winged 
scoters' more-sheltered nest locations and a lesser tendency toward nest de-
sertion. Evidently most egg losses to crows and ravens occur during the egg-
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laying period, when the eggs are poorly covered and are not defended by the 
female. Even so, the total egg losses (15.7 percent) found for this species were 
less than those of the other ducks nesting in the area. Koskimies and Routamo 
( 1953) likewise found a high loss to crows during the egg-laying period, but 
no incidents of predation were found after incubation had begun. 
Juvenile Mortality: Because of the strong tendencies of this species to form 
mixed broods and for the females to abandon their young, brood size counts 
provide no useful estimate of preftedging mortality. At least in marine environ-
ments such as the Gulf of Finland, duckling mortality is often extremely high 
and usually exceeds 90 percent (Koskimies, 1955). Hilden (1964) likewise 
reported comparable brood losses for the Gulf of Bothnia during three years 
of study. In these years the loss of individual young was estimated at 92 to 
100 percent and the rate of brood losses at 83 to 99 percent. These losses seem 
related to the low tolerance of scoter ducklings to severe weather conditions. 
Apparently this species is basically adapted to breeding on relatively small 
inland waters, and only during years of unusually fine weather is brood 
success high in the marine habitats. In local areas of reed bays, where the water 
temperature is fairly high and there is protection against rough seas, survival 
may be fairly high, although such sheltered areas may develop overly con-
gested brood populations. Losses of ducklings to gulls seem to be related to 
variations in weather, with predation rates much higher during bad weather. 
Herring gulls and great black-backed gulls are evidently by far the worst of 
these predators (Hilden, 1964). 
Rawls's (1949) studies at Delta, Manitoba, indicated that brood mergers 
are not typical in this sparse population. Twelve broods up to one week of age 
averaged 4.75 young, four broods two weeks old averaged 4.0 young, and 
three broods three weeks old averaged 3.0 young. Brood survival in this 
inland habitat is thus seemingly higher than is characteristic of marine 
environments. 
Adult Mortality: Koskimies (1957), by marking females and observing 
them on nest sites in later years, calculated an annual adult mortality of only 
about 5 percent. Probably a more realistic estimate is Grenquist's (1965) 43 
percent annual mortality rate, which was based on recoveries of banded birds. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: The survey by Cottam (1939) is still the most 
comprehensive study of the foods of this species. He analyzed the foods found 
in 819 adults and 4 juveniles, most of which were taken along the coasts of 
Massachusetts and Washington. Among the adults, 75 percent of the foods 
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by volume were found to be mollusks, of which rock clams (Protothaca), 
oysters (Ostrea), and mussels (especially Mytilus) were the most prevalent, 
and bivalves collectively constituted 63 percent of the total. Seemingly, avail-
ability rather than specific preference determined the types of foods taken. 
Crustaceans were as a group second in importance and included various 
decapods (crabs, crayfishes, etc.), amphipods, and barnacles. Other foods 
found in adults included insects, fishes, plant foods, and miscellaneous ma-
terials, all in quantities of less than 3 percent by volume. The few juveniles 
that Cottam examined had primarily consumed various crustaceans. Rawls 
"( 1949) noted that four of five juveniles he collected at Delta, Manitoba, had 
been consuming Hyalella amphipods, as had two adult females. 
McGilvrey ( 1967), reporting on 124 white-winged scoters collected from 
Maine to Long Island Sound, found substantial differences in food taken 
according to area of collection. In birds from Maine, over half the food volume 
consisted of dog winkles (Thais). Among Massachusetts birds, blue mussels 
(Mytilus) and yoldia (Y oIdia) constituted over 60 percent of the volume. 
Birds from the Long Island area had taken a wider variety of mollusks, in-
cluding periwinkle (Littorina) , yoldia, and nassa (Nassarius) , plus a fish, 
the sand launce (Ammodytes). A similar array of mollusk foods, including 
blue mussels, periwinkles, whelks (Nassa) , and cockles (Cardium), have 
been reported to be consumed by European white-winged scoters by Madsen 
(1954). 
Most observers report that white-winged scoters usually forage in water 
less than 25 feet deep, although dives to depths as great as 60 feet have been 
reported. Mackay (1891) stated that this species prefers to forage in water 
less than 20 feet deep, but can forage in waters as deep as 40 feet. This 
species seems to have unusually great endurance in remaining submerged. 
Breckenridge (in Roberts, 1932) found that a male remained submerged an 
average of 57.5 seconds, with intervening average rests of 12 seconds; a 
female had average diving and resting durations of 62 and 11 seconds re-
spectively. Rawls (1949) reported that when adults foraged in water less 
than 10 feet deep, they had dive durations averaging 30 seconds and average 
intervening rest periods of 15 seconds. However, one three-day-old duckling 
that was being chased dove repeatedly for about fifteen minutes, with each 
dive lasting about 30 seconds and the periods between dives averaging only 
10 seconds. Koskimies and Routamo (1958) noted maximum diving times of 
46 and 56 seconds for females and males, respectively. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Probably in most areas the nesting 
densities are rather low, but on favored nesting islands the densities are some-
times considerable. Robert Smith (quoted by Rawls, 1949) found 20 nests in 
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an area of less than half an acre on a small willow island at Chip Lake, 
Alberta. Comparably high nesting densities have been found in southwestern 
Finland, where Koskimies and Routamo (1953) observed a maximum nesting 
density of 9 pairs /0.5 hectare (1.2 acres) of juniper on a small island. Hilden 
( 1964) estimated that in 1962 there were 294 breeding pairs of white-winged 
scoters on his refuge study area, which included six square kilometers of land 
area, or 49 pairs per square kilometer. 
Territoriality is only doubtfully present in this species. Rawls (1949) 
noted that territorial behavior seemed to be almost nil at Delta, Manitoba, and 
never observed defense of any areas. He did observe two cases of males de-
fending their mates. Koskimies and Routamo (1953) also reported that after 
migratory flocks break up, the males begin to maintain small "mated female 
distances," which gradually become larger as the breeding period approaches. 
Each pair also occupies a fixed water area of varying size away from the 
nest site. 
Interspecific Relationships: White-winged scoters probably compete to 
some extent for food with surf and black scoters, since these species have very 
similar diets and often intermingle on wintering areas. White-wings do, how-
ever, tend to winter in more northerly areas than do the smaller scoter species. 
Mixed clutches presumably result for similar nest site requirements; those 
found in Finland involved the red-breasted merganser, tufted duck, and greater 
scaup (Hilden, 1964), those in North America involved the American 
wigeon, gadwall, and lesser scaup (Weller, 1959). In most cases the scoters 
deposited eggs in the other species' nests, rather than the reverse. Dump-
nesting by female scoters in nests of their own species is also fairly prevalent 
in areas where the birds nest in close proximity. 
Crows and ravens are seemingly responsible for most of the egg losses 
in white-winged scoters, while various large species of gulls (herring and 
great black-backed, particularly) have been reported to be serious duckling 
predators (Hilden, 1964). 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Like the other scoters, white-
wings are daytime foragers. However, they may migrate either by day or by 
night (Cottam, 1939). Rawls (1949) indicated that a surprisingly regular 
daily periodicity may also occur on the breeding grounds; during seven morn-
ings between June 26 and July 3 he observed a pair regularly fly from Lake 
Manitoba to an adjacent marshy bay within two minutes of 4:50 a.m., and 
always over the same tree. Rawls also noted that the birds usually foraged for 
periods up to about 25 minutes, followed by intervening rest periods of about 
30 minutes. Most of the foraging he observed on Clandeboye Bay of Lake 
Manitoba seemed to occur during morning and late afternoon or early evening 
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hours. On the basis of the early morning flights he observed, the nocturnal 
hours were probably spent on the deeper parts of the lake. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Scoter flock sizes on wintering grounds are sometimes 
fairly large, especially as they congregate prior to migrations. Bent (1925) 
mentions noting several thousand of these birds gathered in large flocks off the 
coast of Rhode Island in early May. Mackay (1891) stated that such migrant 
flocks often number 500 to 600 birds, which typically depart during afternoon 
hours. On their arrival at breeding grounds, these flocks evidently break up 
rather rapidly into paired adults and nonbreeders. Rawls (1949) noted that 
immature birds were usually seen in groups of about 5 to 30 birds on Lake 
Manitoba during the summer months, but that most of the adults seemed to be 
paired on arrival. Koskimies and Routamo (1953) noted that groups of males 
seldom have more than 20 individuals and that summer assemblies of imma-
tures are usually not over 30 and only exceptionally reach 60 birds. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Social displays of the white-winged scoter have 
been described by Koskimies and Routamo (1953) and by Myres (1959a). 
Primarily agonistic postures of the male include the "crouch," in which the 
body is low in the water and the head is tilted forward and downward at a 45 0 
angle. In the "alarm" posture the neck is more elongated and sloped forward. 
An attack or threat posture is also present and greatly resembles the corre-
sponding posture of male goldeneyes, in which the head and neck are stretched 
forward in the water as the opponent is faced. Male pair-forming displays in-
clude a "neck-erect-forwards" posture, perhaps derived from the alarm pos-
ture, but differing in that the neck is greatly thickened. A "false-drinking" is 
frequently performed by males; this display as well as "water-twitching" and 
preening movements are probably more closely associated with copulatory be-
havior than with pair-forming behavior. Other movements also occur, such as 
stretching, bathing, and wing-flapping, but it is uncertain whether these repre-
sent actual displays or are simply "displacement activities." Although some 
persons such as Rawls (1949) have heard adult males uttering vocal sounds, 
they were thought by Myres (1959a) to be silent during pair-forming display. 
Alex Linski (pers. comm.) reported hearing a captive male calling during 
courtship displays but could not describe the call. 
Female displays include a chin-lifting movement that strongly resembles 
the inciting movements of scaup. A very thin whistled note is associated with 
this movement, and the posture is directed toward particular males. Threats or 
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actual attacks on other males are also typical, thus the chin-lifting would seem 
to represent a functional inciting display (Myres, 1959a). 
Copulatory Behavior: Myres (1959b) has described the copulatory be-
havior of this species, based on five observed copulations. The female ap-
parently assumes the prone position only immediately prior to the male's 
mounting. Prior to copulation, false-drinking was performed by the male alone 
or by both sexes mutually. Additionally, the male performs preening behind 
the wing, preening of the dorsal region, or preening along the flanks, either on 
the side toward the female or the opposite side. Preening movements were seen 
more frequently than "water-twitching" movements of the bill, but whenever 
water-twitching was seen, it was always followed by preening. After mounting 
occurs, the male may perform a flicking movement of the wings, but post-
copulatory behavior is quite simple. Myres noted that on two occasions a 
partial rotation of the two birds occurred before the male released his grip, and 
in no case was a specific posturing of the male observed at this time. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: In spite of their late arrival at the breed-
ing grounds, there does not appear to be a rapid transition to nesting behavior. 
Vermeer (1969) estimated that in Alberta during 1965, a period of 36 
days elapsed between spring arrival and the laying of the first egg. Rawls 
( 1949) likewise found that in the Delta, Manitoba, region, scoters usually 
arrive in the first half of May, but nests are evidently not started until the first 
half of June. This late nesting initiation, and the fairly long incubation and 
fledging periods of the species, would seemingly place a restriction on the 
northward breeding limits of the species. 
Females do not cover their eggs with down or other materials during the 
egg-laying phase, and the highest nest mortality rates occur at this time 
(Hilden, 1964). During the egg-laying period the male remains with the fe-
male, except during the times that she is on the nest. During the incubation 
period small groups of males become progressively more frequent, and they 
have usually left the breeding area by the time the young have hatched. In a 
few isolated instances males have been seen participating in brood care and in 
protecting the young from gull attacks (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
After hatching, females take their broods to suitable habitats, which in 
coastal environments consist of shallow and narrow water areas well sheltered 
from rough seas. However, the young often do not stay long in the sheltered 
bays; perhaps as their food requirements change to larger animals they move 
to areas where kelp beds provide ample habitat for mollusks and crustaceans. 
Where populations are dense and suitable brood habitats are limited, massive 
merging of broods often occurs, with aggregations of 100 or more young not 
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uncommon. The loose female-young bond and the tendency of females to leave 
their young for prolonged periods also facilitate such brood mergers. However, 
reseparation of such large broods also commonly occurs, sometimes caused by 
strange hens swimming nearby and stimulating a "following" response on the 
part of some of the ducklings (Hilden, 1964). 
Postbreeding Behavior: Rawls (1949) observed that by mid-July in the 
Delta, Manitoba, area the males were beginning to band together on Lake 
Manitoba. These flocks contained from 8 to 20 birds, while a month later in 
mid-August many individual and apparently flightless males were seen. The 
first flightless females were seen at the end of August, although some females 
were still leading broods at that time. The absence of immatures in the area at 
this time suggested that they may have molted earlier and had already begun 
their fall migration. However, Mackay (1891) reported that adults of all three 
species of scoter arrive in fall along the coast of New England several weeks 
prior to the arrival of young birds. 
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BUFFLEHEAD 
Bucephala albeola (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: Butterball. 
Range: Breeds from southern Alaska and northern Mackenzie District through 
the forested portions of Canada east to James Bay and south into the western 
United States to northern California and Montana. Winters along the Pacific 
coast from the Aleutian Islands to central Mexico, along the Gulf and At-
lantic coasts from Texas to southern Canada, and in the interior where open 
water occurs. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 163-180, females 150-163 mm. 
Culmen: Males 25-29, females 23-26 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported the average weight of twenty-
three males to be 1.0 pounds (453 grams) and of twenty-six females to be 
0.7 pound (317 grams), with both sexes having maximum weights of 1.3 
pounds (589 grams). Yocom (1970) reported the average August weights 
of sixty-two males as 14.34 ounces (406.5 grams) and of ten females as 
10.4 ounces (294.8 grams). Erskine (1972) stated that over the course of 
the year males average about 450 grams and females about 330 grams, with 
both sexes attaining their heaviest weights during the fall migration period 
and their lightest weights during winter. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: The smallest of all the North American diving ducks, this is 
the only species that has a lobed hind toe, an adult folded wing measurement 
of 180 mm. or less, and a tail of less than 80 mm. The very short (culmen 
length 23-29 mm.), narrow bill is also distinctive, and there is always some 
white present behind the eye. 
In the Field: In spite of their small size, male buffleheads in nuptial plum-
age can be seen for great distances; their predominantly white plumage sets 
them apart from all other small ducks except the extremely rare smew. The 
disproportionately large head with its white crest is also apparent, especially 
when the crest is maximally spread. The tiny female is much less conspicuous 
and is usually only seen after sighting the male, when its small size and white 
teardrop or oval marking behind the eye provide identifying field marks. In 
flight, buffleheads are more agile than most other diving ducks, and their small 
wings, which are dusky below, beat rapidly and flash the white speculum and 
upper wing covert coloration. Both sexes are relatively silent, even during 
courtship display. They are likely to be confused only with hooded mergan-
sers when in flight, but the shorter, rounded head as well as the shorter bill set 
them apart from this species quite easily. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: During their first year, male buffleheads are difficult 
to distinguish externally from females, but by late winter the white head mark-
ings are larger than those of a female and the male's head is generally darker. 
After the end of the first year of life, the presence of white in the middle coverts 
will separate males from females, even during the eclipse plumage. Possibly im-
mature males can be distinguished from females during their first fall and win-
ter by their flattened wing measurement (from notch in bend of wing to tip of 
longest primary) of 160 mm. or more (Carney, 1964). 
Age Determination: By their second fall, males will have acquired white 
feathers in the middle coverts, while first-year males are black or brownish 
black in this area. Adult females have tertials which are long and have slightly 
drooping to rounded tips, while immature birds have shorter, straighter ones 
that are usually frayed and pointed (Carney, 1964). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The breeding distribution of this 
North American hole-nesting species is associated with temperate forests. In 
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Alaska it is apparently rather widespread through the interior, with its greatest 
abundance in the upper Kuskokwim Valley, the Yukon flats, and the Porcu-
pine River. Breeding also extends south to the Gulf of Alaska and west perhaps 
as far as the Bering Sea coast (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada the bufflehead breeds in the southern Yukon, western Mac-
kenzie District, east of the Cascades in British Columbia, and across the for-
ested portions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba to northwestern 
Ontario, where it is local and sparse. Its easternmost breeding would seem to 
be in eastern Ontario or central Quebec, although records are lacking (Ers-
kine, 1972). 
South of Canada there are only a few states that support breeding buffle-
heads. Although regular breeding in Washington would seem possible, there is 
so far only one definite record, for Hanson Lake (Larrison and Sonnenburg, 
1968). In Oregon there seem to be only two breeding records, one for Red 
Butte Lake, in Linn County (Evenden, 1947), and one for the eastern slope 
of the Cascade Mountains (Erskine, 1960). Buffleheads have also bred at 
Eagle and Feather lakes, Lassen County, California (Grinnell and Miller, 
1944). In the Rocky Mountains, buffleheads nest at least as far south as north-
ern Montana and have bred as far south as Yellowstone Park (Rosche, 1954). 
In North Dakota buffleheads are apparently regular breeding birds in the Tur-
tle Mountains (Stewart, 1968). Early or extralimital breeding records have 
also been reported for South Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Maine (Erskine, 
1960) . 
During the breeding season the favored habitat consists of ponds and 
lakes in or near open woodland (Godfrey, 1966). The presence of nest cavi-
ties, often made by flickers (Colaptes), no doubt contributes substantially to 
the suitability of an area for nesting. An availability of summer foods in the 
form of water boatmen, aquatic beetles and their larvae, and similar insect life 
may also be of special importance. Alkaline ponds, sloughs, and small lakes, 
which are often rich in invertebrate life, are favored over large lakes and high 
mountain ponds, and trees having suitable nesting cavities should be either 
surrounded by water or very close to its shore (Munro, 1942). Erskine 
( 1960) reported that eutrophic lakes of moderate depth, having sparse reed-
beds, generally open shores, and available nest sites in the form of flicker cavi-
ties, are favored for nesting. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: In Alaska, buffleheads winter abun-
dantly in the inland bays of southern and southeastern Alaska, westward to the 
tip of the Alaska Peninsula, and in smaller numbers throughout the Aleutian 
Islands (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). They are likewise abundant along 
the coast of British Columbia and inland in the southern parts of that province 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
bufflehead in North America. 
to the vicinity of Okanagan Lake (Godfrey, 1966), southward through Wash-
ington, Oregon, and California, and moderate numbers of birds reach Baja 
California, Sonora, and northern Sinaloa (Leopold, 1959). In the interior of 
Mexico and the southern United States they are present in relatively small 
numbers. Buffieheads wintering in the Central and Mississippi flyways have 
constituted only about 10 percent of the continental population inventoried 
during recent years, while the Pacific and Atlantic flyways have supported about 
a third and a half, respectively. 
On the Atlantic coast the birds become progressively more common from 
Florida northward toward the middle and north Atlantic states, with some 
birds wintering as far north as coastal Maine. In the Chesapeake Bay area they 
occur on the various types of open estuaries, with brackish estuarine bays pro-
viding the optimum habitat. Interior impoundments are also used to some ex-
tent, and the birds seem to move farther up small tributaries and inlets than do 
common goldeneyes (Stewart, 1962). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: In captivity, hand-reared buffieheads breed when two 
years old (Charles Pilling, pers. comm.). Erskine (1961) mentions three fe-
males that were banded as flightless young birds and recaptured on nests two 
years later. He also has stated (pers. comm.) that wild males regularly breed 
when two years old. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed yearly, after a period of social 
display that begins as early as late January (Munro, 1942). Erskine (1961) 
believed that pair formation may be delayed until the breeding areas are 
reached. Males leave the breeding area before the young have been hatched 
(Munro, 1942). 
Nest Location: Typically, buffieheads nest in tree cavities that have been 
excavated by woodpeckers, particularly flickers (Erskine, 1960; 1961). Pre-
ferred trees are those that are dead and either are situated very close to water 
or are standing in water (Munro, 1942). As a reflection of the flicker's prefer-
ence for excavating in soft woods, nests are most often placed in aspens or, less 
frequently, rotted Douglas firs. Erskine found that about half of the nest sites 
used during one year are used again the following year, although at least in 
some cases different females were involved in subsequent-year use. Of 35 fe-
males retrapped on nests in later years, 23 were using the same nest site as 
previously. Brooks (1903) mentioned that cavities in aspen trees used by buf-
fleheads ranged from 5 to 20 feet above the ground, while Erskine (1960) 
found that most nest cavities were from 1 to 3 meters above the ground or 
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water level. In a few instances nests have been reported as high as 40 feet above 
the ground; reports of nesting in gopher burrows have also been made, but are 
not now considered reliable. 
The entrance sizes suitable for buffleheads are remarkably small; Erskine 
( 1960) reported that the modal entrance diameter range for natural buffle-
head nests was 5.7 to 7.6 cm. The modal cavity depth range was 25 to 37 cm., 
and the modal cavity diameter range was 11.4 to 16.5 cm. Artificial nesting 
boxes devised by Charles Pilling (pers. comm.) for captive buffleheads are 
similar, with entrances 2?1s inches wide, an internal diameter of about 7 inches, 
and a cavity depth of 16 inches. These boxes are made by splitting logs and 
hollowing them with a chain saw, followed by wiring them back together. A 
sawdust bed about 4 inches deep is also provided, and the box is situated with 
its lower end a few inches above water. 
Clutch Size: According to Erskine (1960), the average clutch size for 
initial nests is 8.6 eggs. The observed range for British Columbia nests was 5 
to 16 eggs, but clutches in excess of 12 eggs may be the result of dump-nesting 
(Godfrey, 1966). Eggs are laid at varying intervals, which average about 38 
hours per egg. The average clutch size of five possible renests was 6.8 eggs 
(Erskine, 1960). 
Incubation Period: Reported as ranging under natural conditions from 
29 to 31 days, with a modal period of 30 days (Erskine, 1960). 
Fledging Period: Estimated by Erskine (1960) to be between 50 and 55 
days for wild birds. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Erskine (1960) reported that in his observations 
about 80 percent of 106 nests were successful in hatching one or more young, 
and that about 92 percent of the eggs in 76 successful nests were hatched. De-
sertion accounted for most of the nest losses, and infertility or embryonic death 
were responsible for most egg failures. Erskine (1964) also reported on nest 
site competition among buffleheads, mountain bluebirds, and tree swallows. In 
one case a bufflehead nest was temporarily used by a mountain bluebird, re-
claimed by a female bufflehead, and, finally, after the bufflehead was caught 
and banded, taken over by a tree swallow. 
Juvenile Mortality: Specific information is still unavailable. Brood size 
counts are doubtful indexes to prefledging mortality rates because of the ap-
parent frequency of brood abandonment and brood mergers (Munro, 1942). 
Erskine (1960) presented data suggesting that the average size of newly 
hatched bufflehead broods was 8.0 young, as compared with 4.8 young in 
broods nearly ready to fledge. His data indicated that large yearly variations 
in brood survival may occur, with predation, parasites, and drowning all ap-
parently playing potentially significant roles. 
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Adult Mortality: On the basis of recoveries of banded birds, Erskine 
(1972) calculated an annual survival rate of 46.6 percent for adults of both 
sexes combined, whereas the calculated survival rate for immature birds was 
27.8 percent. On the basis of recaptures of banded females on nests in subse-
quent years, an adult female survival rate of 50 percent was indicated. Two 
instances were found of birds surviving for as long as nine years after banding. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: The recent study by Erskine (1972) is the most com-
plete analysis available for this species. Samples obtained during spring from 
birds on fresh waters indicated that the larvae of midges and mayflies are com-
monly eaten, and insects collectively represented two-thirds of the food by 
volume. In summer, insects constituted over 70 percent of the total food by 
adults and virtually all of the food found in thirty-five downy young. The larvae 
of dragonflies and damselflies are important foods of downies, as are aquatic 
beetles, while water boatmen and the larvae of dragonflies and damselflies were 
most prevalent in adult samples. Only in autumn and winter did plant materials 
attain a significant proportion of the food samples taken from birds on fresh to 
moderately brackish waters, when they constituted about 30 percent of total 
food contents. These plant materials were predominantly made up of the seeds 
of pondweeds (Potamogeton and Najas) and bulrushes (Scirpus). Insect ma-
terials still made up the bulk of the diet in autumn samples, including the 
sources already mentioned as well as the larvae of mayflies and caddis flies. 
Winter samples were taken on both freshwater and saltwater areas, and 
some differences in foods taken in these two habitats were found. On fresh-
water wintering habitats, insect foods made up about one-third of the sample 
volumes, while mollusks increased accordingly and constituted about one-
fourth of the total. Both gastropod snails and small bivalves such as Sphaerium 
apparently are important winter foods, at least in some areas. On saltwater 
habitats, insects are largely replaced by crustaceans as major food sources, 
while mollusks also remain important. Small crustaceans, including decapods, 
amphipods, and isopods, are apparently the favored source of winter foods and 
are supplemented by bivalve and univalve mollusks. 
Wienmeyer (1967) examined 102 bufflehead stomachs in California and 
noted that bivalve mollusks, fish eggs, fish, snails, insects, seeds, and vegetative 
matter all might be locally important foods, depending on the area in which 
the birds had been foraging. 
In general, buffleheads seem to prefer foraging in water from 4 to 15 feet 
in depth and, like the goldeneyes, tend to inhabit larger and more open bodies 
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of water (Cottam, 1939; Phillips, 1925). Munro (1942) noted that buffle-
heads usually forage in small groups, and they generally remain submerged 
from 15 to 35 seconds during foraging dives. Cronan (1957) noted that seven 
dives averaged 24.1 seconds, as compared with 30.3 seconds for three dives by 
common goldeneyes, and Erskine (1972) reported similar diving times for 
buffleheads. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Erskine (1960) reviewed the concept 
of territoriality as it might be applied to buffleheads and concluded that a de-
fense of the female seemed more probable than the defense of a territory. The 
nest location was often well removed from the "territory" occupied by the pair, 
which is usually on ponds or larger bodies of water, the smallest of which was 
found to be an acre. Nests are usually well spread out, although three cases of 
trees having two simultaneously occupied nests were found. Excluding such 
cases, the minimum distances between nests was found to be approximately 
100 meters. In 1958, Watson Lake was found by Erskine to support eighteen 
bufflehead nests, while in 1959 a total of nineteen nests or broods were deter-
mined to be present. The approximate surface area of this lake is about 450 
acres; thus a density of about one breeding pair per 25 acres of water was pres-
ent during these years. Not all of the lake's shoreline was actually used by buf-
fleheads, and counts of both females and males on the lake never tallied with 
the known nesting population. 
Interspecific Relationships: The small size and insect-eating tendencies of 
this species rather effectively remove it from competition with other diving 
ducks for food or nesting sites. There is, however, a dependence on wood-
peckers for providing adequate nesting sites, and varying degrees of competi-
tion for these sites exist with various hole-nesting bird species. Besides the 
common starling, mountain bluebird, and tree swallow, the larger sparrow 
hawk, hawk owl, and saw-whet owl may also compete with buffleheads for 
nest sites. Since it nests earlier than do these species, the bufflehead has an ad-
vantage over them. The Barrow goldeneye nests in the same areas as the buf-
flehead, but selects cavities with larger entrances (usually over 7.6 cm.) and 
wider cavity diameters (usually over 16.5 cm.), according to Erskine (1960). 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Like the other diving ducks, 
buffleheads are daytime foragers. Probably there are only quite limited daily 
movements associated with such foraging activities, although specific data are 
lacking. 
Erskine (1961) reported a rather surprising degree of homing to pre-
viously used nesting areas on the part of females, and to previously used win-
tering areas on the part of both sexes. Of twelve determinations of nesting 
location changes in renests or nestings in subsequent years, the average dis-
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tance between the nesting sites was less than 800 meters. Similarly, among 
buffleheads banded on wintering areas in Oregon, New York, and Maryland 
and shot in subsequent winters, forty-five were recovered less than 15 kilome-
ters away, nine were recovered at distances of 15 to 50 kilometers, and ten 
from 50 to 80 kilometers away. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Like the goldeneyes, buffleheads are not highly social, 
and while on migration, as well as on wintering areas, tend to remain in quite 
small groups. The males are surprisingly pugnacious toward one another, and 
this general level of aggressiveness probably accounts for the rather small flock 
sizes typical of buffleheads. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Pair-forming displays have recently been de-
scribed by Myres (1959a) and Johnsgard (1965). The male displays asso-
ciated with pair formation are obviously derived from attack and escape 
species. Male buffleheads also assume an aggressive "head-forward" posture 
that has an identical counterpart in the goldeneye species. Likewise, an 
"oblique-pumping" movement of the head is very frequent and is the compara-
ble display to bowspring-pumping and rotary pumping in the goldeneyes. 
Males often chase one another while performing this display, or it may be 
directed toward females. At times it is interrupted by a sudden lifting of the 
folded wings, retraction of the head toward the back, and a down-tilting of the 
tail, a possible evolutionary homologue of the goldeneye head-throw-kick dis-
play. When near a female, the male will often erect his bushy crest, making his 
head seem even larger than normal. While in this posture the male often "leads" 
a female, which typically follows the male while calling and alternately stretch-
ing and retracting her neck. During this display the male may also perform 
quick, inconspicuous head-turning movements and sometimes suddenly turn 
his head backward toward the female in an inciting-like movement. 
Bufflehead pair-forming activities are highly animated, with the jerky and 
quick movements of the males adding a mechanical or toylike quality to the 
proceedings. Often a male will take off, fly a short distance toward a female, 
and come to a skidding stop near her. This flight display is terminated by a 
wing-flapping accompanied by a single slapping sound, and as a final stage the 
male raises his folded wings above the body in the manner described earlier. 
Males also sometimes attack one another by submerging and approach the 
other bird under water, which often produces amusing and exciting results. 
Female displays consist of the previously mentioned "following" move-
ment, which is functionally equivalent to inciting, and of a "head display," 
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which is comparable to the crest erection of the males and seemingly stimu-
lates them to begin social courtship. 
Copulatory Behavior: The most complete observations on copulation in 
this species are those of Myres (1959b). Unlike the goldeneyes, female buffle-
heads rarely remain in the receptive prone posture for more than a few mo-
ments. Myres evidently observed no specific mutual behavior prior to the 
assumption of this posture. However, prior to mounting, the male performs two 
main precopulatory displays, a lateral movement of the bill in the water 
("water-twitching") and a preening movement of the dorsal region ("preen-
dorsally"). The first is more frequent, but both are extremely similar to the 
normal bill-dipping, dorsal-preening movements observed as nondisplay com-
fort movements of the species. In three of eight copulations, Myres observed 
"wing-flicking" by the male while it was mounted, and after treading was com-
pleted the two birds typically rotated a full turn or more before the male re-
leased his grip. Postcopulatory behavior by the male w~s quite varied,. con-
sisting of vigorous bathing, shallow diving, or a deep dive under the surface. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Little information on nesting behavior 
is available, other than the fact that several observers have commented on the 
female's strong incubation tendency and her frequent reluctance to leave the 
nest when it is being examined. Quite possibly the small entrance prevents 
most avian and mammalian predators from gaining entrance, and thus there is 
normally little need for rapid escapes. Erskine (1960) reported that most egg-
laying apparently occurred during morning hours, and that after incubation 
begins the highest degree of nest attentiveness is apparently during morning 
hours, gradually declining through the day. No tendency for a morning break 
in incubation was found, but birds were often found away from the nest during 
evening hours. 
Following hatching, the female typically broods the young for 24 to 36 
hours before leaving the nest. Departure from the nest usually occurs before 
noon, and in one case observed by Erskine about twelve minutes elapsed be-
tween the exit of the first and last duckling in the brood. The female was ex-
tremely active both before and during the nest exodus, but no vocal signals 
were detected. After the brood has left the nest, brood territories are estab-
lished and may be occupied for four weeks or longer. They are not defended 
against other bufflehead broods, although female Barrow goldeneyes some-
times attack and kill young buffleheads. Brood transfers are not uncommon, 
and sometimes single broods have been seen accompanied by two females 
(Munro, 1942). 
The timing of the breakdown of pair bonds is seemingly still poorly docu-
mented. There are no indications that pair bonds are ever still intact at the time 
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of hatching, and Erskine (1972) stated that the males leave their territories as 
soon as the females begin incubation. 
Postbreeding Behavior: It is probable but still not proven that buffieheads 
move to molting areas well away from their breeding grounds in western Can-
ada. Erskine (1961) reported that thirteen females that were banded while 
molting and five banded as juveniles were later taken as molting adults. Fifteen 
of these were recaptured on the same lake at which they were banded or within 
5 kilometers of that point, while the other four were recaptured at points be-
tween 25 and 65 kilometers from the point of banding. Two of the birds in the 
latter group were those that had been banded as juveniles. Erskine thus sug-
gested that adult female buffieheads tend to return to the same molting area. 
In one instance a female was found to have molted 155 kilometers from a later 
nesting area, suggesting that a substantial migration to molting areas may oc-
cur. Erskine later (1972) reported that flocks of buffieheads, including males 
in very faded plumage but still able to fly, have been seen on Alberta lakes in 
areas where no breeding by this species occurred, a further indication of a molt 
migration. These movements probably normally involve not only adult males 
but also immature birds, unsuccessful females, and those that have abandoned 
their broods. 
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BARROW GOLDENEYE 
Bucephala islandica (Gmelin) 1789 
Other Vernacular Names: Whistler. 
Range: Breeds in Iceland, southwestern Greenland, northern Labrador, and 
from southern Alaska and Mackenzie District southward through the west-
ern states and provinces to California and Colorado. Winters primarily 
along the Pacific coast from Alaska to central California, and on the At-
lantic coast from southern Canada to the mid-Atlantic states. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 232-248, females 205-224 mm. 
Culmen: Males 31-36, females 28-31 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that three males averaged 2.4 
pounds (1,087 grams), with a maximum of 2.9 pounds (1,314 grams). 
Palmer (1949) found an average weight of three males to be 1,162 grams, 
with a maximum of 1,219. Nelson and Martin indicated an average female 
weight of 1.6 pounds (725 grams), with a maximum of 1.9 pounds (861 
grams). Palmer indicated a range of weights in females from 793.8 to 907.2 
grams. Yocom (1970) reported the August weights of fifty-three males as 
averaging 2.125 pounds (1,021 grams), while fourteen females averaged 
1.31 pounds (595.35 grams). 
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IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: The presence of white markings on the middle secondaries 
and their adjoining coverts, yellow feet with a lobed hind toe, and yellowish 
eyes will serve to separate this species from all others except the common 
goldeneye. Adult male Barrow goldeneyes are very much like male common 
goldeneyes, but differ in the following characters: (1) The head iridescence is 
glossy purple, and the white cheek marking is crescentic in shape; (2) the 
head has a fairly flat crown, and the nail is distinctly raised above the contour 
of the gradually tapering bill; and (3) the body is more extensively black, 
especially on the flanks, which are heavily margined (at least ~ inch) with 
black, and on the scapulars, which are margined with black on an elongated 
outer web or both webs, producing a pattern of oval white spots separated by a 
black background. The upper wing surface is also more extensively black, with 
the exposed bases of the greater secondary coverts black and the marginal, the 
lesser, and most of the middle coverts also blackish. Only about five second-
aries have their exposed webs entirely white, while the more distal ones may be 
white-tipped. The length of the bill's nail is at least 12 mm. in this species, as 
compared with a maximum of 11 mm. in the common goldeneye (Brooks, 
1920) . 
Females are closely similar to female common goldeneyes, but may be 
separable by (1) the somewhat darker brown head, which is relatively flat-
crowned in shape; (2) the brighter and more extensively yellow bill during the 
spring, especially in western populations, where it is usually entirely yellow; 
(3) the sooty middle and lesser wing coverts, which are only narrowly tipped 
with grayish white; and (4) the broader and more pronounced ashy brown 
breast band. Brooks (1920) reported that the shape of the bill and the length 
of the nail provide the best criteria, with the common goldeneye having a nail 
length that never exceeds 10 mm. (average 9.4) and the Barrow goldeneye 
having a nail length greater than 10 mm. (average 10.9). 
In the Field: A lone female can be separated from common goldeneye 
females in the field only by the most experienced observers, but its somewhat 
darker head with its flatter crown is usually apparent, and any female with a 
completely yellow bill is most likely to be a Barrow goldeneye, although 
Brooks (1920) noted one possible exception to this rule. A male in nuptial 
plumage appears to be predominantly black in the upperparts to a point below 
the insertion of the wing, with a row of neatly spaced white spots extending 
from the midback forward toward the breast, where an extension of black 
continues down in front of the "shoulder" to the sides of the breast. Its head is 
distinctly "flat-topped," with a long nape and a purplish head gloss, and there 
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is a crescentic white mark in front of the eye. In flight, females of the two 
goldeneyes appear almost identical (the yellow bill is often quite apparent in 
the Barrow during spring), but the white marking on the upper wing surface 
of the male is interrupted by a black line on the greater secondary coverts. 
Male Barrow goldeneyes have no loud whistled notes during courtship; the 
commonest sounds are clicking noises and soft grunting notes. Head-pumping 
movements of the female are of a rotary rather than elliptical form, and lateral 
head-turning or inciting movements are much more frequent in the Barrow 
goldeneye. As in the common goldeneye, a whistling noise is produced by the 
wings during flight. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Young males can be distinguished from females as 
early as the first November of life, with the appearance of new inner scapulars 
that are white with extended black edges; at about the same time white feathers 
begin to appear between the bill and the eyes. Thereafter, the sexes can be dis-
tinguished either by the white back or head markings or, when the bird is in 
eclipse, by the pure white middle coverts of the male. 
Age Determination: Adult males can be distinguished from first-year 
males by their entirely white rather than gray or dusky middle coverts. The 
middle coverts of adult females are grayish, tipped with white, while those of 
first-year birds are grayish, with dusky bases. The presence of a largely or 
entirely yellow bill is indicative of a mature female, but mature females may 
not show this trait during fall and early winter. Some first-year females have a 
"more or less" orange bill by late April or early May (Brooks, 1920). First-
year females also have the chest band and flanks more fawn than gray, and the 
neck is not white as in adults but is almost as dark brown as the head. Addi-
tionally, the iris is greenish yellow, rather than clear yellow as in adults (Munro, 
1939) . 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American distribution of 
the Barrow goldeneye is rather similar to that of the harlequin duck, consisting 
of a large western population associated with montane rivers and lakes and a 
much smaller northeastern population in tundra or subtundra habitats. 
In Alaska the breeding distribution of the Barrow goldeneye is rather 
uncertain. It apparently breeds as far west as the base of the Alaska Peninsula 
(Murie, 1959) around the upper part of the Nushagak River, and extends into 
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the interior northeastwardly through McKinley National Park to the Porcupine 
River. It also breeds on the Kenai Peninsula and in the upper Copper River 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In western Canada the species breeds in the southern Yukon, southwest-
ern Alberta, and much of British Columbia, with the densest populations in the 
relatively dry and sparsely wooded belt between the Okanagan and Cariboo 
districts. In eastern Canada it probably nests in Labrador and has been re-
ported during summer at McCormick Island, eastern Hudson Bay, but breed-
ing records for this general area are extremely limited (Godfrey, 1966). Todd 
(1963) believed that the Barrow goldeneye is restricted as a breeding bird to 
the treeless area of the Labrador Peninsula, while the common goldeneye has 
a much more extensive breeding distribution in the forested areas to the south. 
The Barrow goldeneye also breeds over a rather wide area in southwestern 
Greenland, northward to about 70° N. latitude (A.O.D., 1957). 
In Washington, breeding has been reported from the Selkirk and the Cas-
cade mountains, the Okanogan Highlands, and the Grand Coulee area in the 
center of the state (Yocom, 1951; Harris et al., 1954). Breeding occurs spar-
ingly in the mountains of central Oregon on certain lakes (Sparks, Diamond), 
and possibly also in the Wallowa Mountains (Gabrielson and Jewett, 1940). 
In California it breeds on various lakes (Butte, Smedberg, Table, etc.) in the 
mountains southward as far as Yosemite Park (Grinnell and Miller, 1944). 
There is also an interior breeding population that extends down the Rocky 
Mountains of Montana and Idaho at least as far as Yellowstone Park (Skinner, 
1937). Breeding once also occurred in Colorado, but does not at present 
(Bailey and Niedrach, 1967). 
The breeding habitat of this species consists of lakes or ponds often in the 
vicinity of wooded country; where large trees lack natural cavities, rocks may 
serve for nest sites. In Iceland the species' breeding distribution is largely re-
lated to nesting hole availability, but it favors running water over nonftowing 
water (Bengtson, 1970). Munro (1939) believed that a local abundance of 
food rather than availability of nest sites determined distribution patterns of 
this species in British Columbia. Thus, lakes lacking tree-nesting sites but hav-
ing high populations of amphipods and other foods sometimes supported large 
breeding populations of goldeneyes. These lakes are often rather alkaline and 
sometimes have relatively little shoreline vegetation. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: Probably the great majority of the 
continental population of Barrow goldeneyes winter along the Pacific coast. 
From Juneau southward along coastal Alaska the species is common to abun-
dant, and small numbers winter around Kodiak Island as well (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln, 1959). It also winters abundantly along the coast of British Columbia 
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Barrow goldeneye in North America. 
and more rarely occurs in the interior (Godfrey, 1966). It is common in the 
Puget Sound region of Washington, where it and the common goldeneye con-
stitute about 9 percent of the wintering diving ducks (Wick and Jeffrey, 1966), 
and it occurs with decreasing abundance southward along the open coasts of 
Washington, Oregon, and northern California. The birds of the interior Rocky 
Mountain population probably do not migrate to salt water, but winter near 
their breeding areas on available open water. Thus, at Red Rock Lakes Refuge, 
both Barrow and common goldeneyes are common in winter and feed on grain 
put out for the trumpeter swans (Banko, 1960). 
The wintering population of eastern North America is relatively small, 
with birds occurring from the north shore of the Gulf of st. Lawrence south-
ward through the Maritime Provinces and the St. Lawrence Valley, sometimes 
to the Great Lakes (Godfrey, 1966). Perhaps some of these represent Green-
land-bred birds. Elliot (1961) has summarized the history of records of this 
species in New York, and Hasbrouck (1944) provided an earlier summary of 
its more general distribution during winter in eastern North America. 
The wintering habitats used by Barrow goldeneyes include both fresh 
and salt waters, with the greatest numbers no doubt occurring in freshwater 
or brackish habitats. Although specific figures are not available, the birds 
evidently prefer brackish estuaries and calm waters to open coastlines and 
heavy surf. Munro (1939) noted a preference for fresh or brackish rather than 
highly saline waters, and reported higher numbers on coastal lakes, rivers, and 
river mouths than on more saline waters. 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Ferguson (1966) reported that four aviculturalists re-
ported breeding by captive Barrow goldeneyes at two years, four at three years, 
and one at five years. It seems probable that under wild conditions the birds 
regularly breed in their second year. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pairs are renewed each year during a prolonged period 
of social display during winter and spring, with a peak in courting activity in 
April (Munro, 1939). 
Nest Location: Bengtson (1970) reported that of a total of 426 nests 
found in Iceland, 401 were in holes or cavities, 19 were under high shrubs, 5 
were under low shrubs, and 1 was under tall herbs (Angelica or Archangelica). 
The modal distance from water of the nests he found was the 0- to 10-meter 
category. In British Columbia, cavities in live trees, tree stumps, or tall dead 
stubs are the usual nest sites (Munro, 1939). Sugden (1963) reported that 1 
of 13 nests he found in the Cariboo Parklands was in a crow nest, while all 
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the others were in holes of Douglas firs or aspens. He suggested that crow 
nests might be more important at higher elevations, where trees suitable for 
hole-nesting are less numerous. 
Among Barrow goldeneye tree cavity nests in British Columbia, Erskine 
(1960) reported that 16 of 30 nests had entrances between 7.6 and 10.0 cm. 
in diameter, 11 of 19 had cavity depths between 25 and 134 cm., and 8 of 14 
had cavity diameters of 16.5 to 22.8 cm. In contrast to cavities used by buffle-
heads, those with top entrances are often used, and such entrances may be 
preferred to lateral ones. 
Clutch Size: Godfrey (1966) reported an average clutch size of 9, with 
a range of 4 to 15 eggs, for nests in British Columbia and Alberta. Bengtson 
(1971) indicated an average of 10.37 eggs for 293 first clutches in Iceland. 
He found (1972) an average of 7.5 eggs in 39 renests. 
Incubation Period: Under natural conditions incubation lasts an average 
of 32.5 days, with an observed range of 30 to 34 days (Godfrey, 1966). A 
30-day period has been reported for captive birds, presumably with artificial 
incubation (Delacour, 1959; Johnstone, 1970). 
Nest and Egg Losses: Slightly over half of 196 Icelandic nests failed dur-
ing the egg-laying period, with desertion the major cause. Among 246 normal-
sized clutches observed over a ten-year period, the estimated hatching success 
was 75 percent (Bengtson, 1972). 
Juvenile Mortality: Munro (1939) reported that his studies on one lake 
in 1936 indicated a reduction of brood sizes of 33 percent (from 9 to 6) 
among nine broods during the first month after hatching, while in 1937 
fourteen broods had a reduction in numbers of 66.5 percent during about two 
months after hatching. He believed that crows might account for some duckling 
losses and that horned owls also might contribute to losses. Exposure to rough 
water on some of the larger lakes was also considered a probable mortality 
factor. Bengtson (1972) observed that female goldeneyes often attacked and 
killed strange young of their own species, as well as those of other species, and 
were so aggressive that they often abandoned their own broods. 
Adult Mortality: No estimates of natural mortality rates are available. 
Delacour (1959) mentioned two males surviving at least sixteen years in 
captivity. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam (1939) analyzed the foods taken by seventy-
one adults, most of which were from British Columbia, during eleven months 
of the year. In these birds, insects constituted 36 percent of the food by 
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volume, mollusks 19 percent, crustaceans 18 percent, other animal foods 4 
percent, and plant materials 22 percent. The insect category included large 
quantities of dragonfly and damselfly naiads, caddis fly larvae, midge larvae, 
and various other aquatic insects. The major mollusk food was the blue mussel 
(Mytilus) and related forms, while the crustacean category was dominated by 
amphipods, isopods, and crayfish. The primary plant foods appeared to be 
pondweeds (Potamogeton) and wild celery (Vallisneria). 
Munro (1939) also reported on the foods of this species, using some of 
the same data included in Cottam's analysis, as well as additional material, 
bringing the total to 116 stomachs. Salmon eggs were found to be an important 
food source for coastal birds, along with mollusks, crustaceans, and marine 
algae. Birds taken in interior regions contained a variety of insects, especially 
caddis fly, damselfly and dragonfly naiads, crustaceans such as amphipods and 
crayfish, and various plant materials. Several young birds had eaten chiefly 
insects, especially surface-dwelling and terrestrial species. Munro concluded 
that the winter foods of the Barrow and common goldeneyes are substantially 
the same, under the same conditions of time and space. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Bengtson (1972) has provided evi-
dence that this species was the only one among the ten duck species he studied 
that exhibited density-dependent relationships in hatching success and duckling 
mortality. He reported that breeding densities varied from 30 pairs per square 
kilometer in "scattered" concentrations to 100 to 600 pairs per square kilom-
eter in "very dense" concentrations. He also observed that this species was 
unique in its defense of a territory prior to and during egg-laying and in 
females' holding brood territories after their clutches had been hatched. 
Evidently the strong aggressive tendencies among female goldeneyes result in 
high rates of nest desertion where breeding concentrations are high, and 
similarly tend to reduce brood survival as a result of attacks on broods sharing 
the same brooding areas. Dense goldeneye concentrations also tended to reduce 
brood survival of other duck species. 
Interspecific Relationships: It seems possible that local competition for 
food between the Barrow and common goldeneyes may occur on wintering 
areas, since there appear to be no significant differences in foods consumed. 
There also appear to be no major habitat differences that tend to keep the two 
species separated on wintering areas, although Munro (1939) noted that 
common goldeneyes are true sea ducks during winter, frequenting the most 
saline waters, while Barrow goldeneyes favor fresh or brackish waters then. 
Their breeding areas are for the most part well isolated from one another. 
Phillips (1925) mentioned that in Iceland the eggs of the red-breasted 
merganser are often found among those of the Barrow goldeneye, and that 
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the parasitic jaeger is the most important predator in that area. Since the nests 
of goldeneyes are normally well hidden, predators such as jaegers would no 
doubt primarily affect the ducklings rather than the eggs. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Like the other sea ducks, 
Barrow goldeneyes are daytime foragers, but little specific information on 
daily activity patterns or movements is available. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: On the wintering grounds and during spring migra-
tion there is a free association of adults and yearlings of both sexes, producing 
flocks of moderate to large size. Migrant flocks mentioned by Munro (1929) 
generally range from 10 to 40 birds. Within a month after arrival, the adults 
have paired and scattered. The yearling males gradually disappear during this 
time, followed by the adult males as soon as the females begin incubation. 
Many or all of the yearling females remain on the nesting areas, leaving about 
the time the adult females do, followed finally by the young of the year. At 
this time there is again a general association of the total population on coastal 
waters (Munro, 1929). 
Pair-forming Behavior: Pair-forming behavior begins on coastal waters 
in late winter, but reaches its peak on the lakes of the interior where migrant 
birds concentrate. The male displays of this species are quite varied and com-
plex (Myres, 1959a; Johnsgard, 1965), differing both in postures and vocaliza-
tions from those of male common goldeneyes. These male differences in 
behavior and appearance, rather than female differences, probably serve to 
maintain species isolation and prevent hybridization (which has rarely been 
reported). Goldeneyes typically perform social display in small groups of 
several males and one or two females. The male displays, although highly 
ritualized, are apparently largely derived from hostile gestures of threat of 
attack. The female's primary display, inciting, is also a highly ritualized side-
to-side movement of the head, frequently performed as she follows a displaying 
male. She also performs rotary pumping movements of the head, similar to 
those of the male, and a neck-stretching or "head-up" display. The female 
displays of the Barrow and common goldeneyes differ in that the Barrow 
females lack or very rarely perform "neck-dipping," but much more frequently 
perform inciting. Major male display differences include only a single type of 
head-throw display by the Barrow goldeneye (which is always associated with 
a backward kick), a "crouch" posture that is lacking in the common golden-
eye, a "neck-withdrawing" movement that is the usual male response to 
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incItmg, and the absence of a "masthead" or "bowsprit" posture (Myres, 
1959a; Johnsgard, 1965). 
Copulatory Behavior: Myres (1959a, 1959b) and Johnsgard (1965) 
have described the behavior associated with copulation. Copulation is normally 
preceded by mutual drinking movements, after which the female becomes 
prone. The male then begins a long sequence of comfort movements (wing-
and-Ieg-stretch, dipping the bill in the water and shaking it, bathing), in no 
apparent order. Finally, the bill-dipping and shaking becomes more vigorous 
("j abbing"), is terminated by a single rapid preening movement, and the male 
rushes toward the female to mount her. During treading the folded wings are 
shaken one or more times, and before the male releases the female's nape the 
two birds typically rotate in the water. The male then swims rapidly away 
("steaming") while uttering grunting sounds and making lateral head-turning 
movements. The copulatory behavior of the two species of goldeneye is much 
more similar than is their pair-forming behavior. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Few observations of nesting behavior 
by this species are available. Munro (1939) noted that the female begins to 
lose down while laying is in progress, but the amount varies considerably in 
different nests. Males apparently leave th~ir mates very shortly after incubation 
begins. Often yearling females become attached to paired adults, and after the 
nesting female emerges with her brood, the young female may resume her 
association. At times, the yearling may even take forcible possession of the 
brood, driving the mother away and capturing at least some of her young. 
Broods usually but not always remain relatively intact, often following the 
parent bird in a flank-to-flank "bunch," but more commonly following head-
to-tail. Carrying of the young on the back while swimming has apparently not 
been described in this species, although it has for the common goldeneye. 
Females typically abandon their brood when they are well grown but still 
unfledged. They may then fly some distance and join other females prior to 
molting, or they may molt on their breeding lakes. 
Postbreeding Behavior: According to Munro (1939), there is an early, 
massive movement of males from the breeding grounds almost as soon as the 
females begin incubation. The distance and direction of this molt migration 
is unknown, but the males presumably move toward the coast. In Iceland, 
however, there is apparently no molt migration, and the adult males molt near 
their breeding areas (Phillips, 1925). 
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COMMON GOLDENEYE 
Bucephala clangula (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: Golden-eye Duck, Whistler. 
Range: Breeds in Iceland, northern Europe and Asia from Norway to Kam-
chatka, and in North America from Alaska to southern Labrador and 
Newfoundland, and southward through the forested portions of the northern 
and northeastern United States. Winters in North America from the south-
ern Alaska coast south through the western states to California, the interior 
states wherever open water is present, and the Atlantic coast from Florida 
to Newfoundland. 
North American Subspecies: 
B. c. americana (Bonaparte): American Common Goldeneye. Breeds in 
North America as indicated above. 
Measurements (after Godfrey, 1966, and Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 215-235, females 188-220 mm. 
Culmen: Males 35-43.5, females 28-35 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that fifty-eight males averaged 
2.2 pounds (997 grams), and fifty-three females averaged 1.8 pounds (815 
grams), with maximums of 3.1 pounds (1,406 grams) and 2.5 pounds 
(1,133 grams), respectively. Schi¢ler (1926) provides some weights of 
the European race, which is considered to be slightly smaller than the North 
American form. Six adult males averaged 2.55 pounds (1,158.5 grams) in 
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December, and nine first-year immatures averaged 2.29 pounds (1,037 
grams); five adult females averaged 1.76 pounds (799 grams) in December 
and January, and five first-year birds averaged 1.63 pounds (747 grams) 
in December. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Males in nuptial plumage or those in their first spring of 
life have a characteristic oval white mark between the yellowish eye and the 
bill. Mature males, even when in eclipse plumage, are the only North Amer-
ican ducks that have the combination of a folded wing length of at least 215 
mm. and an uninterrupted white wing patch extending from the middle sec-
ondaries forward over the adjoining greater, middle, and lesser coverts. Females 
can be distinguished from all other species except the Barrow goldeneye by 
their lobed hind toe, a folded wing length of 190 mm. or more, the white on 
the middle secondaries, and their greater coverts (which are tipped with 
dusky) and at least the adjoining middle coverts more grayish or whitish than 
the tertials or lesser coverts. See the Barrow goldeneye account for character-
istics that will serve to separate females of these two species. 
In the Field: Along with the larger and more streamlined common 
merganser, goldeneyes are the only large diving ducks that appear to be mostly 
white-bodied, with blackish backs and heads. The oval white mark on the 
male can be seen for considerable distances, and even if this mark is not 
definitely visible, the common goldeneye male differs from the Barrow golden-
eye male in several other apparent ways. The former's head is more triangular in 
shape, with the top almost pointed rather than flattened, the nape is not ex-
tended into a long crest, and a greenish gloss is apparent in good light. The 
upper half of the body appears predominantly white, with parallel black lines 
extending diagonally backward above the folded wing, and no black is evident 
on the side of the breast. In flight, both species of goldeneye exhibit dusky 
under wing coverts, but the common goldeneye exhibits a relatively continuous 
white upper wing patch, at least in males. The male's calls are varied, but the 
loudest and most conspicuous is a shrill zeee-at note that is associated with 
aquatic head-throw displays. Females of both species are relatively silent. The 
wings of males produce a strong whistling noise during flight. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: If the middle secondary coverts are white, the bird is 
an adult male, and additionally first-year males have less gray on the breast 
than do females, have a darker back, and have a darker head, which may 
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show a white loral spot by late winter (Bent, 1925). First-year males may also 
exhibit longitudinal white stripes or white edging on some of their scapulars, 
and if the flattened wing (measured from notch in bend of wing to tip of 
longest primary) is longer than 215 mm. the bird is a male, while if it is less 
than 210 mm. it is a female (Carney, 1964). 
Age Determination: Adult males have scapulars with white center stripes 
and dark edges and have middle coverts that are entirely white, rather than 
partly white and partly gray as in immatures. The greater secondary coverts 
of adult females are heavily tipped with black and their greater tertial coverts 
are rounded and unfrayed over the tertials, while in immature females they 
are usually both frayed and faded (Carney, 1964). The middle and lesser 
coverts in immature females are also apparently darker than in adult females. 
A yellow bill-tip is indicative of sexual maturity in females, but this trait may 
not be apparent during fall and early winter. As in the Barrow goldeneye, 
first-year females have greenish yellow rather than clear yellow iris coloration, 
brownish rather than white necks, and fawn rather than gray flanks and chest-
bands (Munro, 1939). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: Unlike the Barrow goldeneye, this 
species has a breeding distribution extending over much of the cold temperate 
portions of the Northern Hemisphere. In North America its breeding range is 
nearly transcontinental, generally following the distribution of boreal conif-
erous forest. 
In Alaska the common goldeneye probably breeds over a wide area of 
the interior, although confusion over the two goldeneye species makes the 
distribution of each rather uncertain. Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959) believe 
that breeding is mostly confined to the Yukon and Koskokwim river valleys, 
excepting the lower portions of these rivers. They are apparently most numer-
ous from Tanana eastward toward the Canadian boundary. Broods attributed 
to this species have also been seen on Kodiak Island, but there seems a greater 
likelihood that these were of Barrow goldeneyes. It is also questionable that a 
brood from extreme southeastern Alaska (Chickamin River) represented this 
species. Both species occur on the upper Porcupine River in the vicinity of 
Old Crow, but their relative breeding abundance is unknown (Irving, 1960). 
Campbell (1969) suggested that the common goldeneye may breed as far 
north as the central Brooks range. 
In northern Canada this species probably breeds over much of the Yukon 
north to treeline, over the forested portions of the Northwest Territories, and 
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in the forested areas of all of the provinces, with breeding questionable along 
coastal British Columbia and in Nova Scotia except for Cape Breton Island 
(Godfrey, 1966). Munro (1939) questioned its widespread occurrence as a 
nesting species in British Columbia and could find only four possible nesting 
records for the province. Thus, there may be less geographic overlap of breed-
ing ranges of the goldeneyes than is indicated on most range maps. 
In central Canada the breeding range includes much of Manitoba, 
virtually all of Ontario except the southeasternmost portion and Hudson Bay 
coastline, the forested portions of Quebec, and comparable portions of Labra-
dor, Newfoundland, and the Maritimes. These eastern populations are seem-
ingly larger than those in the western provinces; breeding population counts in 
Quebec and Labrador made by waterfowl biologists in the early 1950s indi-
cated that goldeneyes constituted over 20 percent of the nesting waterfowl, 
surpassed in abundance only by mergansers and black ducks. Doubtless these 
were mostly common rather than Barrow goldeneyes, considering the areas 
surveyed. 
South of Canada, the common goldeneye has a restricted breeding dis-
tribution. They breed in the Turtle Mountain area of North Dakota (Stewart, 
1968), over much of northern Minnesota (Lee et al., 1964a), in northern Mich-
igan (Zimmerman and Van Tyne, 1959), in New York (Foley, 1960), Maine 
(Gibbs, 1961), and the northern portions of Vermont and New Hampshire 
(Bent, 1925). 
The preferred breeding habitat of common goldeneyes was described by 
Carter (1958) as water areas having marshy shores with adjacent stands of 
old hardwoods to provide nesting sites. To a much greater degree than the 
Barrow goldeneye, this species is limited in its breeding to water areas with 
trees having adequate cavities for nesting. The depth of the water and whether 
it is a river or a slough were judged by Carter to be of no importance. In 
northern coniferous forest areas, aspens are apparently important for nesting, 
but farther south a greater variety of trees are utilized (Dementiev and Glad-
kov, 1967). 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: In Alaska, common goldeneyes are 
frequent winter residents of the Aleutian Islands (Murie, 1959), as well as 
around Kodiak Island, the Alaska Peninsula, and the entire coast of southern 
and southeastern Alaska. They are especially abundant in the vicinity of 
Wrangell and around the northern tip of Admiralty Island (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, they winter on the coast of British Columbia, as well as 
around Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces, with smaller numbers 
occurring through the interior where open water is available. 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
common goldeneye in North America. 
South of Canada, they extend in winter down the Pacific coast to the 
Mexican border and even beyond, although only relatively few birds move this 
far south. Winter surveys during the late 1960s indicated that about 29 per-
cent of the wintering goldeneye population (both species) were found in the 
Pacific Flyway, and many of these would be Barrow goldeneyes. 
The Atlantic coast apparently represents the primary wintering area; 
almost half of the continental wintering goldeneyes surveyed in the late 1960s 
were found in the Atlantic Flyway, and very few of these would represent 
Barrow goldeneyes. Common goldeneyes are common along the Atlantic coast-
.line as far south as Florida. They also occur on the Gulf coast, but in relatively 
low numbers. Further, birds winter in the interior of the United States on rivers, 
large lakes, and reservoirs for about as far north as open water can be ~ound. 
In the Chesapeake Bay region, wintering common goldeneyes are widely 
distributed in coastal estuaries, but optimum habitats are apparently brackish 
estuarine bays, with large numbers also using salt estuarine bays. Fresh 
estuarine bays are primarily used by fall. migrants. Munro (1939) believed 
that whereas the Barrow goldeneye favored fresh or slightly brackish waters 
in its winter habitats, the common goldeneye was prone to frequent more 
saline waters. 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Aviculturalists contacted by Ferguson (1966) reported 
reproduction by captive common goldeneyes at two years (two cases), three 
years (four cases), and four years (one case). Most investigators believe that 
nesting normally occurs among wild birds in their second year of life, and 
some yearling females may even attempt to nest occasionally (Grenquist, 
1963) . 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed each winter and spring, dur-
ing a period of active social display that lasts several months. In Sweden this 
begins in December and extends into May, but has an average peak of activity 
in March (Nilsson, 1969). Pair bonds are broken shortly after the female 
begins incubation. 
Nest Location: Carter (1958) stated that all but one of the nests he found 
(total apparently seventeen) were in trees, and 89 percent were in maple 
(Acer spp.) cavities with a diameter at breast height of at least 8 inches. Six-
teen nests averaged 18 feet from the ground or water level. Most cavities had 
lateral openings, but the height and entrance size seemingly mattered very 
little. Prince (1968) reported on sixteen goldeneye nesting sites, also in New 
Brunswick, of which nine were in silver maple (Acer saccharinum), six were 
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in elm (Ulmus americanus) , and one was in a butternut (Juglans cinerea). 
These were in trees with an average diameter at breast height of 67 centimeters 
and an average height of 7 meters. Ten of the cavities were of "bucket" type, 
while six were enclosed. Trees used by goldeneyes tended to be on open stands 
near the edges of fields or marshes, and cavities selected by them tended to 
vary less in cavity diameter than did those used by wood ducks. This small 
observed range of cavity diameter (15 to 26 centimeters) was considered to 
be possibly important in nest site choice. Similarly, Siren (1951) recom-
mended nesting boxes with internal diameters of 18 to 22 centimeters for 
goldeneyes. 
Clutch Size: Lee et al., (1964a) reported that the average clutch size of 
thirty-nine Minnesota nests was 10.2 eggs. Grenquist (1963) reported an 
average of 10.3 eggs in fifty-three clutches. Carter (1958) reported a range 
of 7 to 12 eggs in nine New Brunswick nests, with an average of 9. The egg-
laying interval is about one and one-half days (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Incubation Period: Probably 27 to 32 days, with a report of 30 days in 
one case (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Fledging Period: Reported by Siren (1952) as 61 to 66 days. Lee 
et al. (1964a) estimated a 56- to 57-day fledging period. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Prince (1968) reported a nesting success of 60 
percent for six enclosed nests versus only 16 percent for ten "bucket" nests in 
New Brunswick. Carter (1958) noted a hatching success of 96.2 percent for 
seventy-nine eggs, excluding one flooded clutch. 
Sources of egg losses are not well known, but predation levels of enclosed 
nests are probably low, with rare losses to martens. However, in rainy years, 
soaking of the nest may cause nest abandonment by a large percentage of the 
females (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
A study by Grenquist (1963) in Finland provides the best information 
on prehatching losses. Of 1,554 eggs, 50.6 percent hatched, 40.4 percent were 
unincubated, 6.2 percent had dead embryos, and 1.9 percent were infertile. 
This low hatching success was attributed to competition for nest sites and 
particularly to the disruptive effects caused by females that were laying for the 
first time and entering previously occupied nests. These were probably two-
year-old females or perhaps one-year-olds that had come into reproductive 
condition later than the older birds. In clutches that were incubated to comple-
tion, an average of 9.6 ducklings hatched. 
Juvenile Mortality: Gibbs (1962) reported that, of an original popula-
tion of seventy-seven young, only twenty-two ducklings reached the age of 
fledging, or a 71.5 percent prefledging mortality. However, specific mortality 
factors could not be determined. Carter (1958) estimated a 47 percent mor-
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tality loss prior to fledging, based on reductions in average brood sizes he 
observed over a six-year period, resulting in a brood size of 4.8 young in 
broods approaching the flight stage. Predation, disease, and accidents were 
assumed responsible for these losses, but specific mortality factors were not 
identified. 
Adult Mortality: Nilsson (1971) judged that adult goldeneyes in Sweden 
have an annual mortality rate of about 37 percent. Johnson (1967) estimated 
a 36 percent loss of first-year birds as a result of hunting, but a considerably 
lower adult mortality due to hunting was estimated, resulting from the adults 
using large lakes that offered some protection. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Cottam (1939) reported on the foods found in 395 
common goldeneye stomachs obtained during every month except June and 
August. Crustaceans (32 percent by volume), insects (28 percent), and mol-
lusks (10 percent) constituted the primary animal foods, while a variety of 
plant foods totalled 26 percent. Favored foods appear to include crabs, cray-
fish, and amphipods among the crustaceans, the larvae of caddis flies, water 
boatman adults, and the naiads of dragonflies, damselflies, and mayflies among 
the insect foods, and various bivalve and univalve mollusks. Thirteen juvenile 
birds had been foraging primarily on insects, of which beetles and immature 
stages of caddis flies, dragonflies, and damselflies were the most important. 
Reporting on birds obtained in Danish waters between October and February, 
Madsen (1954) found that crustaceans, bivalves, and univalve crustaceans 
were the three most important categories of foods present, with insects playing 
a very minor role in these marine and brackish-water samples. A similar indi-
cation of the relative importance of these food sources was given by Stewart 
( 1962), on the basis of twenty-three birds obtained in the Chesapeak-e Bay 
region. Olney and Mills (1963) found comparable differences between birds 
collected in freshwater and marine habitats, noting the wide range of foods 
and habitats that are utilized by this species. 
Cottam (1939) also commented on the diversity of foods consumed by 
this species and mentioned that it seemed able to survive on almost any type 
of available food. He observed these birds foraging in depths of 4 to 20 feet. 
Nilsson (1969) noted that goldeneyes preferred foraging in waters less than 
1.5 meters deep and only fed in deeper waters when the shallow areas were 
frozen. He found no difference in diving abilities in the sexes, with the longest 
observed dive (47 seconds) made by a female. Olney and Mills (1963) stated 
that most foraging occurs at depths less than 4 meters, and rarely do the birds 
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exceed 9 meters in their dives. They noted that goldeneyes often turn over 
stones with their bills while under water, searching for aquatic insects or other 
organisms. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Carter (1958) estimated that about 
150 pairs (five-year average) of goldeneyes nested yearly on a New Brunswick 
study area containing 16,000 acres of hardwood swamp, or about one pair per 
hundred acres of swamp. Usually the available nest sites in the form of natural 
cavities are well scattered and result in a rather sparse, randomly distributed 
breeding pattern for this species. Grenquist (1963) reported how the golden-
eye population in Finland underwent a rapid increase in the 1950s following 
a program of setting out artificial nesting boxes, but that as the population in-
creased and the availability of nesting boxes became limited, there was in-
creased conflict among females for the boxes, resulting in a high incidence of 
unhatched eggs as well as serious fighting among the females. If nest sites are 
available, females will sometimes nest very close to one another (Siren, 
1957a) . 
Interspecific Relationships: In North America, the wood duck is the only 
hole-nesting species that extensively overlaps in breeding range and nesting 
requirements with the common goldeneye. Prince (1968) has analyzed their 
differences in nest site characteristics and noted several criteria that might con-
tribute to a reduction in competition for such sites. Hooded mergansers pos-
sibly compete locally with goldeneyes for available nests. Common mergansers 
sometimes also nest in cavities, and Grenquist (1963) reported that when fe-
males of both species used the same nesting box, it was deserted by the golden-
eye. Red-breasted mergansers are either surface- or cavity-nesters, but cavities 
used are generally at ground level. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Goldeneyes are well known to 
be daytime feeders, often "rafting" in deeper waters at night. Breckenridge 
(1953) studied one such raft of wintering birds on the Mississippi River near 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. He found that the evening flight to the rafting area 
began about an hour before sunset and lasted until about an hour after sunset, 
or when it was virtually dark. Birds were found to move into this area from as 
far as twenty-seven miles upstream and ten miles downstream. The maximum 
size of the raft was found to be somewhat over six hundred birds. 
Carter (1958) noted that spring migrant goldeneye flocks were usually 
found in fairly large flocks that remained rafted on deeper waters, while the 
resident birds occurred in pairs or small groups well apart from these flocks 
until later in the day, when they foraged on the outskirts of the transient flocks. 
He found little foraging to occur during the earliest hours of daylight, and 
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after the midday foraging period the paired birds once again separated from 
the others shortly before dusk. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Breckenridge (1953) found that the average flock 
size of the wintering goldeneyes he studied on the Mississippi River dropped 
from 32 to 2.7 birds between December and the end of March, apparently re-
flecting the gradual pairing of birds. However, active courtship was seen 
throughout the entire period, without any definite peak. Probably some display 
continues among paired birds, since Carter (1958) mentions seeing "court-
ship" among both paired and unpaired groups. Evidently there is a tendency 
for the older and the paired birds to migrate northward more rapidly than the 
younger ones or the unpaired adults. Carter reported this to be the case in 
New Brunswick, and observations in central Washington (Johnsgard and 
Buss, 1956) support this. A locational segregation of paired and unpaired 
birds was also supported by the latter study. 
Pair-forming Behavior: The social displays of male common goldeneyes 
are probably more diverse and complex than those of any other North Ameri-
can waterfowl, and cannot be adequately summarized here. Several studies 
(e.g., Myres, 1959a; Dane and Van der Kloot, 1964) have dealt with these 
complexities in considerable detail. 
As mentioned earlier, social display lasts over a period of several months, 
from early winter through spring with a probable peak in March. Carter 
(1958) reported that by the time the goldeneyes arrive in New Brunswick in 
late March, nearly 80 percent of the adult birds are already paired. A later 
arrival of immature birds causes a reduction in this percentage. 
Social display usually involves a small group of birds; Nilsson (1969) 
reported a typical group as consisting of two females and three to five males, 
and a maximum of five females and twenty males. Aggressive situations stimu-
late display, and probably most of the male display postures and calls are prod-
ucts of ritualized aggression. These include a simple head-throw, a fast and 
slow form of head-throw-kick, a "bowsprit" and "masthead" posture, and a 
number of other less complex movements. Most of these are performed in a 
stereotyped manner having remarkable time-constancy characteristics (Dane 
and Van der Kloot, 1964; Dane et al. 1959). Primary female postures and 
calls involve a highly ritualized inciting movement (also called "head-forward" 
and "jiving") and a distinctive neck-dipping movement that seemingly is a 
strong sexual stimulus to males. A weak screeching note accompanies this 
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movement, whereas inciting is performed silently. The female will often follow 
a favored male while performing inciting movements, to which the male usu-
ally responds with lateral head-turning, while swimming ahead of her (Johns-
gard, 1965). 
Copulatory Behavior: Behavior patterns associated with copulation are 
nearly as complex as those associated with social courtship. The female typi-
cally assumes a prone position, often after mutual drinking movements by the 
pair, and remains in it for a prolonged period as the male performs his pre-
copulatory displays. These include a large number of seemingly unritualized 
comfort movements. The most common of these is display-drinking (Nilsson, 
1969; Lind, 1959), with a stretching of the wing and leg of secondary fre-
quency, and a number of other movements such as bathing, dipping and shak-
ing the bill in the water ("water-twitching"), and rolling the cheeks on the 
shoulders. Just prior to mounting, the male performs a vigorous series of 
water-twitching ("jabbing") movements, preens suddenly and momentarily, 
and immediately approaches the female in a "steaming" fashion. During tread-
ing the male normally shakes his wings one or more times, and before releasing 
the female he pulls her around in a partial or complete circle ("rotations"). 
He then swims directly away, with his head feathers fluffed, performing lateral 
head-turning movements while uttering low grunting sounds (Johnsgard, 
1965) . 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: In New Brunswick, Carter (1958) 
found that females begin looking for nesting sites about two or three weeks 
after their arrival, and the first eggs are laid about a week after that. If pre-
viously used nest sites are still available from past years, these are often used, 
sometimes up to five years in succession, but this is not invariable (Siren, 
1957a). No down is deposited prior to the first egg, but by the time the clutch 
is complete the eggs are usually well surrounded by down. More is added dur-
ing the first week or two of incubation (Carter, 1958). 
Normally on the morning following hatching, the female calls the young 
from the nest, and they typically jump out of the cavity in rapid succession. 
The complete evacuation of the nest by the brood may occur very rapidly; in 
five cases the range was 40 to 150 seconds. After all the young have left the 
nest, the family usually rests a few minutes, then begins to move toward water 
(Bauer and Glutz, 1969). At times, the newly hatched young must walk a 
mile or more before reaching water (Carter, 1958). Swimming females have 
been seen letting the young climb up on their backs to rest, but the carrying 
of young on the back while in flight is still unproven and controversial. 
Studies in Finland indicate that, after hatching, the adult female usually 
takes her young to small forested pools, often abandoning one or more of her 
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ducklings in such pools and moving to another, so that by the time the young 
are' fledged she may be caring for only a single offspring (Siren, 1957b). 
Carter (1958) reported seeing untended young quite often, such birds con-
stituting about 14 percent of the total ducklings seen. He also noted that fe-
males seem to abandon their entire brood at a much earlier age than do most 
species of duck. 
Postbreeding Behavior: In New Brunswick, males remain in the general 
breeding area for a time after abandoning their mates and congregate in small 
groups. Most of them evidently do move to river mouths and coastal inlets 
before becoming flightless. Females are by then abandoning their broods and 
begin to molt about the time the young are nearly fledged. Females evidently 
remain in the general area of breeding to complete their molt. There is a grad-
ual movement of juveniles toward the coast as they fledge, and there they 
gather with older birds in small groups on deep water, foraging in shallower 
waters during early morning and evening hours (Carter, 1958). 
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HOODED MERGANSER 
Mergus cucullatus (Linnaeus) 1758 
(Lophodytes cucullatus of A.O.U., 1957) 
Other Vernacular Names: Fish Duck, Hairyhead, Sawbill. 
Range: Breeds from southeastern Alaska and adjacent Canada eastward 
through the southern and middle wooded portions of the border provinces 
to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia; southward to Oregon and Idaho, in a 
southeasterly direction across the wooded parts of the northern Great Plains 
to the Mississippi Valley, and from there to the Atlantic coast and sporadi-
cally as far south as the Gulf coast states. Winters along the Pacific coast 
from southern British Columbia south to Mexico, along the Gulf coast, 
along the Atlantic coast north to the New England states, and to some 
extent in the interior, especially on the Great Lakes. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
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Measurements (after Delacour, 1959) : 
Folded wing: Males 195-201, females 184-198 mm. 
Culmen: Males 38-41, females 35-39 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that twenty-four males averaged 
1.5 pounds (679 grams), and twenty females averaged 1.2 pounds (543 
grams), with maximum weights of 2.0 pounds (907 grams) and 1.5 pounds 
(679 grams), respectively. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Rand: Apart from the very rare smew, this is the only species with 
a merganserlike bill (narrow, serrated, with a large, curved nail), a culmen 
length less than 45 mm., and a folded wing measurement less than 205 mm. 
Additionally, the rounded crest, yellowish legs, and ornamental black or 
brownish tertials with narrow white or ashy stripes are all distinctive. 
In the Field: On the water, both sexes appear as small ducks with long, 
thin bills and fanlike crests that are usually only partially opened. Only the 
bufflehead has a comparable white crest, and that species lacks reddish brown 
flanks, has no black margin on the crest, and has a much shorter bill. Immature 
males or females appear as slim grayish brown birds with a brownish head and 
a cinnamon-tinted crest. In flight, hooded mergansers lower the crest and hold 
the head at the same level as the body, making a streamlined profile, and ex-
hibit their distinctive black and white upper wing pattern, while their under-
wing coloration is mostly silvery gray and whitish. Females are not highly 
vocal, but during courtship activities the distinctive male call, a rolling, frog-
like crrrooooo, may be heard for some distance. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: The presence of mostly pale gray middle and lesser 
coverts indicates an adult male, but either sex can have brownish black or 
brownish gray coverts. Some immature males may be recognized by having 
one or more pale gray feathers among the surrounding dark coverts, but other 
wing criteria are apparently unsuited for sexing young birds (Carney, 1964). 
Until the appearance of white crest markings, which normally occurs before 
the male is a year old, young males cannot be readily distinguished from 
females. 
Age Determination: Males can be readily aged by the fact that first-year 
males lack pale gray middle and lesser upper wing coverts, or at most may 
have only a few feathers of such coloration. Females in their first year can be 
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distinguished from older birds by their duller, browner overall coloration and 
their undeveloped crests (Bent, 1925). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: This strictly North American species 
has a breeding range somewhat similar to that of the wood duck, with eastern 
and western segments that are seemingly well isolated from one another. 
In western North America the hooded merganser breeds as far north as 
southeastern Alaska, with young having been seen on the Stikine, Chilkat, and 
Innoko rivers (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). The range continues into 
British Columbia, including the Queen Charlotte Islands, and the mountains 
of western Alberta (Godfrey, 1966). In Washington it breeds at least in the 
northern part of the state (Yocom, 1951), and its western breeding range 
apparently extends to southwestern Oregon (A.O.V., 1957). Only one nesting 
record exists for California (Audubon Field Notes, 18 :483). Along the Rocky 
Mountains the hooded merganser extends southward through Idaho (ibid., 
23:680) and western Montana (ibid., 20:586; 21:588). It once also bred in 
Wyoming and Colorado (Phillips, 1926), and a single recent nesting record 
for Colorado is known (American Birds, 25: 883). 
It is rather uncertain whether any breeding occurs in Saskatchewan, but 
breeding birds have been found in the southern and middle wooded portions 
of Manitoba, as well as eastward through the comparable portions of Ontario, 
Quebec, and New Brunswick. Rare breeding in Nova Scotia evidently marks 
the eastern limits of the Canadian range (Godfrey, 1966). South of Canada, 
recent breeding has been reported for North Dakota (American Birds, 
25:869), Minnesota (Lee et al., 1964a), Wisconsin (Jahn and Hunt, 1964), 
Michigan (Zimmerman and Van Tyne, 1959), Indiana (Mumford, 1952), 
New York (Foley, 1960; Audubon Field Notes, 15:465; 24:680), Vermont 
(Audubon Field Notes, 11:391; 21:551), New Hampshire (ibid., 11:391), 
and Maine (Spencer, 1963). Breeding also occurs along much of the length 
of the Mississippi and its larger tributaries as far south in Louisiana as Mc-
Intosh (Audubon Field Notes, 10:389). Local or sporadic breeding also 
extends south along the Atlantic coastal states some distance, including Massa-
chusetts (ibid., 9:365, 367), New Jersey (ibid., 3:239; 16:462,464), Mary-
land (ibid., 15:456; 20:557), South Carolina (ibid., 21:556), Georgia 
(ibid., 21 :556), and Florida (Sprunt, 1954). 
The preferred breeding habitat of the hooded merganser consists of 
wooded, clear-water streams and, to a lesser degree, the wooded shorelines of 
lakes. The combination of food in the form of small fish and invertebrates in 
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water sufficiently clear for foraging and suitable nest sites in the form of tree 
cavities is probably a major factor influencing its breeding distribution. Like 
the wood duck, it seems rather sensitive to cold, and its breeding range is con-
siderably more southerly than are those of the two other mergansers. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: The western segment of the hooded 
merganser population primarily winters along the Pacific coast, from as far 
north as southern British Columbia (Godfrey, 1966) to southern California 
and occasionally reaching Baja California (Leopold, 1959). Small numbers 
are sometimes found on the southern Great Lakes during winter, but most of 
the eastern wintering population may be found from Massachusetts southward 
along the Atlantic coast to northern Florida, and along the Gulf coast, with 
occasional birds reaching Tamaulipas and Veracruz (Leopold, 1959). 
In the Chesapeake Bay region, only small numbers regularly winter, and 
these are mostly in the fresh and brackish estuarine bay marshes, with .some 
usage of river bottomlands and fresh estuarine bays or interior impoundments. 
Salt estuarines and open ocean are evidently avoided (Stewart, 1962). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Females are evidently sexually mature after their third 
spring of life, or when two years old (Morse et al., 1969). 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed yearly, with an associated 
period of social display (Johnsgard, 1961a). Pair bonds are broken when the 
female begins incubation (Morse et al., 1969). 
Nest Location: McGilvrey (1966) reported that six of eight nesting 
boxes used by hooded mergansers were in open impoundments rather than in 
impoundments with dead timber present. Morse et al. (1969) found that 
boxes closely adjacent to water were much more heavily used than those some 
distance from it. 
Minimum and optimum size criteria for natural cavities have not yet 
been reported, but probably would tend to be smaller than those used by wood 
ducks. If the same habitat characteristics apply to nesting as to brooding, then 
the findings of Kitchen and Hunt (1969) may be of importance. They found 
greatest brood usage on rivers with high food resources, rivers with relatively 
fast currents, wide rather than narrow rivers, and those with moderately deep 
channels. Of 65 brood observations cited in the literature, 46 (71 percent) 
were on rivers or river-related habitats, 12 were on beaver ponds, and the re-
mainder were in standing-water habitats. 
Clutch Size: Morse et al. (1969) reported an average clutch size of 10.2 
eggs for fifty-five nests, with a range of 6 to 15. Clutch sizes tended to decrease 
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with the season and were smaller (average 9.4) for eight initial breeders than 
for ten older breeders (average 10.8). The egg-laying rate averaged one per 
48 hours. 
Incubation Period: The mean incubation period was 32.6 days for natu-
rally incubated nests, with an observed range of 29 to 37 days (Morse et al., 
1969) . 
Fledging Period: Estimated by McGilvrey (1966) to be 71 days. 
Nest and Egg Losses: Morse et al. (1969) found that eggs laid in forty-
four of fifty-five nests were successfully hatched, a nesting success of 80 per-
cent. In these successful nests, 92.2 percent of the eggs hatched, and the 
average brood size at the time of hatching was 9.6 ducklings. McGilvrey 
(1966) reported that a raccoon destroyed one of eight clutches under observa-
tion by him. Dump-nesting caused some losses in the study of Morse et al.; in 
1968 there were six dump nests among a total of twenty-four clutches, three of 
which were unsuccessful. 
Juvenile Mortality: Duckling losses sometimes appear to be quite high in 
this species (McGilvrey, 1966), although the sources of such mortality can 
only be guessed at. Postfledging mortality rates of juveniles are still unreported. 
Adult Mortality: No detailed estimates, but Morse et al. (1969) noted 
that eleven of eighteen adult females banded in 1966 and 1967 returned to 
nest the following year, representing a minimum annual survival rate of about 
60 percent. Of the eleven returning females, 64 percent used the same box the 
following year, and all nested within three miles of their previous site. Thus, 
like other hole-nesting species that have been studied, there is considerable 
nest site fidelity, and the numbers of returning females should provide a rea-
sonable basis for estimating adult mortality rates. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: Surprisingly little is known of the foods of this spe-
cies. Bent (1923) indicated that insects make up a large part of the food, to-
gether with small fish, frogs, tadpoles, snails, other mollusks, crayfish, and 
other small crustaceans. It forages on both muddy and stony bottoms and 
consumes a rather small amount of plant materials. Stewart (1962) reported 
that all of the ten hooded mergansers obtained in the Chesapeake Bay area 
had been feeding on various fish. Crustaceans (mud crabs and crayfish) and 
insects (caddis fly larvae and dragonfly naiads) were also found in some of 
these birds. 
Relatively clear waters with sandy or cobble bottoms are preferred over 
mud-bottom habitats for foraging. Kitchen and Hunt (1969) found a prefer-
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ence among females and broods for foraging in fairly fast-moving waters, in 
waters having an average depth of only 20 inches, and for using cobble-bottom 
stream areas rather than mucky areas in most cases. Such areas tended to be 
rich in fish, crustaceans, and aquatic insects, although the specific foods taken 
were not determined. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Except where nesting boxes are estab-
lished, the relative rarity of suitable nesting cavities possibly places a limit on 
maximum breeding densities in an area. However, Kitchen and Hunt found no 
lack of suitable cavities in their study. Instead they correlated breeding density 
(broods observed) with river characteristics related to food availability. The 
highest brood use figure they obtained was 2.14 broods per mile of river. Addi-
tionally, heavily wooded rivers were favored over brush-lined rivers, and 
marshy rivers had the lowest brood densities. 
Interspecific Relationships: The relationships of nesting hooded mer-
gansers and wood ducks in their overlapping areas of breeding have not yet 
been analyzed, but would be of considerable interest. The fact that hooded 
mergansers prefer habitats with rapidly flowing water over standing-water 
ones, while wood ducks prefer slow-moving rivers and ponds, would tend to 
reduce competition for nest sites. Additionally, different food sources would 
certainly influence the local distribution of pairs and families. Phillips (1926) 
mentioned one case of wood duck and hooded merganser eggs being found in 
the same nest, and noted that in Maine both common goldeneye and barred 
owl eggs have been found with those of hooded mergansers. 
Phillips indicated that the hooded merganser rarely mixes with the larger 
species of merganser and forages in different habitats from them. Also, it is 
less dependent than the other two mergansers on fish, relying to a greater extent 
on insects and crustaceans. It sometimes forages in the company of buffleheads, 
and no doubt the two species feed to some extent on the same kinds of inver-
tebrates. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Hooded mergansers are day-
light foragers; indeed they probably require both good light and clear water to 
catch such active prey as fish. How much time per day is spent in foraging has 
not yet been reported, but incubating females normally leave their nests three 
times a day for this purpose (Morse et al., 1969), in early morning, midday, 
and late afternoon. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Large flocks are not typical of this species; most 
writers (such as those cited by Bent, 1923) report that from five to fifteen 
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birds typically constitute a flock. Flocks as large as a hundred birds have been 
seen (Harper, in Phillips, 1926), but are most unusual. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Pair-forming displays by wild birds have been 
reported by so few observers that it is difficult to judge when most pair forma-
tion does occur. Harper (in Phillips, 1926) observed active display in early 
February among wild birds, and I have seen it among captive individuals 
(Johnsgard, 1961a) throughout the winter and spring months. Harper noted 
that courting flocks contained from three to ten birds, including one to three 
females. 
Male displays of the hooded merganser are in large measure related to 
the ornamental crest. Crest-raising, either independently or in conjunction with 
other displays, is very frequent. The head and erect crest are often shaken 
laterally, as the bird rises slightly in the water; such shaking often precedes a 
head-throwing movement that includes a rolling froglike note. A silent, ellipti-
cal neck-stretching, or "pumping," movement is also frequent and is seemingly 
hostile in function. A turning of the depressed crest toward a female, diagonal 
tail-cocking, body-shaking ("upward-stretch"), and wing-flapping are all rela-
tively frequent during pair-formation activities and all appear to represent dis-
plays (J ohnsgard, 1961 a). The female's movements include a pumping 
movement, similar to the male's and often performed simultaneously with the 
male's display, and a variation of inciting ("bobbing") that is apparently rather 
rare in this species. As in other ducks, the usual response of the male to inciting 
is to swim ahead of the female and turn the back of his head toward her. 
Copulatory Behavior: As with the goldeneyes and the other mergansers, 
the female hooded merganser assumes an outstretched prone posture on the 
water well in advance of mounting and often after the pair has performed 
ritualized drinking movements. At this time the male begins to perform almost 
continuous and rather jerky back-and-forth head movements with lowered 
crest and intersperses these with drinking movements and body shakes. Sud-
denly he begins a number of vigorous head-shakes with his bill in the water, 
stops, and performs a body-shake or a few wing-flaps, preens once in the region 
of his back, and starts toward the female. He approaches her in a somewhat 
zigzag fashion, presenting first one side, then the other, of his raised or nearly 
raised crest toward her. He then mounts the female, and during treading flicks 
his folded wings. Before releasing the female's nape he pulls her around in a 
partial rotary movement. After treading, he swims rapidly away with an erect 
crest, terminating this swim either with a quick dive or with bathing (J ohns-
gard, 19 61 a) . 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: After locating suitable nest sites, females 
begin to deposit their eggs at the rate of one every other day. Unlike many 
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ducks, this species evidently does not normally deposit down in the nest until 
the initiation of incubation. Males desert their mates at about this time, and 
after incubation is under way the female usually leaves her nest only three 
times a day, in early morning, midday, and late afternoon. Several writers have 
commented on the secretive manner of the hen when returning to her nest. 
After a surprisingly long incubation period of nearly 32 days, the ducklings 
hatch. They usually remain in the nest a full day, leaving the cavity early the 
following morning (Morse et ai., 1969). The female may keep her brood near 
the hatching area or move them into other water areas, but evidently seeks out 
waters less than 20 inches deep that are quite close to timber (McGilvrey, 
1966). At what age the female usually abandons her brood to begin her post-
nuptial molt apparently has not been determined. 
Postbreeding Behavior: The males probably begin to molt fairly soon 
after deserting their mates, but few observations on the behavior and move-
ments of males in the postnesting season are available. They evidently become 
quite secretive and probably move into heavily timbered streams to complete 
their flightless period. Phillips (1926) noted that adult males are extremely 
rare along the Massachusetts coast during fall, leading him to believe that they 
perhaps migrate by a different route than do females and immatures. 
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SMEW 
Mergus a/bel/us (Linnaeus) 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: None in North America. 
Range: Breeds in northern Europe and Asia from Scandinavia to Kamchatka 
and Anadyr. Winters in southern Europe and Asia south to the Indian 
Ocean; accidental in North America. 
Subspecies: None recognized. 
Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 192-205, females 178-186 mm. 
Culmen: Males 28-30, females 25-28 mm. 
Weights: Weights of smews presented by Dementiev and Gladkov (1967) in-
dicate that during fall adult males range from 550 to 935 grams, and in 
November average 814 grams. Adult females weighed during the same pe-
riod ranged from 515 to 650 grams, and averaged 572 grams in November. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: This rare Eurasian merganser is best identified in the hand, 
where it can be recognized as a merganser by its narrow, tapering bill with 
serrated edges and a prominent nail. It is the only merganser with a short bill 
(culmen length 25-30 mm.), white upper wing coverts, and grayish legs. 
In the Field: The predominantly white male is not much larger than a 
bufflehead, but the smew's head is mostly white, rather than blackish, and has 
a narrow black stripe behind the eyes instead of a large white patch behind 
the eyes. Otherwise, the body patterns of the two species are quite similar, but 
the bufflehead lacks the two black stripes extending from the foreback down the 
sides of the breast. Females cannot safely be identified by persons lacking ex-
perience with the species, but apart from the merganserlike bill, they have a 
sharply bicolored head, with a chocolate brown cap extending through the 
eyes, and with white cheeks, throat, and foreneck. The rest of the body is a 
rather uniform gray. In flight, both sexes exhibit a great deal of white on the 
inner half of the upper wing surface, with two black stripes toward the rear of 
the wing. Like other mergansers, they fly with the neck and head held at the 
same level as the body. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: In males, the white upper wing surface extends me-
dially to include the scapulars, and the tertials are silvery gray. In females the 
tertials are brownish, and the scapulars are mostly light gray. The sexes are 
very similar when the male is in eclipse plumage, at which time the male's 
darker mantle color may serve to separate the sexes. First-year males closely 
resemble adult females, but are cinnamon brown rather than blackish brown 
in the facial region, or at most have only a few scattered blackish brown 
feathers, and the scapulars have clear gray brown centers (Bauer and Glutz, 
1969) . 
Age Determination: The notched tail feathers will serve to identify juve-
niles for much of their first fall of life, as will the brownish edges of the central 
wing coverts. Year-old males can be distinguished from adult males and fe-
males as noted above. 
OCCURRENCE IN NORTH AMERICA 
Early records of the smew in North America are very few and have been 
summarized by Bent (1923). In the last decade, however, several sightings 
have been made and seem to justify including the species on the list of North 
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American waterfowl. These include a female or immature male seen on the 
Niagara River, southern Ontario, in 1960 (Godfrey, 1966) and a male ob-
served at Montreal, Quebec, in 1967 (Audubon Field Notes, 21 :400). Sev-
eral records have been obtained for Alaska, one being of a female collected at 
Adak Island in 1970 (ibid., 24:528). In 1971 another female was observed 
at Adak in June (American Birds, 25: 894), and a smew was seen on Am-
chitka during the same year. Two male smews were observed on Attu in June 
1972 (ibid, 26:795). An adult male was also repeatedly sighted at Vancouver, 
British Columbia, during November 1970 (Syesis, 5:147). Considering that 
there have been at least ten Alaskan records since 1960, the smew is probably 
a rare but regular visitor to the central and western Aleutian Islands, mainly 
during the fall months (American Birds, 27: 103). It also is apparently a very 
rare visitor to British Columbia and Ontario (ibid., 28:633, 680). 
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RED-BREASTED MERGANSER 
Mergus serrator Linnaeus 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: Fish Duck, Saw-bill. 
Range: Breeds in Greenland, Iceland, the British Isles, northern Europe and 
Asia from Scandinavia to Kamchatka, the Aleutian Islands, and from 
Alaska eastward across nearly all of arctic Canada except the northern part 
of Keewatin District and the arctic islands, south to northern British Colum-
bia and Alberta, central Saskatchewan and Manitoba, southern Ontario, 
the Great Lakes states, northern New York, New England, and the eastern 
provinces of Canada to Newfoundland. Winters mostly on salt water, in 
North America from southeastern Alaska south to Baja California, the Gulf 
coast, the Atlantic coast from Florida to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and in-
land in smaller numbers as far north as the Great Lakes. 
North American subspecies: 
M. s. serrator L.: Common Red-breasted Merganser. Breeds as indicated 
above, except in Greenland. 
M. s. schi¢leri Salomonsen: Greenland Red-breasted Merganser. Resident 
in Greenland. 
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Measurements (after Delacour, 1959): 
Folded wing: Males 224-260, females 217-230 mm. 
Culmen: Males 53-62, females 48-55 mm. 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that eighteen males averaged 
2.5 pounds (1,133 grams) and seventeen females averaged 2.0 pounds 
(907 grams), with maximums of 2.9 pounds (1,314 grams) and 2.8 pounds 
(1,268 grams), respectively. Schi¢ler (1926) reported that ten wintering 
adult males averaged 1,209.5 grams (2.67 pounds) and ten adult females 
averaged 959.5 grams (2.12 pounds). 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: The long, narrow, serrated bill with a hooked tip will dis-
tinguish this species from all other mergansers except the common merganser. 
In the red-breasted merganser the bill is distinctive in that (1) the nostrils are 
located in the basal third of the bill, (2) the feathering on the side of the upper 
mandible reaches considerably farther forward than that on the lower man-
dible, (3) the upper mandible is relatively longer and lower at the base than 
in other mergansers, at least six or more times as long as it is high at the base 
when measured from the cutting edge to the highest unfeathered point, and 
(4) the bill has a smaller, narrower nail at the tip. Both sexes are smaller than 
the common merganser, with adult males and females having maximum 
folded wing lengths of 260 and 230 mm., respectively. 
In the Field: When in nuptial plumage, the male red-breasted merganser 
may be recognized by its green head, which extends backward into a shaggy 
double crest and is separated in front from a brownish breast by a white fore-
neck. The sides and flanks appear to be a light gray, bordered anteriorly with 
a black patch having regular white spots. The female is not nearly so "two-
toned" as the female common merganser; her grayish body merges gradually 
with the brownish head, and neither the paler throat nor the lores are in strong 
contrast to the rest of the head. The female calls of the two species are very 
similar, but the courtship notes of the male red-breasted merganser are a some-
what catlike yeow-yeow, uttered during bizarre posturing. In flight, both sexes 
resemble the common merganser, but males exhibit a brownish breast band, 
while females appear to have a darker brown, less reddish head and neck color, 
which gradually merges with the grayish breast. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: In adults, white middle and lesser coverts, and ter-
tials that are either black or white margined with black indicate a male. First-
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year males begin to acquire malelike features about December, when black 
feathers appear on the head, mantle, and scapulars, while the white scapular 
feathers do not appear until the end of March. 
Age Determination: First-year males are readily aged by their mostly 
grayish black tertials, which are narrow and have wispy tips, and the absence 
of pure white on the middle and lesser coverts. Adult females may be distin-
guished from first-year birds by tertials and greater tertial coverts that are 
smoothly rounded rather than narrow with wispy tips (Carney, 1964). 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding dis-
tribution of this species is the most northerly and most extensive of any of the 
merganser species. It breeds in the Aleutian Islands from Attu to the Alaska 
Peninsula, as well as on Kodiak Island (Murie, 1959) and probably also on 
st. Lawrence Island (Fay, 1961). On the mainland of Alaska it has a wide 
occurrence throughout most of the state, although it is less frequent and per-
haps is only an occasional breeder from Kotzebue Sound north and east along 
the Arctic coast (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada it breeds from the Arctic coast of the Yukon and Mackenzie 
District eastward across southern Keewatin District and southward to northern 
British Columbia, northern Alberta, central Saskatchewan, and virtually all 
of the more easterly provinces. It also breeds on southern Baffin Island (God-
frey, 1966), as well as along the coast of Greenland. 
South of Canada, it breeds locally in northern Minnesota (Lee et al., 
1964a), uncommonly in northern Wisconsin (J ahn and Hunt, 1964), in 
northern Michigan (Zimmerman and Van Tyne, 1959), and locally in the 
northeastern states to Maine (Palmer, 1949). There have been a few isolated 
records of breeding farther south, such as in Pennsylvania (Audubon Field 
Notes, 22:584), North Carolina (ibid., 10:377), and South Carolina (ibid., 
21:556). 
The favored breeding habitat would seem to be inland freshwater lakes 
and streams that are not far removed from the coast. Deep, rock-lined lakes 
are seemingly favored over tundra ponds (Snyder, 1957), but the ground-
nesting adaptations of this species allow it to nest in nonforested situations well 
away from a source of hollow trees. In northern Europe this species nests pri-
marily in lakes and rivers having barren shores and clear waters, either among 
forests or in tundra zones. Areas having many available cavities, such as 
boulder-strewn areas, are rich in potential nest sites and thus tend to be favored 
(Hilden, 1964). 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
red-breasted merganser in North America. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: In Alaska, red-breasted mergansers 
occur widely in the Aleutian Islands (Murie, 1959), and along the southern 
and southeastern coasts of Alaska they are also fairly common (Gabrielson 
and Lincoln, 1959). In Canada they winter along the entire coast of British 
Columbia, occur in small numbers on the Great Lakes, and extend from the 
St. Lawrence Valley to Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces (Godfrey, 
1966) . 
South of Canada, red-breasted mergansers winter along the Pacific coast 
from Puget Sound southward through Oregon and California to Mexico, where 
it is the commonest of the wintering mergansers (Leopold, 1959). Leopold 
reported seeing it along the Pacific coast and in the central highlands of north-
ern Mexico, but not along the Caribbean coastline. 
Along the Atlantic coastline, red-breasted mergansers are prevalent dur-
ing winter from Maine southward at least as far as Georgia (Burleigh, 1958). 
They occur uncommonly from the Gulf coast of Florida (Chamberlain, 1960) 
westward through Louisiana and coastal Texas. In the Chesapeake Bay area 
they are frequent during the winter months, although larger numbers pass 
through on migration (Stewart, 1962). 
Stewart reported that, in contrast to the freshwater tendencies of the 
common merganser, this species is characteristic of saline tidewaters, occur-
ring all the way from open ocean through salt and brackish estuarine bays to 
fresh or slightly brackish waters, of which it makes only small usage. In marine 
habitats it tends to avoid deep or rough waters, preferring sheltered and rela-
tively quiet areas where small fish are abundant and can be caught in shallow 
waters (Hilden, 1964). 
GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Sexual maturity probably occurs in two years, judging 
from plumage sequences (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). Some sexual dis-
play has been observed in first-year males. 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are renewed yearly, following a prolonged 
period of social display that begins on wintering areas. Pair bonds are rela-
tively loose, and many instances of apparent polyandry and polygyny have 
been noted (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Nest Location: Unlike the two other North American mergansers, this 
species regularly nests away from trees. In Iceland, where trees of substantial 
size are lacking, red-breasted mergansers nest commonly. Bengtson (1970) 
noted that 63 percent of the 332 nests he found there were in holes or cavities, 
while 60 nests were under high shrubs, 49 under low shrubs, and 14 under 
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sedge or tall forb cover. Bengtson reported a distinct island-nesting tendency 
for this species and a fairly close proximity of the nests to water (modal dis-
tances 10 to 30 meters). Hilden's (1964) study in the Valassaaret Islands 
included 238 nests of this species. He found the nests usually under boulders 
(39 percent), under dense juniper bushes (26 percent), or under Hippophae 
thickets (15 percent). Unlike the common merganser, nesting occurs on both 
small islets and larger central islands, but the favored nesting substrate is asso-
ciated with boulders. Islets with herbaceous vegetation are favored over those 
with grassy or wooded vegetation, apparently because of the presence of nest-
ing lesser black-backed gulls (Larus fuscus). Curth (1954) reported that 
natural nesting cavities of this merganser average 27 centimeters wide and 7.8 
centimeters deep. On the basis of studies of the use of nesting boxes, the pre-
ferred box dimensions are 17 to 23 centimeters high, 28 to 43 centimeters 
wide, and 42 to 50 centimeters long. The entrance hole should be 9 to 12.5 
by 11.5 to 12.5 centimeters (Grenquist, 1958). 
Clutch Size: Hilden (1964) reported that 144 clutches averaged 9.23 
eggs, with a range of 6 to 17 and a mode of 9. Bengtson (1971) found an 
average clutch of 9.5 eggs for 158 first clutches in Iceland. Curth (1954) 
reported average clutch sizes for two different years of 9.8 and 9.9 eggs, exclud-
ing some abnormally large clutches that evidently resulted from dump-nesting. 
A sample of 27 renest clutches in Iceland averaged 6.2 eggs (Bengtson, 1972). 
Incubation Period: Curth (1954) reported a mean incubation period of 
31.8 days and an observed range of 29 to 35 days for wild birds. Slightly 
shorter periods have been estimated for artificially incubated eggs. 
Fledging Period: Apparently quite variable, but one estimate is of 59 
days (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Nest and Egg Losses: Hilden (1964) reported that among 67 clutches 
studied in a two-year period, 88 percent hatched, with six nests being taken by 
predators, one deserted, and one joint clutch with white-winged scoter eggs 
remaining unhatched. Although egg predators take many eggs during the egg-
laying period, predation losses are evidently low once incubation begins. 
Curth (1954) reported much higher losses to predators, with as many as 30 
percent of the nests being lost to common gulls (Larus canus). Ardamazkaja 
(cited in Bauer and Glutz, 1969) found that 91 percent of 790 nests near the 
Black Sea hatched during the years 1956 to 1961, with yearly variations of 
57.2 to 95.8 percent. Hilden (1964) rather surprisingly found that in spite of 
their cavity-nesting or otherwise hiding their nests well, both red-breasted and 
common mergansers suffered as high or higher losses of eggs to predators 
(mostly crows) than did surface-nesting ducks. 
Juvenile Mortality: Because of the prevalence of brood mergers in this 
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species, average brood size counts are of little or no value in estimating pre-
fledging losses. Hilden (1964) summarized past records of combined broods, 
which sometimes number from 30 to more than 60 ducklings in exceptional 
cases. Hilden's counts of total numbers of young in his study area over a three-
year period indicated annual prefledging losses of 78, 84, and 92 percent. 
This seemingly high rate of juvenile mortality agreed well with an estimate of 
86 percent for an earlier study. Hilden correlated yearly brood success with 
weather and judged that bad weather was an important factor in brood sur-
vival. Further, broods in sheltered bays survived severe weather better than 
those on the outer archipelago. The relatively great agility of the young seem-
ingly reduced losses to predatory gulls, although the great black-backed gull 
(Larus marinus) was nevertheless considered to be a dangerous enemy. 
Adult Mortality: Estimates of annual adult mortality rates are apparently 
unavailable for this species. Individuals known to have survived at least ten 
years have been reported (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Food and Foraging: Foods of the red-breasted merganser in North Amer-
ica have not yet received as much attention as might be desired. Cottam and 
Uhler (1936) examined 130 stomachs from a variety of locatio~s. They 
reported the following relative abundance of foods: minnows, killifish, and 
sticklebacks, 34 percent; commercial and game fish, 14 percent; carp and 
suckers, 3 percent; unidentified fish, 25 percent; and crustaceans or miscel-
laneous, 23 percent. Munro and Clemens (1939) analyzed the foods of this 
species in British Columbia, where it is often considered a threat to salmon. 
On the basis of 77 specimens taken between November and January, it was 
found that the bird consumed primarily opaque salmon eggs, which are con-
sidered largely a waste product. Of 19 specimens taken from freshwater lakes 
and streams, sculpins (Cottus) were found in the largest number of stomachs 
( 15), while salmonoid fry or fingerlings were present in only 3 specimens. 
Some sculpin eggs, insects, and annelid remains were also present. Among 15 
specimens from salt water or estuaries, herring occurred with the greatest 
frequency (7 stomachs), sticklebacks were found in 3, sculpins in 2, while 
blennies and rock fish were present in 1 each. Crustacean remains were present 
in 5 specimens. Munro and Clemens believed that herring constitute the pri-
mary prey of red-breasted mergansers in salt water. 
Munro and Clemens noted that while feeding on the coast, red-breasted 
mergansers often swim close to shore in single. file, with their heads partly 
submerged. They are sometimes "parasitized" by gulls, which often try to 
steal fish that the mergansers bring to the surface. An example of cooperative 
foraging described by Des Lauriers and Brattstrom (1965) involved seven 
birds swimming with their heads partly submerged in water less than 24 inches 
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deep. They moved in a loose line, and when one began to chase a fish the others 
joined in to form a semicircle around it until it was finally caught. Similar 
behavior has been noted in England (Hending et al., 1963) among flocks 
feeding in turbid waters. There, groups of 7 to 24 birds dove in near synchrony, 
with most of the birds submerging within 2 or 3 seconds. The average diving 
duration was 17.4 seconds, the average diving pause 7.3 seconds, and the 
maximum observed diving duration 29 seconds. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Availability of nesting cavities or suit-
ably dense shrub cover probably determines the nesting distribution of this 
~pecies, as well as such factors as nesting gull colonies and island sites. Bengt-
son (1970) reported a higher nesting density for this species on islands than 
on the mainland of Iceland. Excluding cavity nests, he noted a density of 23 
per square kilometer on islands, as compared with 10 per square kilometer on 
the mainland. Since nearly 70 percent of the nests he found were in holes and 
cavities, a considerably higher overall nesting density was evidently present. 
Interspecific Relationships: During winter there is probably little if any 
food competition between this species and the common merganser, since they 
tend to occupy saline and fresh waters, respectively. However, when both 
species are on fresh water, they seem to consume identical foods (Munro and 
Clemens, 1939). 
A review by Mills (1962) suggests that the primary natural enemies of 
the red-breasted merganser are the great and lesser black -backed gulls, which 
consume both its eggs and ducklings. No doubt considerable destruction is 
caused by man, either through the misguided control efforts by fishermen or 
through the more pervasive and dangerous effects of pesticide accumulations 
on the bird's reproductive efficiencies. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Red-breasted mergansers are 
necessarily daytime foragers, depending on their eyesight and underwater 
mobility for capturing prey. Nilsson (1965) reported that the population he 
studied gathered each evening at a communal roosting place on a small islet. 
Courtship activity was common there during evening and early morning hours. 
By an hour after sunrise, they had spread out over the entire area. While 
foraging they were frequently harassed by scavenging gulls, but were ap-
parently always successful in evading them. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: Red-breasted mergansers are relatively gregarious, 
and during migration as well as on wintering grounds they often occur in fairly 
large flocks. This no doubt is related in large part to the local concentrations 
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of fish in suitable foraging areas, and perhaps also to the apparently greater 
efficiency of foraging in groups instead of individually. Munro and Clemens 
(1939) reported seeing flocks of 100 or more birds coming in to coastal 
British Columbia to forage on herring. Mills (1962) described winter flocks 
in Scotland of 30 to 400 birds, the latter groups apparently attracted to herring. 
With spring, these large flocks disperse toward their breeding grounds and no 
doubt gradually break up into pairs. Some summering flocks also occur locally 
in Scotland, which apparently represent molting accumulations. 
Pair-forming Behavior: Social display related to pair-formation begins 
on the wintering areas. Display takes on a highly distinctive form in this 
species, with the males often circling around the females and periodically 
performing a complex and rather bizarre series of movements called the 
"knicks" display. Often, two males perform the display in synchrony or near 
synchrony, further adding to its complexity. From a resting posture, the male 
suddenly extends his neck and head diagonally upward, forming nearly a 
straight line. After a momentary pause, he pulls the head downward toward 
the water, simultaneously gaping, uttering a faint catlike call, and raising the 
folded wings while tilting the tail downward. The head is then retracted toward 
the shoulders, and the tail is more strongly down-tilted. Occasionally a male 
will also suddenly dash over the water in a hunched "sprint" posture, throwing 
up a spray of water to both sides. Apart from the weak call associated with the 
knicks display, the birds are otherwise nearly silent, adding further to the 
almost incredible activities. Females perform an infrequent but vigorous in-
citing movement, simultaneously uttering a harsh double note, but this display 
does not appear to be the primary stimulus for male display. Rather, it seems 
to prevent males from approaching the female too closely. A turning-of-the-
back-of-the-head by males toward females has been reported by one observer 
(Curth, 1954), but in my experience, this does not appear to playa significant 
role in social display (Johnsgard, 1965). 
Copulatory Behavior: Typically, copulation sequences are preceded by 
mutual drinking displays, followed by the assumption of a prone posture by 
the female. The male then performs a rather unpredictable series of drinking, 
preening, wing-flapping, and shaking movements. In my observations, the male 
always attempted to mount the female immediately after performing a rather 
rudimentary version of the knicks display (J ohnsgard, 1965). After copula-
tion, which lasts from 6 to 13 seconds, the male rotates while still grasping the 
female, performs a knicks display, and both birds then begin bathing (Nilsson, 
1965) . 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Females begin to look for nest sites as 
long as two or three weeks before egg-laying begins and are especially active 
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during early morning hours. Brooding females usually leave their nests only 
for short periods of 62 to 125 minutes, and even shorter periods are typical 
during rainy weather. The times of such departures from the nest vary greatly, 
but most often occur during the early morning hours. Apparently the females' 
food requirements are strongly reduced during incubation, and they will also 
drink salt water at such times. The young leave their nest site between 12 and 
24 hours after the hatching of the last duckling. The family may move from 
two to five kilometers during their first few days, with the young sometimes 
riding on the back of the mother (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). Their cold-
hardiness is greater than that of dabbling ducks, pochards, or scoters, and 
similar to that of eiders. Koskimies and Lahti (1964) found that three newly 
hatched red-breasted merganser ducklings retained their thermoregulation for 
at least three hours at a temperature of 0° to 2° Centigrade. However, pro-
longed periods of bad weather may greatly affect brood survival. Hilden 
(1964) noted this, and also reported on brood-merging tendencies in this 
species. He noted broods of as many as a hundred young with a single female. 
In some cases broods were observed to be escorted, at least temporarily, by 
two females. 
Postbreeding Behavior: Males typically desert their mates early in incuba-
tion, and early observations of males apparently associated with broods have 
not been verified by more recent studies. Little information is available on 
postbreeding behavior and movements of red-breasted mergansers. There is 
no strong evidence that any substantial molt migration occurs, but very prob-
ably there is a general movement of males to brackish or saline waters prior to 
undergoing their flightless period. Hilden (1964) reported that, because of 
the species' sociality, small flocks were seen through the breeding season and 
it was difficult to determine the duration of the pair bonds. Drakes began to 
flock when the hens began incubation, and by late June flocks up to 30 were 
seen, including some presumably nonbreeding females. Most of these were 
gone by early July, suggesting a premolt migration by these birds. 
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COMMON MERGANSER (GOOSANDER) 
Mergus merganser Linnaeus 1758 
Other Vernacular Names: American Goosander, Fish Duck, Sawbill. 
Range: Breeds in Iceland, central Europe, Scandinavia, Russia, Siberia to 
Kamchatka and some of the Bering Sea islands, and in North America from 
southern Alaska and the southern Yukon eastward across central Canada 
to James Bay and across the Labrador Peninsula to Newfoundland, south-
ward in the western mountains to California, Arizona, and New Mexico, 
and northeastward to the Great Lakes, New York, and the New England 
states. Winters both on salt and fresh water, from the Aleutian Islands to 
southern California, from Newfoundland to Florida, and in the interior 
wherever large rivers or deep lakes occur. 
North American subspecies: 
M. m. american us Cassin: American Merganser. Breeds in North America 
as indicated above. 
Measurements ( after Godfrey, 1966): 
Folded wing: Males 267.5-281, females 236-274 mm. 
Culmen: Males 54.5-59 mm., females not indicated (Delacour reported 
45-50 mm. for M. m. merganser.) 
Weights: Nelson and Martin (1953) reported that forty-five males averaged 
3.5 pounds (1,588 grams) and twenty-nine females averaged 2.5 pounds 
(1,133 grams), with maximums of 4.1 pounds (1,859 grams) and 3.9 
pounds (1,769 grams), respectively. Erskine (1971) noted that thirteen 
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adult males averaged 1,709 grams (3.77 pounds) in November and thirteen 
adult females averaged 1,220 grams (2.69 pounds) in October. November 
averages for fourteen immatures of the respective sexes were 1,585 and 
1,223 grams. 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Hand: Immediately recognizable as a merganser on the basis of its 
long, cylindrical, serrated bill, only the red-breasted merganser has a culmen 
length as long as this species, from 45 to 60 mm. However, the bill differs in 
that it (1) has the nostril located in the middle third of the bill, (2) has the 
feathering on the side of the lower mandible reaching nearly as far forward 
as that on the side of the upper mandible, (3) has a relatively higher-based 
and shorter upper mandible that is usually no more than five times as long 
as high when measured from the mandible edge to the highest unfeathered 
area, and (4) has a larger, wider nail at its tip. Both sexes are larger than the 
red-breasted merganser, with adult males and females having minimum folded 
wing lengths of 280 and 250 mm., respectively. 
In the Field: When in nuptial plumage, a male common merganser is 
unmistakable, with its dark greenish head with a bushy rather than a shaggy 
crest, its pure white to pinkish breast color, and the absence of gray or black 
on its sides. Females and immature males appear to have generally grayish to 
white bodies, strongly contrasting with their reddish brown heads and necks. 
A clear white throat and a white line between the eye and the base of the bill 
may be seen under favorable conditions. Sometimes the females utter harsh 
karrr notes, and during aquatic courtship the males produce a rather faint 
uig-a sound reminiscent of the twanging of a guitar string. In flight, a common 
merganser appears to be a very large, long-necked streamlined duck. It holds 
its head, neck, and body at the same level; both sexes exhibit a nearly pure 
white breast color and have almost entirely white underparts, including their 
underwing surface. 
AGE AND SEX CRITERIA 
Sex Determination: Adult males have white middle and lesser wing 
coverts and white tertials that are margined with black, rather than dark gray 
in these areas. First-year males reportedly also have the outer secondaries 
white and the inner ones gray (Bent, 1925), although more probably the 
reverse is true, with the outer gray secondaries conforming to the black outer 
secondaries of adult females. Erskine (1971) noted that not only are juvenile 
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males larger than females, but also they have a distinctive pale patch, formed 
by several outer secondary coverts, on the wing. 
Age Determination: Adult males can be distinguished from first-year ones 
by the latter's dark gray middle and lesser coverts and dark gray tertials. Adult 
females have solid gray, wider, and more rounded tertials and tertial coverts, 
while in immature females these feathers are narrower and have faded, wispy 
tips (Carney, 1964). Erskine (1971) reported that at least six females were 
found to breed at two years of age, but none were known to breed their first 
year. Males may, however, become fertile toward the latter part of their first 
year of life, and thus a fully developed penis structure may not indicate a bird 
older than one year. Immature birds have a well-developed bursa, which 
Erskine reported absent in adults. Additional age and sex criteria have been 
reported by Anderson and Timken (1971) who noted that the juvenile 
rectrices are lost by the end of November and that adults and second-year 
birds have red bills and/or feet while first-year birds are yellow to reddish 
orange in these areas. 
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT 
Breeding Distribution and Habitat: The North American breeding dis-
tribution of the common merganser, like that of the red-breasted merganser, is 
transcontinental in character but is essentially confined to forested regions. 
In Alaska, the common merganser breeds chiefly in the southern coastal 
area, occurring west regularly as far as Prince William Sound. Broods have 
also been reported on Kodiak Island. Very few definite indications of breeding 
have been obtained for areas north of the Alaska Peninsula or in the interior, 
with Paxon Lake seemingly representing the northernmost location of known 
breeding (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, breeding extends across the southern Yukon, southwestern 
Mackenzie District, and the wooded portions of British Columbia, the Prairie 
Provinces, and most of those parts of Ontario, Quebec, and Labrador south 
of the tree line, as well as in Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces 
(Godfrey, 1965). 
South of Canada, breeding occurs in Washington (Yocom, 1951), 
Oregon (Gabrielson and Jewett, 1940), and California (Grinnell and Miller, 
1944). There is also an extension of the species' breeding range southward 
along the Rocky Mountains through Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, with 
localized breeding as far south as Colorado (Bailey and Neidrach, 1967). It 
has also bred in Arizona (Audubon Field Notes, 11 :423). East of the Great 
Plains, it also nests regularly in northern Minnesota (Lee et al., 1964a), rarely 
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Breeding (hatched) and wintering (shaded) distributions of the 
common merganser in North America. 
in Wisconsin (J ahn and Hunt, 1964), rather commonly in parts of Michigan 
(Parmelee, 1964; Zimmerman and Van Tyne, 1959), and in northern New 
England to Maine (Palmer, 1949). South of New England and northern New 
York there have been a few isolated breeding records, such as in western 
New York (Audubon Field Notes, 22:605), in Massachusetts (ibid., 7:299; 
8:335; 13:419), Connecticut (ibid., 16:462), and even Virginia (ibid., 
19:531). 
The preferred breeding habitat of this species consists of ponds associated 
with upper portions of rivers in forested regions and of clear freshwater lakes 
with forested shorelines. Clear water is needed for visual foraging by both 
adult and young birds. Hilden (1964) reported that this species is an inland 
rather than marine nester, breeding along extensive waters with barren shores 
and rivers with clear water, almost entirely within the forest zone. It is not 
socially attracted to gulls, and its nesting distribution seems primarily de-
termined by nest site availability and landscape characteristics. Islands are 
favored breeding areas, especially if they are rather barren and boulder-
covered, the boulders providing alternate nest sites if tree cavities are un-
available. 
Wintering Distribution and Habitat: In contrast to the red-breasted 
merganser, this species preferentially seeks out fresh water during winter. It 
is found uncommonly in Alaska as far west as the Aleutians (Murie, 1959), 
and along coastal southeastern Alaska, where it varies from being common to 
plentiful (Gabrielson and Lincoln, 1959). 
In Canada, it winters along coastal British Columbia, with small numbers 
found in the interior of that province and Alberta, on the Great Lakes, in 
southern Quebec, and along Newfoundland and the Maritime Provinces (God-
frey, 1966). 
South of Canada, varying numbers of common mergansers may be found 
in winter on almost any large lake, reservoir, or river that remains partly 
ice-free all winter, southward as far as southern California, Texas, and the 
Carolinas. In the Chesapeake Bay region, they are common but locally dis-
tributed, with most of them occurring on fresh estuarine bays or bay marshes 
and a few ranging into slightly brackish estuarine bays or river marshes 
(Stewart, 1962). Very few common mergansers winter as far south as Mexico, 
and most of the records are from northern parts of that country (Leopold, 
1959) . 
The most characteristic type of winter habitat consists of the mouths and 
the upper estuarine regions of rivers (Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). Like 
red-breasted mergansers, this species needs relatively transparent waters for 
efficient foraging, and it congregates wherever fish are to be found in goodly 
numbers. 
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GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Age at Maturity: Maturity is probably attained the second year of life 
(Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967; Erskine, 1971). 
Pair Bond Pattern: Pair bonds are re-formed each winter, starting about 
November or December. The time of pair bond breakup is difficult to de-
termine, but Hilden (1964) reported seeing pairs as late as early June. He 
did not observe any cases of males remaining with their mates after the young 
had hatched, although some early observations have suggested that this may 
sometimes occur. However, it appears that the male usually leaves the nesting 
area about the time the female begins to incubate (White, 1957). 
Nest Location: Hilden's (1964) summary of the sites of 113 nests is 
probably representative, although trees large enough to support cavity nests 
were generally lacking from his study area. Of the total nests found, 68 percent 
were beneath boulders, 18 percent were in buildings, 13 percent were under 
dense, matlike junipers, and 1 percent were under Hippophae bushes. The 
primary requirement appears to be concealment from above and associated 
darkness in the nest cavity. Common mergansers are apparently not attracted 
to gull colonies for nesting, and on large islands they tend to nest near shore 
on headlands. Islets located where waters become free of ice early in the spring 
season are also favored, according to Hilden. In Iceland, where this species is 
relatively rare, Bengtson (1970) noted that six of ten nests found were in 
holes, while two were under high shrubs and two were in other cover. 
Where nests are located in trees, a variety of species are used, including 
oak, beech, chestnut, sycamore, basswood, willow, and alder (Bauer and 
Glutz, 1969). If artificial nesting boxes are used, their preferred dimensions 
are 23 to 28 centimeters wide and 85 to 100 centimeters high. The entrance 
should measure 12 by 12 centimeters and be located 50 to 60 centimeters 
above the base of the box (Grenquist, 1953). 
Clutch Size: Hilden (1964) reported an average clutch size of 9.37 eggs 
for 35 clutches, with an observed range of 6 to 12 eggs and a modal clutch of 
9 eggs. Von Hartmann (in Bauer and Glutz, 1969) reported a mean clutch 
size of 9.2 eggs for 104 Finnish clutches. The eggs are deposited daily (Bauer 
and Glutz, 1969). 
Incubation Period: Probably 32 to 35 days, based on various estimates 
(Bauer and Glutz, 1969). 
Fledging Period: From 60 to 70 days are required to attain fledging 
(Dementiev and Gladkov, 1967). 
Nest and Egg Losses: Hilden (1964) reported that during a two-year 
period of study, 86 percent of twenty-nine nests hatched. When records of 
other nests studied were added, a total nesting success of 84 percent was 
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determined for seventy-three nests. Considering total eggs, a hatching success 
rate of 77 percent was determined for this species. Crows and ravens were 
responsible for a high rate of egg losses prior to the onset of incubation, in spite 
of the fine concealment of most nests. This was attributed to the presence of 
conspicuous white down near the nest entrance and to the apparent memory 
that these predator birds have of nest sites that are used by mergansers year 
after year. 
Juvenile Mortality: Relatively little information on prefledging losses of 
this species is available. Hilden (1964) noted that shortly after hatching their 
young, female common mergansers and their broods left his study area for 
unknown reasons. Some returned when the young were at least half grown, 
but the high mobility of this species' broods makes estimates of their numbers 
in an area very difficult. 
Adult Mortality: The only estimate so far available of annual adult 
mortality is that of Boyd (1962), who calculated a 40 percent mortality rate 
for birds wintering in Britain. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
Food and Foraging: The controversies and emotions generated by the 
fish-eating tendencies of this species are considerable, and a judicious choice 
of references can allow the writer to cast the common merganser in almost any 
role that might be desired. Perhaps the fairest method is to consider the evi-
dence on a region-by-region basis, since major regional and habitat differences 
in available food sources are obviously present. 
In Alaska, British Columbia, and adjacent Washington, the primary 
concern has been the influence of common mergansers on the salmon and trout 
fisheries. Relatively few samples are available from Alaskan waters, but Fritsch 
and Buss (1958) examined 55 birds from Unakwik Inlet. Unidentified fish 
remains made up the largest single volumetric amount of foods, but of iden-
tified food materials various sculpins (Cottidae) made up the greatest volume 
(69 cubic centimeters), with the great sculpin (Myoxocephalus) adding an-
other 61 cubic centimeters, shrimp totalling 54.5 cubic centimeters, and 
blennies (Anoplorchus) 14 cubic centimeters. Salmon eggs were present in 
trace amounts in 7 birds, and salmon fry were present in similar quantities in 
3 birds. In British Columbia, Munro and Clemens (1937) examined the food 
taken by 363 common mergansers and found that in order of relative im-
portance it consisted of freshwater sculpins, salmon eggs, salmonid fish (char, 
trout, salmon), sticklebacks, freshwater coarse fish, and various marine fish. 
These authors concluded that in British Columbia the common merganser did 
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exert a significantly detrimental effect on salmon. Studies in Washington, as 
summarized by Meigs and Rieck (1967), indicate that local damage to trout 
fisheries can occur, particularly on trout-planted waters. These authors found 
that a juvenile bird consumed an average of 0.77 pounds of fish per day for 
83 days, similar to an estimate by White (1937) that a young merganser daily 
consumes the equivalent of a third of its weight. More recent studies by White 
( 1957) and by Latta and Sharkey (1966) suggest that food equal to about 
20 to 28 percent of the body weight is consumed each day in older mergansers, 
but their birds did not maintain their original weight during the study periods. 
Studies by White (1957) in the Maritime Provinces of Canada indicate 
a rather high depredation by the common merganser on salmon streams. 
Among samples of 724 common mergansers, salmon remains accounted for 
5 to 91 percent of the fish remains and occurred in 45 to 96 percent of the 
stomachs examined. White estimated that a single merganser might consume 
72 pounds of fish before attaining its full growth. Trout rivers in Michigan are 
sometimes utilized heavily by mergansers, according to Salyer and Lagler 
( 1940), who examined 315 specimens from various parts of Michigan. They 
found that on trout streams, trout predominated in the merganser stomach 
samples, and judged that trout were preferentially selected from other available 
organisms in the streams. However, samples from nontrout waters indicated 
that in such areas the mergansers were innocuous and at times beneficial. 
Mergansers collected in Minnesota, Nebraska, and South Dakota were 
examined by Timken and Anderson (1969). Among 222 birds, about 30 
percent had food items present in their stomachs. Only 19 of 151 identified 
fish remains represented game species, and the most important food was 
gizzard shad (Dorosoma) , which composed 37 percent of the total food 
weight. Freshwater drum (Aplodinotus) and white bass (Roccus) were next 
in importance; these three species made up about 60 percent of the total num-
ber of fish found. A similar finding was provided by Alcorn (1953), based on 
a sample of 110 stomachs from Nevada. Of a total of 267 fish present, 76 per-
cent were various rough fish, mostly consisting of carp (Cyprinus). Heard 
and Curd (1959) likewise reported that 80 percent of the fish found in 
mergansers obtained from Lake Carl Blackwell, Oklahoma, were various 
rough or forage fishes. Huntington and Roberts (1959) found no evidence 
that the common merganser was a menace to sport fishing in New Mexico and 
correlated the amounts of various fish eaten with their availability as indicated 
by fisheries studies. 
The general conclusion from most of these studies is that the common 
merganser is an opportunistic forager, feeding on such species as are fairly 
common and readily captured. In most cases these consist of rough fish rather 
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than game fish, but in areas specifically managed for trout or salmon produc-
tion, mergansers may well concentrate on this available supply of food. The 
maximum sizes of fish taken by mergansers are rather astonishing. Alcorn 
( 1953) reported finding carp up to 1234 inches long; Salyer and Lagler 
(1940) noted a case of a merganser with a 14-inch, 15-ounce brown trout; 
and Coldwell (1939) reported a 22-inch eel being eaten by a merganser. Wick 
and Rogers (1957) described a female merganser that had choked to death 
on a sculpin measuring 14.9 centimeters and weighing 64.3 grams. Latta and 
Sharkey (1966) judged that girth rather than length probably determined 
the maximum size of fish that could be swallowed. Captive birds seemed to 
prefer small trout over larger ones, and when given a choice of trout, sculpins, 
and creek chubs (Semotilis) , they consumed all three species, with the sculpin 
in somewhat smaller numbers. 
The only detailed study on duckling foods is that of White (1957), who 
analyzed the stomach contents of 118 ducklings. These included nearly 1,400 
insects, of which more than 93 percent were mayflies. There were also over 
300 fish present, 70 percent of which were species other than salmon or trout. 
Mergansers catch their prey visually, and in clear water can see fish up 
to 10 feet away (White, 1937). They prefer to feed in fairly shallow waters 
from 1 Y2 to 6 feet deep, and when diving for food generally remain under 
water for 10 to 20 seconds, but occasionally remain submerged up to 45 
seconds (Salyer and Lagler, 1940). They have been reported to dive as deep 
as 30 feet (Heard and Curd, 1959). White (1957) described cooperative 
foraging by flocks of twenty or more mergansers, which would form a long 
line parallel to the shore of a river or shallow lake. With much wing-splashing 
the flock would advance, then suddenly the birds would dive and catch the 
fish that had been thus concentrated. Single flocks of as many as seventy birds 
were observed foraging by this method. 
Sociality, Densities, Territoriality: Probably most mergansers breed in 
relatively well-isolated and well-separated situations, since an adequate supply 
of food for the female and developing young is required. Parmelee (1954) 
noted that one or two pairs along a sixteen-mile stretch of the Sturgeon River 
in Michigan seemed typical, although on some Lake Michigan islands a more 
concentrated nesting of this species, as well as of the red-breasted merganser, 
occurs. A comparable situation was described by Hilden (1964) in the 
Valassaaret group of islands of the Gulf of Bothnia. In 1962 this island group 
had an estimated breeding population of 34 pairs scattered over the six square 
kilometers of land area, or nearly 6 pairs per square kilometer. However, 
many of the tiny rocky islets supported nesting pairs, and thus nest site 
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availability as well as prOXImIty to suitable foraging areas were probably 
important factors determining distribution and density characteristics. 
Interspecific Relationships: When both species are on fresh water, com-
mon and red-breasted mergansers have similar foraging tendencies and con-
sume nearly identical foods. However, for most of the year these species are 
well separated ecologically from one another, and it is doubtful that much 
competition occurs. Double-crested cormorants also are freshwater fish-eaters, 
but are rather rarely found in association with common mergansers. 
Egg predators such as crows and ravens, and duckling predators such as 
the larger gulls, no doubt account for substantial mortality to eggs and perhaps 
also broods; at least this is indicated by such studies as have been done 
(Hilden, 1964). Merganser ducklings seem more agile than those of most 
species in eluding predators and furthermore appear to be less sensitive to 
chilling effects of severe weather. Eagles, owls, minks, and loons were men-
tioned by White (1957) as possible enemies of merganser ducklings. 
General Activity Patterns and Movements: Common mergansers are well 
known to be daytime foragers. Timken and Anderson (1969) reported that 
fall migrants in South Dakota seem to confine their feeding to morning hours, 
while during winter and spring they forage in the early morning and again 
in the late afternoon. A similar morning and afternoon foraging periodicity 
was noted by Salyer and Lagler (1940) in Michigan. According to White 
(1957), the most active period of feeding is just before twilight, and there is 
usually a resting period of at least two hours at midday. Nilsson (1966) men-
tioned that this species spent less time foraging than did common goldeneyes 
in the same locality. 
SOCIAL AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 
Flocking Behavior: During fall, the size of migrant flocks is usually rather 
small. Timken and Anderson (1969) indicated that groups of 8 or 9 birds 
were typical, and the groups never exceeded 30. Salyer and Lagler (1940) 
also mentioned that foraging is usually done in small flocks of fewer than 12 
birds, with such groups often having two or three adult males and the rest 
females or femalelike immatures. These flocks do not appear to feed coopera-
tively, but probably the success of birds feeding in small groups is greater than 
that of single birds, since these are seen infrequently. Nilsson (1966) men-
tioned seeing aggression among feeding flocks and in one case observed a bird 
stealing a fish from another. As spring approaches, flock sizes further decrease, 
and many birds are then seen in pairs. 
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Pair-forming Behavior: Pair-forming displays may be seen in wintering 
areas and also among spring migrants. It is marked by a great deal of surface 
chasing among the males, somewhat resembling the "sprints" of the red-
breasted merganser. The most common male display is a guitarlike note, 
uttered with the neck partly stretched and the head feathers fluffed. A second 
call, a bell-like note, is uttered during a sudden vertical stretching of the head 
and neck in a "salute" posture. Males also at times suddenly kick a jet of 
water backward some distance, but there is no associated head movement. 
The male also swims ahead of the female, with his tail cocked diagonally or 
flat on the water, and turns the back of the head toward the female, especially 
if she is inciting. The inciting behavior of this species is much like that of the 
red-breasted merganser. It consists of a loud, harsh call, repeated once or 
twice, and is associated with rapid forward swimming as each note is uttered 
(Johnsgard, 1965). Short display flights have been seen on a few occasions 
(J ohns gard, 1955); these terminate in a long, "skidding" stop near the courted 
females. 
Copulatory Behavior: Copulation in this species is normally preceded by 
a mutual drinking display. The female then assumes a prone posture, after 
which the male performs a lengthy series of drinking, preening, shaking, and 
similar "comfort movements" that differ little if at all from their nondisplay 
counterparts (J ohnsgard, 1965). Nilsson (1966) also noted that the male's 
precopulatory behavior was seemingly unritualized and involved preening, 
drinking, and bill-dipping movements. Mounting is not preceded by any dis-
plays, and, after treading, either the male immediately releases the female 
(Johnsgard, 1965) or the pair rotates in the water (Nilsson, 1966). In my 
observations, the male then swims away from the female, while uttering his 
courtship call repeatedly and keeping the back of his head oriented toward 
her. Nilsson observed only bathing after copulation. 
Nesting and Brooding Behavior: Females remain fairly gregarious during 
the early stages of the nesting season, while they are searching for suitable 
nest sites, and in areas providing numerous suitable sites assemblages of nest-
ing females may occur. The males may remain in the general vicinity of the 
nest during incubation and are sometimes also seen in the presence of broods, 
but they do not defend the young (Bauer and Glutz, 1969). Often, however, 
the males leave their mates and drift downstream, leaving the female and 
brood to forage in the upper reaches of the river (White, 1957). While in-
cubating, females usually leave their nests for a short time each day, often 
between 7:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., for periods of 15 to 90 minutes. 
After hatching occurs, the female typically remains in the nest for one 
and one-half to two days before leading the young to water. Several un-
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documented reports of females carrying young to water have occurred. The 
young are highly precocial, and broods are highly mobile, a situation enhanced 
by the tendency of the female to carry her brood on her back. While still fairly 
young the ducklings begin increasingly to shift for themselves and seem to 
survive fairly well without direct parental attention. Before the young have 
fledged, the female often deserts her brood to begin the postnuptial molt. At 
this time the ducklings often begin to gather into larger assemblages (Bauer 
and Glutz, 1969). An important facet of the habitat for flightless young is 
the presence of resting or roosting places closely adjacent to water at least two 
feet deep, where the birds can rapidly escape from danger (White, 1957). 
Postbreeding Behavior: The presence of a molt migration has not been 
established for this species. However, White (1957) noted that most yearling 
females apparently leave the breeding streams before molting and that both 
adult and immature males apparently move out to sea to complete their molts. 
During the fall, aggregations of fairly large numbers of birds occur on favored 
foraging areas and a leisurely movement southward begins. The birds gradually 
move to larger lakes or other ice-free waters to spend the winter. 
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